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K e e p  T e r r a c e v i e w  beds ,  go  v ' t  to ld  
New care plan alarms seniors 
By JEFF NAGEL 
SENIORS here are demanding 
the Northern Health Authority 
back down from its plan to 
slash a third of the beds at Ter- 
raceview Lodge. 
More than 200 seniors and 
their supporters packed the Elks 
Hall Thursday afternoon to con- 
demn the plan, which would 
make 75-bed Terraceview a 50- 
bed unit strictly for complex 
care patients by 2005. 
People who don't need the 
most intensive level of care 
will no longer be admitted. 
They are supposed to live with 
support in their own homes or in 
independent living units like 
M¢Connell Estates• 
But speaker after speaker 
rose to denounce the plan as 
Tim Rowe, the regional dir- 
ector for home and community 
care, said the decision to cut 
Terraceview's beds to 50 is 
based on projections of Ter- 
race's senior population in 
2005.  
Those estimates uggest he 
number of intermediate care 
beds will go down, particularly 
when alternatives are available. 
"Your assessment process is 
flawed, you need to look at it 
again," Culp told Rowe. 
"If anyone thinks there are 
going to be some empty beds 
they're d~luding themselves," 
said regional district director 
Les Watmough, a former health 
council rep. 
Increased assisted care is 
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Two charged in 
New Year's brawl 
TWO LOCAL nightclub bouncers face criminal 
charges temming from a drunken New Year's Eve 
brawl outside Hanky Panky s bar this year. 
Lorne Robert Wallington is charged with one 
count of assault while David Wayne Kirkaldy has 
been charged with three counts of assault and one 
count of uttering death threats. 
The charges tem from a brawl alleged to in- 
volve the two men, other nightclub staff and a 
group of Hanky's patrons. 
The fight happened around 3 a.m. Jan. 1 across 
the street from the nightclub directly in front of 
Video Stop. 
Darlene Morgan was present the night of the al- 
tercation and alleges the fight happened after a 
group of her friends were being harassed by on- and 
off-duty bouncers at the club. 
Morgan said when her group tried to leave the 
club the bouncers followed them outside where the 
fight ensued. 
Her husband was beaten unconscious and an- 
other man was left bleeding from the eyes, nose 
and ears, Morgan said. 
The brawl was captured on videotape by a sur- 
veillance camera t Video Stop. 
:From front 
JIM CULP speaks at Thursday's public meeting. 
From front 
More senior care 
options to come 
Rowe said an extra 46 many, many years is 
assisted living units are to cruel," Read said. 
be established here and in No one will be forced 
Kitimat over the next two out, Rowe responded, but 
years, added single seniors in 
He predicted that will double spaces will be 
also relieve pressure on asked to consider alterna- 
Terraceview, hich now is tive spaces. "We need to 
home to seven Kitimat re- have that space for people 
sidents; with the greatest need,' he 
A registrar of indepen- added. 
dent living units is to be The shift away from in- 
created to establish stan- stitutional senior care is 
dards of what level of care happening throughout the 
each senior should get. north, the NHA officials 
R o a d  i o b b y  ~o~, case managers said, and is consistent with 
would actually categorize the ,provincial govern- 
seniors according to the ments overall plan for se- 
i m a r k s  a w ~ n  standards, niors care outlined in the Norman Read a former Liberals' New Era docu- 
hospital board appointee, ment. 
asked what will happen to No NHA directors were 
MLA Roger Harris presen- 
• ted in the B.C. legislature. 
The Class A designa- 
tion will bring an addition- 
al $90,000 a year in main- 
tenance spending on the 
highway between the two 
northwest communities, 
said Monaghan, who is 
also vice-chair of the Kiti- 
mat-Stikine regional dis- 
trict. 
She took up the battle 
for winter road safety after 
complaints from frustrated 
drivers - and the number 
of accidents - climbed too 
in late August, setting a 
deadline for submissions of 
Oct. 25. A decision is ex- 
pected before Christmas. 
couples in independent at the meeting. Officials 
living units once one said Ron Bartlett, Ter- 
spouse dies. race's representative on 
"Separating people who the NHA board was out of 
have been married for town and unavailable. 
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Terrace 
i s  booze  
capital 
City outspends rest of 
the northwest on liquor 
By JEFF NAGEL 
TERRACE drinkers have guzzled their way to 
top spot in northwestern B.C. 
They drank nearly 1.3 million litres of beer, 
wine, coolers, and hard liquor -$7.8  million 
worth in all - to become the region's liquor 
sales capital in 2002. 
Despite having nearly as many residents, 
Prince Rupert railed Terrace with just over $6 
million in alcohol sales. Kitimat drinkers rang 
up $3.3 million. 
The stats are contained in the B.C. Liquor 
Distribution Branch's latest annual report. 
Beer is the drink of choice in all parts of 
the region. It accounts for about 68 per cent of 
liquor sales in Terrace, although that's less 
than the 75 per cent in towns like Hazelton 
and Stewart. 
A total of 872,000 litres of beer was sold in 
Terrace. 
Wine, which accounts for 11.3 per cent of 
sales here, and ciders and coolers, at 10.8 per 
cent, are slightiy more popular in Terrace than 
surrounding locales. Spirits also account for 9.5 
per cent. 
How much does the average Terrace resi- 
dent of legal drinking age consume? 
Without factoring out non-drinkers, it works 
out to a whopping 93 litres of liquor per adult 
per year, or $560 worth. That's $10.77 spent 
per week on 1.8 litres of booze. 
Some revenue-thirsty towns are gearing up 
to press the province for a new liquor tax that 
would pump money into local services to 
counter the ills of drinking. 
The idea has come from Fort St. John, 
where residents uck back nearly $10 million 
in booze each year. 
The city council there proposes an addition- 
al five per cent liquor tax. 
It says the money that would be generated - 
KARl DALE rings up a sale at the Coast Inn of the West liquor store. A proposal to add 
a new five per cent liquor tax would support treatment programs. JESSIE GIES PHOTO 
nearly $400,000 a year in Terraee's case - 
should go to the municipality to finance home- 
less shelters and detox centres. 
Towns and cities across B.C. will vote on 
whether to push on with the Fort St. John pro- 
posal when the resolution comes before the 
Union of B.C. Municipalities convention in 
September. 
Terrace councillor Marylin Davies said she 
would back the extra liquor tax idea if the 
money went to needed local programs. 
"I don't see an excess of money for rehab 
around right now," she said. "If there's an op- 
portunity to raise some money for rehab for 
people who are in distress because of alcohol, 
I would definitely be in favour." 
Opposed is councillor David Hull. 
He said the principle, extended to other si- 
tuations, would lead to "creeping taxation" on 
a variety of fronts. 
"It seems a little bit half baked," Hull said. 
"I would suspect i 's a nonstarter." 
Doctors not eager to supply marijuana 
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ing to perform a same sex marri- 
age if someone requests it. 
"I wouldn't have any problem 
with it," the Knox United Church 
minister said last week, reacting 
to news that same-sex marriages 
are now legal in British Columbia. 
On July 8 the B,C. Court of Ap- 
peal made same-sex marriage 
legal in the province, following a 
similar decision- in Ontario, and 
ending a one-year delay related to 
the federal government's own 
plans to recognize same-sex civil 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
(250) 635-7611 
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sex umons, but not their counter- 
~ ~ ~ l i J l i l  parts in northern B.C. 
i ~  ~ B i i ! i : : l  The same-sex union blessings 
~ ~ J ] ~ ] L J ~ I i F ~ ~ ]  are an issue that has divided Ca- 
nada's Anglican bishops. 
~" 1~]  ~ ~ ~  , ~ l  ~!ill The United Church has been at 
~ ~ ; i ~ 1  the forefront of the movement to
~ i ! 1  recognize the rights of homosex- 
. l ,  ,.  o.a a.  a, ravo  
"- ;!~1 that's because the church stands 
• 'i~[ for values likeiNualitY, justice 
• :.! and respectl , 
"It's all about struggling to find 
REVEREND Wallace Hargrave of Knox United Church is likely what the will of God is in our 
the only minister here prepared to perform a same-sex wedding, lives," Hargrave, who's originally 
marriages, from Texas, said. "It's not an easy 
Whale a number of Umted ,, 9 " • ' In Terrace. I would suspect couples planning a civil wedding walk, for sure. 
Churches m the Vancouver area ' . .  they would need to be considerab- might prefer to get married in a In a statement released last 
have alread reeetved wedding Y ' • ly brave. I wouldn t think in th~s church in a larger centre where month, the United Church says it 
requests from same sex ¢.ouples, area and thts political climate in  they'd have anonymity . . . .  : i supp0rts ame:sexlmarriageS but
Hargrave has his doubts that an .y  the north that people would be :. HargraVe suspects that asa  will notrequireitseiergy emarry ~ 
couples will come forward with that Open," / i !  i~United church minister;: he may eoup!es When tt is deemed con- 
similar requests her e, i He said any  local same'-sex "~'~'!be the only mlnistefin the Tev trary to the congregatmn's Wishes .  
7:00 - 10:00 p.m. 2"~ 
Join Us For A Walk Down Memory Lane 
Photos, Refreshments, Entertainment 
Kinsmen Dance 
Saturday', Aug. 2nd • Starts at 8:00 p.m. 
$10.00 per event 
Tickets for bath events are available at 
City Hall,: Ev's Mens Wear, Misty River'Books 
Adm#tance restricted to age l~and over 
The latest B.C. town to dump fluoride is Burns 
Lake. Seventy per cent of voters there said no in a 
June 25 referendum, ending 40 years of fluoride 
use. The turnout, however, was extremely low - 
the !No' side won 138-39. . . . .  
The vote leaves just seven B.C. towns - includ- 
ing Terrace - still adding fluoride to water. 
The chemical has long been added to water sys- 
tems to combat ooth decay. It's considered patti, 
cularly effective in preventing tooth decay in 
children and among low-income people' 
Water fluoridation is backed by national organi- 
zations of dentists and doctors, and by the World 
Health Organization. The provincial health plan- 
ning mlntstry also concludes fluoridation is safe. 
Terrace eouncll first decided April 14 to go to 
:referendum on water fluoridation, but held off on 
setting a date. They hoped to wait and put other is- 
sues on ~the ballot ,such as the borrowing to ex- 
tend the airport's runway. But clty staff now say 
there's no point in wait ing,  ~ : L 
Holding the referendum will cost about $6,000, 
about untested effects of marijua- 
na if used with other medications. 
Also unclear is how much 
weed doctors would prescribe, due 
to varying potencies of differing 
marijuana strains. 
"How would I know how many 
grams per day we should 
prescribe?" Appleton said. "Here, 
for the first time, you've got:a 
government saying, 'This is a 
medication you will prescribe.' 
And we have nothing to go by." 
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News In Brief 
Quake shakes northwest 
AN EARTHQUAKE centred in the ocean off the 
northwest point of the Queen Charlotte Islands rat- 
tled homes as far inland as Terrace Saturday. 
The moderate quake registered a magnitude of 
6.1, according to the Geological Survey of Cana- 
da's earthquake monitoring centre in Sidney. 
The tremor hit at 4 p.m. and was felt throughout 
the Charlottes, Prince Rupert, Terrace and Kitimat. 
A Terrace woman noticed a sudden shift of the 
ground and then saw phone cords swaying. 
The largest quake ever in this region was magni- 
tude 8.1 in 1949 also centred on the Charlottes. 
Vandals strike again 
A RASH of vandalism in the downtown core conti- 
nued last week. 
In the early morning hours of July 8 three panes 
of a plate glass display window were smashed at 
Totem Furniture and Appliances on Lakelse Ave. 
Culprits made off with a 32-inch colour television. 
The loss was estimated at $1,600. 
It's one of at least six stores in the downtown 
area which have had a windows broken in less than 
three weeks. 
Police collected fingerprints and samples of 
blood that thieves left behind. 
Meanwhile, Terrace Crimestoppers i seeking 
information on another theft at an Evergreen St. 
home. 
On Friday, July 4 a resident came home and 
found an alarm clock missing and a jewellery box 
had been tampered with. 
The patio door of the home on the 2300 block of 
Evergreen St. was left open and the theft happened 
during daylight hours, police said. 
Another Skeena claim 
NEW SKEENA Forest Products is facing another 
claim in court for unpaid services. 
Law firm Miller Thomson has filed a claim for 
more than $500,000 for legal services and accrued 
interest. 
The claim alleges the legal bill was to be paid 
once New Skeena's financing was in place or it 
sold its Smithers awmill. That sale closed May 
30. 
The Miller Thomson claim comes in addition to 
negotiator Doug Quinn's filing for $486,000 for un- 
paid negotiation services. 
Auditors in Nass 
FOREST AUDITORS are in Nisga'a territory this 
week for their annual check of forest practices by 
companies operating there. 
It's the third audit required under the Nisga'a 
treaty of the 2,000 square kilometres of land now 
controlled by the Nisga'a Lisims Government. 
The four-person team is looking at road mainte- 
nance and deactivitation, timber harvesting, silvi- 
culture,~ fire pr0tection and planning . . . . . . . . . .  
New Skeena Forest 9roducts and West Fraser• 
are among the companies subject o the probe. 
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Two charged in 
New Year's brawl 
TWO LOCAL nightclub bouncers face criminal 
charges temming from a drunken New Year's Eve 
brawl outside Hanky Panky's bar this year. 
Lorne Robert Wallington is charged with one 
count of assault while David Wayne Kirkaldy has 
been charged with three counts of assault and one 
count of uttering death threats. 
The charges stem from a brawl alleged to in- 
volve the two men, other nightclub staff and a 
group of Hanky's patrons. 
The fight happened around 3 a.m. Jan. 1 across 
the street from the nightclub directly in front of 
Video Stop. 
Darlene Morgan was present he night of the al- 
tercation and alleges the fight happened after a 
group of her friends were being harassed by on- and 
off-duty bouncers at the club. 
Morgan said when her group tried to leave the 
club the bouncers followed them outside where the 
fight ensued. 
Her husband was beaten unconscious and an- 
other man was left bleeding from the eyes, nose 
and ears, Morgan said. 
The brawl was captured on videotape by a sur- 
veillance camera t Video Stop. 
From front 
Road lobby 
marks a wmn 
MLA Roger Harris presen- 
• ted in the B.C. legislature. 
The Class A designa- 
tion will bring an addition- 
al $90,000 a year in main- 
tenance spending on the 
highway between the two 
northwest communities, 
said Monaghan, who is 
also vice-chair of the Kiti- 
mat-Stikine regional dis- 
trict. 
She took up the battle 
for winter road safety after 
complaints from frustrated 
drivers - and the number 
of accidents - climbed too 
in late August, setting a 
deadline for submissions of
Oct. 25. A decision is ex- 
pected before Christmas• 
J IM CULP speaks at Thursday's  publ ic meeting, 
From front 
More senior care 
opt ions to come 
Rowe said an extra 46 many, many years is 
assisted living units are to cruel," Read said. 
be established here and in No one will be forced 
Kitimat over the next two out, Rowe responded, but 
years, added single seniors in 
He predicted that will double spaces will be 
also relieve pressure on asked to consider alterna- 
Terraceview, which now is tive spaces. "We need to 
home to seven Kitimat re- have that space for people 
sidents; with the greatest need,' he 
A registrar of indepen- added. 
dent living units is to be The shift away from in- 
created to establish stun- stitutional senior care is 
dards of what level of care happening throughout the 
each senior should get. north, the NHA officials 
Local case managers said, and is consistent with 
would actually categorize the provincial govern- 
seniors according to the ment's overall plan for se- 
standards, niors care outlined in the 
Norman Read a former Liberals' New Era docu- 
hospital board appointee, ment. 
asked what will happen to No NHA directors were 
couples in independent at the meeting. Officials 
l iving units once one said Ron Bartlett, Ter- 
spouse dies. race's representative on 
"Separating people who the NHA board was out of 
have been married for town and unavailable. 
Your Full Service Tackle & Hunt ing  Specialists 
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council - which had also ,.:., .:/~:,,.~!:~:~'/~!:.:: 
lobbied the minister - Something Special at A&W 
learned the highway will 
be redesignated as a class Right now - come in and  en joy  a great  
Summer  Spec ia l !  'NHILL A road. 
"She did say right in 
the letter, which made me 
really happy, that it was 
because of that presenta- 
tion." 
The designation will be 
reflected in the winter 
maintenance standards et 
out in the next contract for 
this region, a 10-year 
agreement that goes into 
effect July 12, 2004. 
The ministry will send 
out a request for proposals 
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City outspends rest of 
the northwest on liquor 
By JEFF NAGEL 
TERRACE drinkers have guzzled their way to 
top spot in northwestern B.C. 
They drank nearly 1.3 million litres of beer, 
wine, coolers, and hard liquor -$7.8  million 
worth in all - to become the region's liquor 
sales capital in 2002. 
Despite having nearly as many residents, 
Prince Rupert railed Terrace with just over $6 
million in alcohol sales. Kitimat drinkers rang 
up $3.3 million. 
The stats are contained in the B.C. Liquor 
Distribution Branch's latest annual report. 
Beer is the drink of choice in all parts of 
the region. It accounts for about 68 per cent of 
liquor sales in Terrace, although that's less 
than the 75 per cent in towns like Hazelton 
and Stewart. 
A total of 872,000 litres of beer was sold in 
Terrace. 
Wine, which accounts for 11.3 per cent of 
sales here, and ciders and coolers, at 10.8 per 
cent, are slightly more popular in Terrace than 
surrounding locales. Spirits also account for 9.5 
per cent. 
How much does the average Terrace resi- 
dent of legal drinking age consume? 
Without factoring out non-drinkers, it works 
out to a whopping 93 litres of liquor per adult 
per year, or $560 worth. That's $10.77 spent 
per week on 1.8 litres of booze. 
Some revenue-thirsty towns are gearing up 
to press the province for a new liquor tax that 
would pump money into local services to 
counter the ills of drinking. 
The idea has come from Fort St. John, 
where residents uck back nearly $10 million 
in booze each year. 
The city council there proposes an addition- 
al five per cent liquor tax. 
It says the money that would be generated - 
KARl DALE rings up a sale at the Coast Inn of the West liquor store. A proposal to add 
a new five per cent liquor tax would support treatment programs. JESStE GIES PHOTO 
nearly $400,000 a year in Terrace's case - 
should go to the municipality to finance home- 
less shelters and detox centres. 
Towns and cities across B.C. will vote on 
whether to push on with the Fort St. John pro- 
posal when the resolution comes before the 
Union of B.C. Municipalities convention in 
September. 
Terrace councillor Marylin Davies said she 
would back the extra liquor tax idea if the 
money went to needed local programs. 
"I don't see an excess of money for rehab 
around right now," she said. "If there's an op- 
portunity to raise some money for rehab for 
people who are in distress because of alcohol, 
I would definitely be in favour." 
Opposed is councillor David Hull. 
He said the principle, extended to other si- 
tuations, would lead to "creeping taxation" on 
a variety of fronts. 
"It seems a little bit half baked," Hull said. 
"I would suspect i 's a nonstarter." 
Doctors not eager to supply marijuana 
about untested effects of marijua- 
na if used with other medications. 
Also unclear is how much 
weed doctors would prescribe, due 
to varying potencies of differing 
marijuana strains. 
"How would I know how many 
grams per day we should 
prescribe?" Appleton said. "Here, 
for the first time, you've got:a 
government saying, 'This is a 
medication you will prescribe.' 
And we have nothing to go by." 
the federal government's medical 
marijuana program to have to buy 
the drug illegally. 
No patients here qualify so far, 
but Dr. Geoff Appleton says that 
day may not be far off. 
"I think at some. point in time 
people are going tb come in ask- 
ing if they can qualify for it," he 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
LOCAL DOCTORS say they 
won't be happy if Ottawa forces 
them to start doling out medical 
marijuana from their offices. 
Health minister Anne McLel- 
lan announced July 9 the govern- 
ment will start shipping marijuana 
to doctors who prescribe it, so 
they can supply it to patients . . . .  said.."I think doctors are going to 
The decision is in response to a be really unhapl~y prescribing it 
court ruli.ng that it's unconstitu- until the legal stuff is sorted out." 
tional for people who qualify for Appleton says many doctors 
feel there needs to be more scien- 
tific research and testing on the 
effects of using marijuana as a 
treatment before prescribing it. 
"It's not been used as a medi~ 
cation very long, yet all of a sud- 
• den there it is - we should pre- 
scribe it. It doesn't make a lot of 
sense," he said. 
Nest drugs go through.rigorous 
testing for up to I0 years before 
they're approved, he said. 
Doctors are also concerned 
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News In Brief 
Ou-- e s--fi-a kes n-ort- west 
AN EARTHQUAKE centred in the ocean off the 
northwest point of the Queen Charlotte Islands rat- 
tled homes as far inland as Terrace Saturday. 
The moderate quake registered a magnitude of 
6.1, according to the Geological Survey of Cana- 
da's earthquake monitoring centre in Sidney. 
The tremor hit at 4 p.m. and was felt throughout 
the Charlottes, Prince Rupert, Terrace and Kitimat. 
A Terrace woman noticed a sudden shift of the 
ground and then saw phone cords swaying. 
The largest quake ever in this region was magni- 
tude 8.1 in 1949 also centred on the Charlottes. 
Vandals strike again 
A RASH of vandalism in the downtown core conti- 
nued last week. 
In the early morning hours of July 8 three panes 
of a plate glass display window were smashed at 
Totem Furniture and Appliances on Lakelse Ave. 
Culprits made off with a 32-inch colour television. 
The loss was estimated at $1,600. 
It's one of at least six stores in the downtown 
area which have had a windows broken in less than 
three weeks. 
Police collected fingerprints and samples of 
blood that thieves left behind. 
Meanwhile, Terrace Crimestoppers i seeking 
information on another theft at an Evergreen St. 
home. 
On Friday, July 4 a resident came home and 
found an alarm clock missing and a jewellery box 
had been tampered with. 
The patio door of the home on the 2300 block of 
Evergreen St. was left open and the thefthappened 
during daylight hours, police said. 
Another Skeena claim 
NEW SKEENA Forest Products is facing another 
claim in court for unpaid services. 
Law firm Miller Thomson has filed a claim for 
more than $500,000 for legal services and accrued 
interest. 
The claim alleges the legal bill was to be paid 
once New Skeena's financing was in place or it 
sold its Smithers awmill. That sale closed May 
30. 
The Miller Thomson claim comes in addition to 
negotiator Doug Quinn's filing for $486,000 for un- 
paid negotiation services. 
Auditors in Nass 
FOREST AUDITORS are in Nisga'a territory this 
week for their annual check of forest practices by 
companies operating there. 
It's the third audit required under the Nisga'a 
treaty of the 2,000 square kilometres of land now 
controlled by the Nisga'a Lisims Government. 
The four-person team is looking at road mainte- 
nance and deactivitation, timber harvesting, silvi- 
culture,~ fire pr0tection and planning . . . . . . . . . .  
New Skeena Forest 9roducts and West Fraser 
are among the companies subject o the probe. 
75th Anniversary Homecoming 
MEMORY LANE 
'~ A I -~AN ' ~ A I . .~AI~ SOCIAL " '  AI=CA.N , 
 erra,e rena 
Friday', August 1, 2003 
7:00 - 10:00 p.m. 2003 
J r "  
2003 
Join Us For A Walk Down Memory Lane 
Photos, Refreshments, Entertainment 
Kinsmen Dance 
Saturday,, Aug. 2nd * Starts at 8:00 p.m. 
$10.00 per event 
Tickets for both events are available a I 
City Hall,:Ev's Mens Wear, Misty River Books 
Admittance restricted to age 19and over 
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IT'S A strange sensation seeing a school torn 
apart. 
On the one hand, it s oddly thrilling to see 
machines busily pulling down a huge building 
like Skeena Junior Secondary, a job that s being 
done in bits and pieces over several weeks be- 
rose parts of it are being salval;ed an~ re- 
veled. _ . 
Then a lump catches in the throat. 
It's almost as if'memories of the people who 
cau  g d 
cycle .
filled the school with life over its 50 years are 
being pulled down alongside the sturdy blocks: 
of concrete, wooden frames and yellowy bits of 
insulation. 
In May, more than 300 people turned out to 
an emotional party commemorating the school's 
50th anniversary - and to say goodbye. 
It's a remarkable irony that one of Terrace's 
most recognizable landmarks is under the 
wrecking ball just as it marks a major milestone 
- five decades. 
But ask any of the students who actually went 
to Skeena this year and you'll quickly discover 
they're not all that sad to see the old school go. 
When its replacement opens up in September, 
the new Skeena Jr. will be the envy of other 
schools - and other districts. 
With skylights that allow natural light to shine 
down on the main floor, heavy timber beams, 
new classrooms, and labs, it's little wonder the 
kids can't wait to settle in. 
In a sense, Skeena High grew along with Ter- 
race. 
It's estimated 25,000 students have passed 
through the infamous dark halls of Skeena, 
which opened as a Grade 7-12 high school in 
1953, when Terrace was still a small town. 
In 1973, the year Thornhill Junior Secondary 
was built and just a few years after Caledonia 
Senior Secondary opened its doors, Skeena Jr. 
housed nearly 950 students. 
The new $11 million junior high taking shape 
behind an emerging mountain of rubble will 
have room for 650 students. 
When another state-of-the-art school - Moun- 
tainview Elementary, a brand-new elementary 
school -didn't  open last September, it became 
impossible to ignore a new fact of life in Ter- 
race: Our population is shrinking. 
. . . .  Families have left and more are leaving. En- 
rolment in School District 82 sits at less than 
6,376, and just 3,430 in Terrace. It's a down- 
ward spiral and no one knows when it will bot- 
tom out. 
So, by all means shed a tear for the old 
school, and say a proper farewell. 
But let's welcome its replacement as a symbol 
of faith in Terrace's future - and as a sign of 
hope for the region. 
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V(:RHF_..ARP AT THE UNFFF.I> NATIONS 
;elf-def  ,,nce ri,;;ll't,' ur  ::ler siege 
VICTORIA - Shortly after I 
arrived in Victoria to work for 
the Daily Colonist, I covered a 
sensational murder trial. 
The accused, a young 
woman with the last name of 
Carifelle (I can't remember 
her first name) had killed her 
estranged husband. 
The husband, who was 
under a restraining order not to 
go anywhere near his wife, 
had done so anyway and vi- 
ciously attacked the woman's 
father, who just happened to 
visit. 
Mrs. Carifelle ran outside, 
yelling for help. No-one came 
to her assistance. 
She ran into a restaurant, 
again screaming for help and, 
while racing through the kit- 
chen, grabbed a humongous 
knife. 
She ran back to her house, 
just in time to see her dad 
being beaten to within an inch 
of his death. 
She plunged the knife into 
her estranged husband and 
i ; I  :[,1 L'~ 1 I" n : l~ l ; I , J  illri| a 
HUBERT BEYER 
again. 
On June 29, they ripped off 
the front door lock and started 
bringing in garbage cans to fill 
up with merchandise. 
Saini and his partner sur- 
prised the duo, chasing off the 
knife-wielding accomplice and 
knocking unconscious the al- 
leged ringleader with a base- 
ball bat. 
Police now have charged 
Saini with aggravated assault. 
Never mind that the burglar 
first attacked him with the tire 
iron he had used to tear off the 
leek on the front door. 
Something is clearly wrong 
here. 
Why is a man charged with 
assault for warding off crimi- 
nals who attacked and attemp- 
ted to rob him? 
Are we no longer allowed to 
defend ourselves and our prop- 
erty? 
Apparently not. It's a matter 
of excessive force. 
The baseball bat, I suppose, 
ter. 
Even defending your own 
life is no guarantee that you 
and not the criminal who at- 
tacked you lands in jail. 
Take the recent ease of 
Harjeet Singh Saini and his 
partner Raj Singh Valcha. The 
two had bought a convenience 
store in the Montreal suburb of 
St. Hubert. 
During their first three is seen in the eyes of police, 
killedhim. • , ~. : .. :weeks:in:business, They were • as a force greater'than neces: 
She pleaded not guilty, as- robbed three times after dos- sary to repel an intruder armed 
ing hours. 
The thieves stole cigar- 
ettes, cash, lottery tickets and 
other goods worth more than 
$40,000. 
With police making no 
progress in capturing the 
thieves, the two store owners 
decided to take turns sleeping 
in the store's back room. It 
didn't take long for two cul- 
prits to try to rob the store 
with a tire iron. Saini should 
have asked th~ robber to wait 
a minute until he gets a smal- 
ler bat. 
Thirty years ago, society, 
including police and prosecu- 
tors would not have challenged 
the notion that using a base- 
ball bat to defend against 
armed intruders met the Crimi- 
nal Code's test that self-defen- 
sive force must be proportio- 
serting her right to self-de- 
fence, which can also apply to 
the protection of others. 
Before a packed room of 
cheering relatives and specta- 
tors, the jury found her not 
guilty and she left the court- 
room a free woman. 
That was more than 30 
years ago. 
Today, things have 
changed, and not for the bet- 
sate to the threat of bodily 
harm or property loss. 
Juries understood that, too. 
That's why Mrs. Carifelle was 
found not guilt by a jury of her 
peers, even though she had 
clearly killed her estranged 
husband. 
These days, you had better 
think twice before you defend 
yourself, your home or busi- 
ness. It might land you in pri- 
son. 
The need to prevent vigi- 
lantism is often cited by those 
who condemn any action by 
private citizens in defence of 
their lives or property. With all 
respect, what Saini did was not 
vigilantism. 
He didn't seek out those he 
deemed responsible for past 
robberies and try to teach them 
a lesson. 
He simply defended his li- 
velihood against intruders. 
My reaction would be simi- 
lar. 
I don't have a baseball bat 
lying around the house,- but I 
~ "mighv:find something else to 
beat the hell out of anyone try- 
ing to enter my home with ill 
intentions. 
I hope Saini will choose a 
jury to sit in judgment of him. 
And I hope the jury is more 
sensible than the prosecutors 
and police who brought forth 
the charges against him. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-maih hubert@coolcom.com. 
Or phone him at (250) 381-6900. 
l :ccy I( Inguage ; vo lumes 
A LOCAL school trustee In the words of one con- those cases, interpreting 
knits during board meetings, sultant, "It would depend trustees' body language be- 
letters to the editor reveal. A upon how much the knitter is comes a full time job, as nods, 
quiet pastime, knitting should taking from the meeting." blinks or body shifting trig- 
disturb no one except in this I'd be concemed this knit- gers a plot. 
circumstance it could convey ter is missing body language Delegations especially de- 
an attitude of disengagement, of trustees and public unless, serve the full attention and eye 
aloofness, and unconcern. In like my aunt who could knit contact of all assembled 
which case knitting is as out without looking, she has no trustees. Imagine the insult of 
of place as cleaning finger- need to watch for dropped addressing a board where one 
nails with a pocket knife, stitches but can instead focus of more trustees appear to 
To gauge the appropriate- on those in the room. have more interesting things 
ness of a behaviour, exagger- o ~,  . : e ., With her eyes on her nee- to do than listen. Who can 
ate it to absurdity. So for ar- dies, how can she clue in to blame observers for conclud- 
gument's ake, suppose dur- CLAUDETTE SANDECKI body language reactions by ing such a trustee is warming 
ing board meetings each trustee ngages in a favouite than dedicated to its elected board members and the muz- a chair for the stipend rather 
zled public? By their facial saving what's left of B.C.'s 
craft. One whittles wooden duty of providing students expressions, eye rolling, and education system. 
mallard decoys. Another with a quality education? elbow pokes in the ribs of There are decisions to de- 
laces leather wallets. A third Let me be clear. I have not neighbours parents c.onvey bate, discussion points to be 
paints watercolour land- seen the present Coast Moun- approval, annoyance, skepti- jot down, results to note. How 
stapes. A fourth cuts and tain school board in session, cism, exasperation r corked does she perform while pur- 
folds origami birds. A fifth nor have I met the knitter, angerin response to trustees' ling? Merely holding up a 
hand stitches a quilt block. A My remarks pertain to knit- faulty reasoning, spacious ar- hand to vote leaves the other 
sixth sketches caricatures of ters and school boards in guments, or pitiful cures for trustees doing the work. 
fellow trustees, general. 
Might not a father upset by By knitting during month- ministry chaos. That's unfair, to trustees and 
Every board, I'd wager, the electorate. 
newsthat next September his ly meetings is this trustee has factions, two or three Maybe I'm wrong. Maybe 
10-year-old will haveto walk alienating her constituency, trustees who cook up back those who elected this knitter 
three kilometres to school apathetic toward her respon- room deals to nudge the are happy with her perfor- 
along a busy, narrow road sibilities, indifferent o the board into a decision that manes. I'd worry about more 
conclude such a board is less board's deliberations? suits their private purpose. In than the negative optics. 
f "  .... '~" ^  ~~ 1TSAIt>BV ~oo~-~'~I I;oV~J~'RES~ILL~ "FI~E.~OO2- FcfuL~ ~" 
toFJI~ACLBEFL'/IA)G-\ l J~ADP/.INff A . )  McK~ANtCS_C~'/StdF:LC~ 
AROUNP IN pERSoNAL \ I CANOF:: AND HuUF#Xr HAv~ MtMfATuRE ~T~'FS. 1 
REL((oPFERSAND I~AI'(A)(r)~ WlL b 6AHF-~ A.Nb ChT G~Ef{CALL'lJ 
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Spend on 
f i refig h t e r s - CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
notDear l r  statues The Mail 
Ol~ay,Stla|s Is interesting, we have an extra 
'$200,000.00 in one pocket of the city while in 
another pocket two firefighter position are cut 
because the city cannot afford them. 
This is interesting to say the least. Are we 
really short of funds or aren't we? I am all for 
keeping the city's finances out of the red but 
on ly  if it is honestly done . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
As a volunteer firefighter I have worked 
alongside an incredible group of career firefight- 
ors who regularily put their lives and quality of 
life on the line for the city's taxpayers and now 
this same group is being made expendible in the 
name of a balanced city budget. 
It is hard to describe the feeling of safety one 
has knowing that any one of these will literally 
risk his life to save me or any other citizen. 
Now the same $100,000.00 in saved wages is 
being spent on a bronze kermode bear at the 
city's gateway, thanks but no thanks and please 




doesn't make sense 
Dear  Sir: 
If there is a hiring freeze on all city positions, 
why has a position been created to get the Ter- 
race sportsplex and proposed conference centre 
off the ground? 
To me it doesn't matter if this is a temporary 
position or full time position, it is a position that 
shouldn't even be considered. 
I am all for the new sportsplex, but am rather 
confused. It is my understanding that the sports- 
plex will not be built on taxpayers money, we 
would not be asking the city for money and we 
as a community need to be fully responsible for 
raising the balance of the monies required. 
I know many people think the profession of 
fire fighter is such an undemanding job, but I 
wonder how many of you actually know what 
these firefighters do on and off duty. 
As a member of the community I have been 
involved with the Terrace Skating Club, Terrace 
Minor Hockey and Caledonia Dry Grad. I do 
know first hand how often these fire fighters are 
asked to volunteer their time and if it wasn't for 
their generosity many of the events we hold in 
Terrace and so look forward to, as a community 
would not take place. 
It only seems reasonable to say that with two 
fewer fire fighters, the remaining fire fighters will 
be on call more often and attending to more call 
outs. I wonder if the community realizes that 
when one of these men, fathers or husbands are 
on call that they need;to: be able to drop ,what- 
ever they are doing at the time. . = , 
This could be attending a soccer or hockey 
game of their child's dance recital, a family din- 
ner, a social event, Christmas breakfast or Easter 
dinner, etc. That they are unable to be home 
alone with thier children while their wife may be 
out for the afternoon in case there is a call out. 
During the night while we are all sleeping they 
could be attending to call outs, when off duty 
sometimes tWO, three, and four times a night and 
the list only goes on. 
I take great pleasure in saying that over the 
years I have personally had the privilege to meet 
many of our fire fighters and are very proud of 
each and every one of them for all the sacrifices 
and generosity they give to benefit our commun- 
ity. 
If the City of Terrace and the community of 
Terrace are going to continue to expect he Ter- 
race Fire Department to volunteer as they do, 
you need to reconsider the hiring freeze that is 




, A boulder is a better 
tourist attraction 
Dear Sir: 
The Terrace Standard (July 9/03) depicts Jack 
Talstra and Roger Harris with the dead city mas- 
cot. The article is about their intention to have 
the Kermode promoted as the mascot of the 2010 
Olympics. The idea is to make some money has 
its virtues, but let us not forget that old Gimpy 
was shot by one of us. 
Of interest is a Kermode Bear website I re- 
cently saw that said that old Gimpy passed on. 
While I am not on either side of the fence 
here, the "Spirit Bear" is also the poster child for 
the environmentalists amongst us. Seems a bit 
contrary to the industry that this town was built 
around. 
The city has stated $200,000 in savings on the 
cost of highway upgrades required to bring in 
Wal-mart. Now they want to spend half of that to 
put up a statue of a Kermode bear along the 
highway for a mere $100,000 - big tourist attrac- 
tion - this while planning to cut fire department 
budget by about he same amount, 
I propose that the statue should be a big boul- 
der - it's cheaper and truly reflects that this town 
should be called the Gravel Pit capital of B.C'., 
since we are surrounded on all four entrances to 
this town by new or old pits - another big tourist 
attraction. 
Leave the Kermodes alone, Jack and Roger 
can market pet rocks. 
Chris Spangl 
Terrace, B.C. 
. . . .  Whe.e  the 
transparency? 
FIREFIGHTER Peter Weeber carries a woman 
fire filled the apartment building with smoke last 
The purposes of our society are to' enhance the 
social, economic, physical, cultural and spiritual 
well being of the Nisga'a citizens who live in 
Terrace. 
To my knowledge, from 1992 to 2000 we were 
informed of what was available to us and had a 
choice of participating in any and all activities 
sponsored by our organization. 
We were regularly given information regard- 
ing our finan'ces. We didn't have to ask for min- 
utes, motions, or financial statements because 
there was always another member who would tell 
us what was going on and if we didn't know we 
could go to our member-friendly office and ask. 
Many of us have been asking about social ac- 
tivities, sports and recreation activities, cultural 
and language classes, and many other programs 
providing an avenue of personal growth, involve- 
ment, and belonging. 
We have been told there is no money. 
I was surprised to read in the Terrace Stan- 
dard July 2 that we had received money to assist 
our vice president and directors to be account- 
able. Accountability to us, the membership, is' 
first and foremost. 
After many trips to the office, many phone 
calls and a couple of meetings, I have received 
no answers, incomplete answers, and many ques- 
tions completely brushed off at times. 
We have even passed motions at our meeting 
to get some information and give our directors 
some actions to take. As usual they choose to do 
what they want, give us a report that we could 
read in the previous two minutes. 
We are not at meetings to pass time or listen 
to reworded previous reports. We are there to find 
out what our organization has done, What it's 
planning to do, get financial information, ask 
questions, give suggestions and direction, and 
most of all to assess whether you are still acting 
in our best interest and that of our organization. 
Transparency and accountability is exper- 
ienced and can be used to cheek the actions of 
our vice president and directors in fulfilling their 
promises to uphold the purposes of our society -
not just an idea that sound good. 
Congratulations to us. Now how much money 





I got more direct financial information from 
the Terrace Standard's July 2 article "Terrace 
Nisga'a Society sets sights on global economic 
market" than we have been able to get over soy- 
Dear Sir: 
Our Terrace Nisga'a Society was formed 
many years prior to it.being established under the eral years - that contributions were as follows: 
Society Act of B,C. in November of 2000 as a Western Economic Diversification $100,000, 
not, for-profit organization. Royal Bank $10,000, and Aboriginal Business 
out of a local senior's complex after a kitchen 
year. FILE PHOTO 
Canada $66,900. 
Statements have been made that we should be 
attending meetings. That's what membership 
meeting minutes, board of directors minutes, mo- 
tions, resolutions, financial statements, con- 
tracts, agreements, etc, are for - to keep those .of 
us, who can't make it to a meeting or have been 
alienated in one way or another, informed. 
Many or.us have been seeking information 
from our three active directors over a period of 
time and even at a meeting called by the mem- 
bership May 25, to present direct questions com- 
piled by many members. We did not get any an- 
swers. As usual they tell us what they. want us to 
know. 
We have not been able to get any information 
regarding SkeeNass Ventures Ltd. At first we 
were told that it was not in operation because our 
society Was a non profit organization and Skee- 
Nass was just being incorporated and would be 
operating in September 2003. Then we find out 
that it had been in operation in 2002. 
We later learned that some of our money had 
been invested in SkeeNass. We still have not 
been able to view the details of the business 
plan, the key executive team, amount invested, 
budgets, contracts entered into or the expected 
return on our investment. 
Our feast and cultural system of accountabil- 
ity is far superior to any accountability feature of 
transparency and accountability that Charles 
McKay, our vice president, refers to as ideas of 
ISO. However, the mechanisms entrenched in our 
cultural system of public accountability is im- 
practical for our organization - therein lies the 
standards and practices of transparency and ac- 
countability that many of us have adhered to 
within each area of our profession .- peer moral 
and ethical obligations they have chosen to ig- 
nore. 
The three active directors Charles McKay, 
Martin Adams and Matthew Bright Jr. are parti- 
cipating in the Nisga'a Lisims Government on 
our behalf as well as administering all areas of 
financial decisions and disbursements in our Ter- 
race Nisga'a Society. 
We have not been able to view any funding 
agreements or verify how much has been re- 
ceived by Charles McKay, Martin Adams, and 
Matthew Bright Jr,, on our behalf under the col- 
lective benefits financial agreement between 
Nisga'a Lislrns government, the federal govern- 
ment, and the provincial government, and pos- 
sibly others. 
We emphatically state that the accountability 
features of our TNS organization and Lisims 
Nisga'a Government (as it applies to our govern- 
ment representatives) are ineffective if: 
I) the decision making process is not trans- 
.parent so that we can either endorse their deet- 
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sions or challenge it. 
2) we cannot receive financial information 
such as budgets upon request and question our 
receipts and disbursements - then have no one to 
complain to when we don't get any answers. Up 
until May 2003 our understanding is that there 
were three active board of directors.There have 
been two more who joined them - under what 
process we don't know. There were supposed to 
be five directorssince the 2000 elections. There 
is a process to follow if the directors elected 
withdrew. 
3) we cannot verify the process or o .utcome of 
any of their financial decisions because we are 
i l  not given any information. We have not been 
able to find any member who is more informed 
about our three active bgafd of directors actions 
since the Nisga'a elections of 2000. 
4) we cannot determine that they are acting in 
our best interest and that of our Terrace Nisga'a 
Society. They lost our bingo license in June of 
2002 and are jeopardizing our society by failing 
to comply with the requirements of the Societies 
Act. 
Charles McKay and Martin Adams have been 
involved with our Terrace Nisga'a Society for 
about 15 years in one executive capacity or an- 
other. They have alienated in one way or another 
persons working for our organization, volunteer- 
ing, assisting at an executive level or any mem- 
ber who dared to expect hem to follow policies 
and procedures - that they were also actively in- 
volved in developing. 
What should have been a very proud day for 
us to collectively demonstrate our accomplish- 
ments and share another step in our journey of 
reaching our aspirations, turned out to be disap- 
pointing when Mr. MeKay and Mr. Adams touted 
ISO as a new level of accountability. 
This could have been a process of improve- 
ment and confirmation of already established 
standards and practices, at all levels of our orga- 
nization which they have chosen not to follow. 
As a member of the Terrace Nisga'a society, I 
am very pleased that we have been selected for 
the ISO project. I am confident that we, the 
members of Terrace Nisga'a Society, will once 
again demonstrate our collective ability to pro- 





not the only solution 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to address comments by Peter 
King, chair of the Coast Mountain school dis- 
trict, in a July 2 letter to the editor. 
I understand that the Coast Mountain school 
board faces some budget challenges in the com- 
ing school year. The provincial government 
shares similar budget challenges. ., 
Despite those challenges, for the coming" year 
our government has increased the per-pupil base 
funding to $5,365 from $5,308. 
We've been able to'do that because we are 
continuing to protect education, fundine even 
thoUgla there are rower stuoents In oursonools. 
At the same time, we'are providing' SchoOl 
districts with the opportunity to deliver education 
in ways that meet the unique needs of their com- 
munities. 
The four-day school week is just one of those 
ways. Is it the only way? Of course not. 
The Central Okanagan school district believes 
that students learn more in their younger years, 
so it has introduced a program called Achieving 
a Necessary Future. Each 
school in the program gets 
an additional teacher, 
which allows for smaller 
class sizes in the early 
grades. 
Other school districts 
are providing students and 
parents with more choice. 
For example, the Cow- 
iehan school district on 
Vancouver Island has ap- 
proved an international 
hockey program that will 
serve local students and Christy Clark 
attract new students from 
around the world. 
Government has fulfilled its commitment to 
provide school boards with greater autonomy to 
better meet local needs. Now, it's up to the 
Coast Mountain school district to meet those 
Christy Clark 
Minister of Education 
Bring on stat shopping 
Dear Sir: 
This letter is directed to councillor David Hull 
regarding the article in the Terrace Standard July 
9 about businesses being open on statutory holi- 
days. Now the city is going to make the decision 
not the members of the business community - 
the Chamber of Commerce. 
I think that it is time David Hull and the rest 
of the elected of~cials became progressive and 
let Terrace businesses do what a lot of the rest of 
the province is already doing. Terrace is a great 
place with a lot of great people but today we are 
suffering with a terrible economy and we need to 
become progressive and not sit idle. 
The last time I wrote I was called to the mat 
because I was new to town and really shouldn't 
say anything until I have lived here for 37 years. 
If we keep the attitude that we are nice small 
town and we should keep it that way, it is that 
attitude that will keep us from progressing for- 
ward. 
i love living in ~rerrace but,kwill not keep 
quiet as businesses go bankrupt'~r move out of 
town. David Hull needs to decide if he wants to 
help lead us out of the troubling times we.tu'e in 
or continue to hold us back. 
It was three months ago that I phoned David 
Hull to talk about my concerns and he assured he 
would come and talk to me, but to date he has 
made no contact. 
I think it is time for action. This is a simple 
issue and if were are going to be open on statu- 
tory holidays then lets not be a little bit pregnant. 
Glenn Kelly 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Health authority responds 
to seniors' concerns 
Dear Sir" 
We're writing to address 
some of the questions raised 
about our recently an- 
nounced home and com- 
munity care initiatives. 
We want to assure resi- 
dents that Northern Health 
will continue to provide residents of Terrace and the sur- 
rounding communities with high-quality services for se- 
niors, tailored to the needs of all clients. We have out- 
lined our approach in a detailed home and community 
care plan, which we have made available to the public. 
Seniors have wide-ranging needs. Many seniors live 
in good health. Some require day programs or in-home 
services to help them remain in the community. Others 
need specific housing and support services to help them 
stay independent. And others require care 24 hours a day 
in residential care facilities. 
Given these facts, we have set a number of principles 
in place for home and community care in the North. 
These principles are to: 
1. Increase the availability of high-level beds for se- 
niors who do need continuous care; 
2. Reduce reliance on institutional care for people 
who can enjoy more independence if their needs can be 
met through specialized seniors housing and/or home 
support services; and 
3. Treat communities across the region fairly, by ap- 
plying consistent standards to determine unit and bed 
numbers. 
We will' fulfill these goals in Terrace in several ways. 
We will dedicate Terraceview Lodge and 50 beds in the 
facility for clients with complex health needs, who re- 
quire care around the clock. Right now, Terraceview has 
only 20 beds for high-level clients, and 55 beds for 
clients at an intermediate care level. 
We determined the 50-bed number by first calculating 
the seniors' population over the age of 75 in the city and 
surrounding area, and then applying the same standard 
used in all of our communities. 
We provide 7.5 complex care beds for every 100 
people over the age of 75 years in a given community 
(those people are the most likely to require high-level 
residential care). That same standard has been applied 
for determining bed numbers in other communities 
across the region. 
We will move to the standards at Terraceview Lodge 
by increasing the level of care provided in 30 former in- 
termediate care beds. We will also reduce 25 intermedi- 
ate care beds over time. Those reductions will come as 
beds are vacated. No one will be moved. If a client 
makes a personal choice to receive care in a different 
setting, we will help them. This same approach is taking 
place in several other communities. 
Providing seniors with health services but also help- 
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ing them maintain personal 
independence is important. 
Some of'this can be accom- 
plished through Independent 
Living units. We have 21 
units at MeConnell Estate 
that opened last year, provi- 
ding housing and services 
for seniors who need help to live independently. These 
Independent Living units are wheel-chair accessible, and 
provide 24-hour emergency response, help with house- 
hold activities like laundry and housekeeping, at least 
one meal a day, recreational opportunities, and care ser- 
vices. 
We have forecast he number of Independent Living 
units required in Terrace by another egion-wide stan- 
dard, based upon the population over the age of 65. After 
conducting this calculation, we have determined a need 
for five more Independent Living spaces in Terrace in 
addition to the units at McConnell Estate. 
We'll be adding these new units shortly. We will also 
be increasing the level of care provided at McConnell 
Estate by adding 24 hour a day personal care services, 
two meals a day, and enhanced recreational opportuni- 
ties. We also want to help seniors remain independent in 
their own homes whenever possible. In Terrace, we'll be 
boosting the level of home support services we provide 
by offering more life-skills information and rehabilita- 
tion. We also plan to relocate our existing adult day 
centre, and make space for more clients who live in the 
community. 
For many years, clients from the Kitimat area have 
used services in Terrace because locally developed al- 
ternatives were not available to them. 
Our plan included a detailed analysis of the needs of 
seniors in Kitimat and Terrace. By providing some local 
alternatives in Kitimat, there will be less pressure on 
services in Terrace to care for the needs of residents 
from Kitimat. Accessibility to local services in both 
communities will increase. 
The home and community care plan for Terrace is 
consistent with the overall direction for seniors care 
around the region and across B.C., which focuses on 
providing services to help seniors retain their indepen- 
dence and allocates bed and unit numbers on the basis 
of firm factual data. 
In closing, we would encourage all Terrace and area 
residents to read our home and community care plan for 
the area, which fully outlines how we intend to meet he 
diverse needs of seniors. 
If you'd like a Copy of the plan, please call (250) 
565-2694 or e-mail communieations@northernhealth.ca 
Cholly Boland, Terrace-Kitimat 
health services administrator 
Tim Rowe, regional director 
for home and community care 
Kidney  d i sease  s t r ikes  fami l ies ,  not  on ly  ind iv idua ls .  [ 
When a Kidney Foundation volunteer knocks on your door, please give generously. I • THE I4~IDNEY FOUNDATION OF  CANADA i 
www.kidney.ca . [ 
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Free with the lease or purchase of any new in.stock Toyota: 
500 litres of gasoline* 
Financing from No Security Deposit on all leases, OAC. 
' I "EAM T O Y O T A  
access ,  toyota ,  ca Your Toyota BC Dea/ers 
IT PAYS TO REAO THE FINE PRINT: "OHor volid on in stock now and mogtotored Tayota volddol Isutchegd zoo loosed hem I plf~dpotilll Toyota BC Dizzier and doff.rod from July 12.19. 2003. 6flow opplioo to oatnil eastman only. got ,,fill will be awarded in the hritn of o $375 
Pot.,X.4nadzz poe.paid n.d and is hood on aa ootimlgd average gas pdco zzl $,75 For DU o fol teenier |Is, Cald cxpirls 24 memo hem octlvotlen hog, Vohidzz models may not bo osacdy,ls shown. Accoso pdcae in this advnflJoomont are in effect ho the month ol July 2003. Other 
payment plans avaihhlo, Contact 1.896.Toyelo-9 zoo vllit www.accooe.tiyota.ct, flonlol may lease/soil for lose. Some condiUons apply, lind zzfforl may ¢hzzn|o wlthut notice, Sol yew paftidpatin| Toyota 9C Doable for mole details. 
TERRACE MOTORS _ 
49i2 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635.6558 
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Cross Rib Pot Roast 
or Cross Rib Simmering Steak 
Boneless, Fresh, Canada / ii.:! 
Grade A, 3 .95 /kg  9560,., ~ ,  ~ , : , :~!~ _ . :~ 
0 
Ib 
Sirloin Ball Tip Steak 1~~lb9~ or Roast, Boneless, Fresh, 
Canada Grade A,4.39/kg 
95597-1 
/~0~~ Support for Our Western Beef 
Save-On-Foods is 100% Western Canadian owned and operated, ~'- , , , "  
support Western cattle ranchers and their families. It's only natL 
In fact, we buy all the Western beef available on the market. And 
mighty proud of that fact. 
These are difficult times for Western ranchers so we invite you to j 
us in support of them.There's nothing like tender, delicious Western 
and there's never been a better time to buy it. So let's do something 
more for our ranchers, let's show them, w. 
Steve Vanderleest 
President, 
Overwaitea Food Group 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, July 16 to 19, 2003. While quantities last. Photos are for illustrative purposes only. 
Ground Beef ~U~ I[ 11 II 
Fresh, 1.%/kg d~111~ II 
C ~ . . . . .  . v . ,~  
k 
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Regulators probe 
frendship centre 
at the Kermode Friendship =..__ ____ a ~r=°~_.dZ..~°._.~?,r,°f. :  ; 
Society, even though con- 
cerns over a looming crisis 
has prompted the board of 
directors to step aside. 
The B.C. Association of 
Aboriginal Friendship 
Centres issued an urgent 
request July 3 asking for 
the suspension of the board 
until the annual general 
meeting, slated for this 
Friday. 
A letter to society pre- 
sident Lloyd McDames 
cites concerns about the 
way the board is governing 
the centre, which offers a 
range of services to abori- 
ginal people living in an 
urban setting. 
The letter was posted. 
on the society's front doors 
last week, while a range of 
programs - from alcohol 
and drug counselling and 
referral services to a new 
outreach program for 
homeless people - conti- 
nued inside without inter- 
ruption. 
No one from the provin- 
cial association was able 
to speak with the Terrace 
Standard last week. 
But the letter says the 
regulatory body, which 
provides core funding for 
friendship centres, is send- 
ing representatives to the 
Kermode Friendship Soc- 
iety's AGM, slated for July 
19 in Terrace. 
The letter reveals the 
A LETTER posted on the door of the KermoUe 
Friendship Centre warns of possible intervention 
there by the B.C. Association of Aboriginal Friend- 
ship Centres. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
association's project re- 
view committee has also 
raised questions about the 
board's relationship with 
staff, morale, employee 
safety - and the society's 
ability to meet program 
contract expectations, em- 
ployment standards, or 
maintain day-to-day opera- 
tions. 
Curiously, the letter 
also notes friendship 
centres are expected to 
take steps ensuring no 
harm comes to employees 
and volunteers through ac- 
tions that are foreseeable. 
The committee has the 
power to place special 
agreements or mandatory 
action plans on friendship 
centres as a condition of 
core funding. "Such action 
would only unfold if all at- 
tempts by [the committee] 
were unsuccessful in as- 
sisting the" friendship 
centre in their initial stage 
of need," it continues. 
Po ;tal workers poised t(, strike 
passe in bargaining on key 
issues. 
About 30 unionized Ca- 
UNIONIZED postal work- 
ers here could be on strike 
as early as Friday morning 
here. 
The Canadian Union of 
Postal Workers (CUPW) 
gave notice of the strike 
deadline last week after 
union negotiators reached 
what they called an im- 
nada Post workers in Ter- 
race, including 21 letter 
carriers, would be affected 
if there's awalkout. 
"Instead of considering 
our proposals for innova- 
tive changes, Canada Post 
UNLIMITED GAME PLAY 
58.99 for 7 Days 
UHLIMITED EXCHAHGES 
for week long rental period 
for onlya.Sle.fOO~p/esrexchange) 
• .,.-T:' ::;-:" : :7 : :  , :"~:; :  " " '  : ' "  = ;:i:,:.: ':,'.7' : 
.NA NATIVE 
, .~  . . :  . .  : : .  , ,  ,~ :  -~ : . :  , . : : . . . , - - :  .. , :  . • ; . .  
:.. • . . . . .  , ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
", : ", . . . .  y./t .., ; . ; ~ . : , 
SNDS is offering assistance for youth to participate in 
Corporation (CPC) is pro- 
pos ing s ign i f i cant  
rollbacks," said CUPW 
national president Deborah 
Bourque. 
In the event of a strike, 
CUPW and Canada Post 
have agreed to deliver 
government pension and 
social assistance cheques. 
sports, recreation a d fine arts in Urban Terrace. 
"Our objective is to provide opportunities formental, 
physical, emotional nd 
spiritual ( ife balance) growth of Aboriginal youth." 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
PLEASE CONTACT ARNIE 
THIS PROGRAM RUNS ON A YEAR.ROUND BASIS -. 
i ('Ill|V||-" I 
k ¢'e~ Mobile Homes * Travel e,A.~,~ ~~'uIVI/"~NIENT D R I V E - 1  
 .keole:ide.oom 
I 1-800-335-8088 
250-635-5232 I Fax: 250-635-3288 
~ n  e errace~ B.C. (Next To SAAN) 
stick with till you reach your goal. 
You can eat the foods you love, 
stay satisfied, and still lose wight .  
i Now at Weight Watchers- 
. ~:;.:~: :,. get "in the Groove'- 
your cool guiie tOr;t~n~ 
stated, e 
~ ~ ,  
JO IN  NOW FOR 1/2 PR ICE  AND SAVE $22 
CALL 1 800  682 8011 WEIGHTWATCHERS.COM 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 9:30 am • Tuesday 5:30 pro, 7:00 pm 
( WeightWatchers" 
real food.real life.real results. 
VarmlfO++llllmhldt]mlat II~¢]pllti fflltdn IO¢lltk)l~ 
Weight Watch.n Int ,m,tion,t. I~ m,~r orlh~ ~E I~/T WATC~E RS trtd~m,rL All dgl"~e rmrwl. 
~r~lt. 
Return ell your beverage containore to 
Encorp Bottle & Return.It Depots for recycling. 
www.encorp.ca 
:~ . I+ I ISTORY: :AT~A.GLANCE - -  : 
5 YEARS AGO 
SKEENA CELLULOSE is cutting production at its 
Terrace sawmill to four days a week for the next 
four weeks. 
The company also announced it will shut down 
its Carnaby sawmill for four weeks from July 20 to 
Sept. 8. 
While workers in Terrace get away without a 
complete shutdown, they will be bringing home pay- 
cheques 20 per cent smaller during the production 
scaleback. 
Company officials continue to blame disastrous 
lumber markets which were pushed own further this 
year by a collapse in demand from Asia adding glo- 
bal lumber prices are still weak.- July 15, 1998 
10 YEARS AGO 
ALCAN officials deny the Kemano Completion pro- 
ject is in trouble even though they are seeking a 
special deal from Victoria to "revitalize the econo- 
mics" of the project. 
Company vice-president Bill Rich called a news 
conference to announce that Alcan will participate 
fully in the B.C. Utilities Commission review of the 
billion-dollar hydroelectric project. 
He said the company faces problems because of 
the two-year delay in construction at Kemano fol- 
lowing a lower court ruling ordering an environ- 
mental review. 
Though the ruling was overturned, the company 
won't resume construction until the review and other 
challenges are over.- July 14, 1993 
15 YEARSAGO i 
SKEENA MLA Dave Parker has reduced responsibi- 
lities after a July 6 cabinet shuffle and provincial 
government re-organization. 
,Parker etains his post as forests minister but his 
responsibilities for the North Coast economic deve- 
lopment region and for crown lands is taken away. 
Those duties are transferred to Saanich and the 
Islands MLA Terry Huberts and Howard Dirks re- 
spectively. - Ju ly  13, 1988 
From the archives of the Terrace Standard - your 
local newspaper of record since 1988. 
i~ ,~,"~ ~,! ~ ,~.~:~ ~ ;.,~:~ ~i~:~.~.~'  ~.~ " ' ~" - ' 
i ~ T h  e :  ~'~ ~" . :~'" "~l  , "" " . ,  ~ . : T ~ ~ ~ . .  '~:" 
Construction,' Terrace 
Your Local Highway &Bridge Maintenance Contractor .~  
Ph:(250)638;1881. J 
,. : , :~:,~:., "::.,~: ,~ ,.~ 
~_~":~,,~I~.,-~ .~ - - . = - ~ ~ . ,  
- -  i 
T 
with bonus DVD s i 
Reg. $188.76 i 
CLEARAHCE S125 oo 
A Great Deal 
?ca .a  205  PC Illag 
SOCKET SET 
1/4, 3/8 and 1/2 Drive 
::~:~!:, ,~::!~ SAE and Metric Size 
s s 279.99!o 149.99 
CREST 
Night Effecls Nighttirne 
FE T 
Leanne iOOggOli 
" i ' l= l  i l l [  
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^-- *L -  I'~^L OFF! Lever 2000 
Insect Repellents [ i ,~ '~]  Bar Soap 
Canada Safeway is Proud 
"¢ ? 
to Support (, :lnadian Bet?J 
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Rupertites vote 
to buy pulp mill 
Referendum gives city power to proceed 
By JEFF NAGEL 
PRINCE RUPERT taxpayers have over- 
whelmingly voted to borrow $20.5 million 
for a cash infusion to start up New Skee- 
na Forest Products. 
The plan to buy the pulp mill and Tree 
Farm Licence 1 was approved by 70.5 per 
cent of voters in a referendum July 5. 
"They are showing a tremendous 
amount of trust in our leadership and we 
need to honour that trust," said Prince 
Rupert mayor Herb Pond. 
The purchase has provisions for New 
Skeena to buy back the assets within two 
years. That means the deal should - if all 
goes well -ac t  like a loan to New Skee- 
na. If the company fails to restart or de- 
faults on other conditions, the town will 
own the mill and timber supply, and be 
free to look for new operators or buyers. 
None of the $20 million will flow to 
New Skeena until Prince Rupert council 
is satisfied with the company's business 
plan and that the balance of assets and 
liabilities justifies the risk. 
And the city buy-in plan won't go 
ahead until New Skeena raises another 
$20 million it says will be needed for 
startup. 
"Voters have given council the man- 
date to do the necessary due dilligence 
and make a decision as to whether we are 
to proceed," Pond said. 
At stake for Prince Rupert are 375 jobs 
at the pulp mill, cash flow that consti- 
tutes a quarter of the direct dollars enter- 
ing the city's economy, and $18 million 
in unpaid property taxes. 
Referendum turnout was very high 
-particularly for a summer vote. Pond 
said about 48 per cent of those on the last 
voters' list voted, but noted many people 
have left town, likely pushing up the turn- 
out percentage to well over 50 per cent. 
New Skeena would lease back the as- 
sets for at least $150,000 a month - the 
equivalent of interest payments on the 
loan until the company buys back the as- 
sets. 
Pond said the provincial inspector of 
municipalities has tentatively approved 
the plan, but must okay any final deal. 
The next hurdle would be the Munici- 
pal Finance Authority - which is akin to 
a credit union for B.C. towns and cities 
and would lend the money. 
Terrace mayor Jack Talstra, who is 
also an MFA trustee, is optimistic the au- 
thority will approve the loan. 
"I suspect it will be approved," he 
said. "MFA's in the business of throwing 
lifelines to municipalities." 
He called the Prince Rupert plan pru- 
dent. 
"They're not just handing over the 
money willy-nilly," Talstra said. "They 
have a lot of stipulations on it." 
The fact Rupertites have voted to put 
their collective wallets behind the com- 
pany should improve the confidence of 
other prospective investors, company pre- 
sident Dan Veniez 
says. 
He has said the 
pulp mill could be 
operating by No- 
vember. 
Veniez called the 
vote  an 
"overwhelming en- 
dorsement." 
Financing is the 
final major barrier 
for New Skeena, 
which has success- 
Talstra fully concluded la- 
bour agreements at 
its pulp mill and Terrace sawmill. 
Those, plus a series of other cost re- 
ductions and contracting out of services, 
will make the company a low-cost produ- 
cer, Veniez says. 
Pond said Prince Rupert council 
doesn't intend to buy the Terrace sawmill 
as well, although the authorizing bylaw 
names all New Skeena assets, including 
Terrace. 
Talstra said he believes it makes no 
difference whether a company owns the 
sawmill, or the City of Prince Rupert. 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
A Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7  
~A~am~ Phone  635-2444 * Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
,~' 
A Tina Turner Tribute Show 
Where: Best Western 
.Gucci 
• Ralph Lauren 
ce  
: (~  . (~  ~ A r~ ~C~~, 
.,,~..,.:. ;:, ~ ~.*, ,,. f,,, -.~ ,.,~?.,;~ 
• .~ ,~ ~: '  . .,:, .~.- ,  ~ . 
S and  CONTACTS 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
• Harry Potter 
.Flexon 
.Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or  family member 
L For your convenience &qvick service, 
Buy a Sundae... 
and help kids be kids! 
~i~i:i~. ~, 
. . . .  ! 
b :  
~i ~ 4643 Park Avenue, Terrace 
~ MiraCle ~, 
F :! Children's sqN~_TH!n9 
~ ~ i  Mirac le iNetwor l~  DIFFERENT ~ Treat Day"i 
Check this exciting feature ach week 
for easy. delicious dinner ideas! 
BARBECUED LEMON CHICKEN 
WITH PEPPER AND THYME 
Make fo~l packets of zucchini or leeks wasoned 
u.~ith Italian d~'osaing to~rill along urltlt th~ 
ch~ken, or serve urlth thick tomato ellces. 
2.1/2 Ib chicken 1,25 kg 
1/4 cup lemon Juice 50 mL 
1/4 cup vegetable oil G0 mL 
112 tsp crumbled dried thyme - 2 mL 
or 2 tep (10 mL) chopped fresh 
1 t_sep black peppercorns 5 mL i 
• Split chicken in half or cut into pieces. 
* Ifimeasuflng cup, combine lemonjulce, oil and 
thyme Coarsely grind or crush pepper;, add to 
, lemon mixture Place chicken' in shallow dish; l 
pour mixture over, turningto coat. Refrigerate 
for 1 to 3 hourn, turning chicken occasionally. 
• Grill chicken 4to 6 inches (10 to 15 era) from 
hot coal~ turning frequent]yto preventburnlng, ~O~TOM ~VTT/~ Etl~l PA~ 
! for about 20 minutes on each side or  until 
chicken is done.and ;juices run Clear. Makes ,ORf~t ~/~/~ ~Ot~f~l~lt ~ l~f/Ot~ 
~oo. .,= A/I~ ASOVl IVIWU/~O tl~t, rllf 8f# O~AllrV N rfRIAO~, k ~  
,, ° . , , , . , , , - . : . -  . . ,  . - , . , ,=  N O(Ae  rmr, 
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Forest rec.sites get one-year reprieve here 
The Lakelse Lake and 
Exstew River sites aren't. 
covered, nor are ones in 
the Stewart-Brown Bear'• 
area. They remain user- 
maintained. 
Johansen said he also 
hopes unused funds will 
help maintain other trails 
in the Kitimat valley. 
The FIA money comes 
after two attempts by the 
province to get local oper- 
ators to agree to take over 
sites and trails here. 
Some snowmobile trails 
are maintained under 
agreements with local 
snowmobilers. 
Although hiking clubs 
here haven't signed up to 
maintain trails, the Ter- 
• race Hiking Club and Sier- 
ra Clubs are helping out 
with some trail mainte- 
nance on an informal vo- 
lunteer basis, Johansen 
said. 
The Kitsumkalum band 
had expressed interest in 
taking over operation of 
Red Sand Lake. "We 
couldn't come to an agree- 
By JEFF NAGEL 
MOST FOREST recreation 
sites in this area will be 
maintained for this year at 
least with an infusion of 
government -d i rec ted  
money. 
West Fraser and New 
Skeena Forest Products re- 
ceived $10,000 each from 
the province's Forest In- 
vestment Account (FIA) 
- the  bodythat  replaced 
Forest Renewal B.C. in fi- 
nancing forest enhance- 
ments. 
Campsites at Red Sand 
Lake and Hart Farm plus 
the Sleeping Beauty and 
Pine Lakes trails are to be' 
maintained under the New 
Skeena application, said 
tenures technician Carl Jo- 
hansen. 
And the money West 
Fraser gets will pay to 
maintain Onion Lake, 
Chist Creek, Upper Kiti- 
mat, West Lake, Deeep, 
tion Lake and Enso recrea- 
tion sites. 
"It covers off some o f  
our major sites for the 
season," Johansen said. 
ment this year," Johansen 
said, adding talks may 
continue. 
No fees are being 
charged this year at Red 
Sand Lake because main- 
tenance is only twice a 
week. 
Johansen persuaded 
West Fraser - which is 
running recreation sites in 
the Quesnel area where 
it's headquartered - to 
pitch in here as well. 
He said that led to the 
applications for FIA 
money from both forest 
maintain trails in the Kiti- 
mat valley area, he added. 
The forests ministry will 
also contribute some paint 
• and building materials to 
help stretch resources. 
Bill Marshall, the forest 
ministry's Victoria-based 
point man on recreation 
sites, says the strategy of 
finding other operators 
where possible is continu- 
ing. 
He said that's resulting 
in a mixed approach. 
Some sites are being run 
with FIA money obtained 
tors are charging fees. 
"We're all experiment- 
ing a little bit in terms of 
how this strategy will work 
out for the longer term," 
he said. 
Marshall said it's diffi- 
cult to tell yet whether 
FIA money for rec sites 
and trails will be available 
on an ongoing basis. 
Sites and trails not 
under partnerships are 
treated as user-maintained. 
Visitors are to pack out 
their own garbage and 
might not find toilet paper 
firms, by forest companies, in outhouses. 
West Fraser hopes to others are being run by vo- _ Sites that deteriorate to 
use any leftover money to lunteers, and other opera- tl~e point they re nazaraous 
~ ~,~, , Ja t Jam.  i , ,  ~ ~ i . . . . .  ~ • ~ . . . . . . . . . .  :.= 
---.---, - -  ,-'- TANDARD 
Did you  see a photo  in the 
you  want  a copy  of?. The Te 
Standard a long with 
Nor thern  Photo  Ltd. v 
now prov ides this service. 
Come into our  office locate, 
at 3210 Clinton Street and i~ 
the photo  o f  your  choice ar 
, ,  L , ,  i f , , .  - l i t  Oilier s 
XGI ~ ,%1 Phon~ 
Price includes prinilng he from Northern 
purchasing fee h'om the Terrace Slan 
"All photogrophs are copyrighted to the Terrc 
(Note: 90% of pholos liken are digiliI photos 
of high quolily jpeg. Black and white prints 
also available from black and white negoSves.) 
northern photo 
"Your Headquarters For Digital i ,, 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Serv ces 
4-4736 Lakelse Avenue i STANDARD, Ph: 638-7283 Fax: 638-8432 
may be closed, but Mar- He noted even if out- 
shall said the ministry houses or other structures 
wants to avoid that. were removed from a site, 
"We're not going out people could still use the 
and aggressively decorum- site as vacant Crown land. 
sissioning sites," he said. 
Work out for 
FREE... 
this summer  
• ~ ,~@.,., 
Curves is 30 minute Fitness common 
sense weight loss and dl of the support 
you need to achieve your goals. 
638-8800 
3228 Kalum St., Terrace (Downstairs of old Sears) 
"Offer based on first visit enrollment, 12 month cd program ne, v members 
on y. Not valid with any other offer. 
I,J'l I V~; I I I IU  
1-800-335-8088 
635-§232 
me & Tenant ~ Y lO~_~ 
Homes "Travel , , r ,~ ,~ 
4635 GREIG AVE, TERRACE 
www.keenleyside.com 
Locally Owned & Operated 
I ~  4620 Lakelse  ~ I 
I I L~ Terrace ~ 1  
638-8141 
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TERRACE res ident  Ell iott Wright  c leans  a sockeye  sa lmon caught  near  the Old Skeena  
br idge last week.  F isheries officials say sockeye  returns to the Skeena  River  are coming in 





A LOCAL reforestation 
company is looking at a 
$10,000 bill if items stolen 
from a bush camp recently 
aren't returned to him. 
Justin Spearing, opera- 
tions manager for Little 
Trees Reforestation Ltd., 
says a tree planting camp 
located roughly 100 kilo- 
metres north of Kitwanga 
was robbed sometime be- 
tween June 29 and July 6. 
It's the second time in 
nine months one of his 
camps has been pillaged. 
"It's hard enough now 
just to keep people work- 
ing - I 've got 20 local 
guys that are working right 
now and I can't run a 
camp until I replace that 
equipment or get that 
equipment returned to 
me," Spearing says. 
Stolen was a Weather- 
haven white canvas tent 
with blue accents and an 
eight to 10-foot aluminu m 
frame. 
A custom-made 10-foot 
by 20-foot white canvas 
tent and accompanying 
poles were also taken. 
The thieves stole be- 
tween 200 and 300 feet of 
garden hose, a water filtra- 
tion system and a custom 
built crane specifically de- 
signed to fit Little Trees' 
trucks to lift heavy barrels 
of fuel. 
"That's the camp infra- 
structure," he says. "The 
basic needs are severed." 
Spearing'seven offered 
a $500 reward for the safe 
return of the equipment. 
"I depend on that 
equipment and so do many 
other people," he says. 
Roof work 
set to start 
THE RE-ROOFING of 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
should get underway next 
week, hospital officials 
say. 
"We should be done no 
later than the middle of 
August," maintenance 
supervisor Bruce Nicholls 
said. 
The Northern Health 
Authority is paying local 
firm Telkwa Roofing 
$124,800 to do the work. 
The old 23-year-old roof 
covering the main original 
1959 part of the hospital 
has been in need of repla- 
cement for years, but fresh 
leaks that prompted the 
shifting of some patients 
accelerated the timetable. 
"It's been on the list for 
the past four years," Ni- 
cholls said. 
He said reefers will re- 
place the existing 14,800 
square foot roof of tar and 
gravel on concrete with a 
new torched-on membrane 
roofing system. 
That's the same type 
used on more recent wings 
of the hospital. 
The area to be re-roofed 
covers about 30 per cent of 
Mills Memorial. 
i-H L.EI:. 
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Skeena River sockeye 
returns on target 
FEDERAL fisheries officers say sockeye returns 
to the Skeena River are on target for this season. 
"It looks like it's coming in as predicted or 
possibly better than predicted so that's good 
news," fisheries official David Einarson said. 
The predicted return was 1.23 million and so 
far, numbers of fish are sitting between 800,000 
and one million, he said. 
The chinook fishery is also in good shape so 
far this season. 
"There's been some good catches lately. The 
abundance appears to be above average - not a 
record or anything like that but that's good 
news," Einarson said. 
It's still too early to tell how coho, chum and 
pink salmon stocks are doing but Einarson pre- 
dicts the returns should be on par with the past 
two years. 
First Nations groups continue to fish for food. 
social and ceremonial purposes this season. 
"They have a communal licence and every 
communal licence has an allocation of salmon," 
explains Einarson. 
"They can't sell them of course, just for food, 
social and ceremonial programs." 
The Gitanyow are permitted to fish on the 
Nass River. 
They have been allocated 6,000 sockeye, 250 
coho, 185 pink, 25 chum and 620 chinook. 
The Gitxsan can catch 100,000 sockeye, 
2,500 coho, 25,000 pink, 500 chum and 10,000 
chinook on the Skeena River. 
The Kitselas First Nation also fishes on the 
Skeena River. 
They've been allocated 12,000 sockeye sal- 
mon, 75 coho, 150 pink, 60 chum and 210 chi- 
nook. 
The Kitsumkalum Band Council's communal 
licence harvest argets are 12,000 sockeye, 200 
coho, 1,000 pink, 500 chum and 1,000 chinook. 
That iiscence is also for fish caught from the 
Skeena River. 
i 
PLUS AN EXTRA 
WHEN YOU BUY, F INANCE,  
OR LEASE VIRTUALLY 
ANY NEW 2003."  
2003 CHEVROLET VENTURE 
• S-Yoaf/lOO;OOOkm POWERTRAIN WAR~ wnh $0 Deductible NEWI 2;2L 
140HP Engine ' 5-Speed Getrag Manual, Dual Front Air Bags. Theft Deterrent 
System" 60/40 Split Folding Rear Seat 
INCLUDES 81000 CREDIT" 
~ MOST FUEL-EFFICIENT VAN IN ITS CLASS ~ 4 YEARS IN A ROWI 
E~r /ZOO,~ ~m'P,~N W~P,.~t~ ~ ~upU~le •34 L V~ 185HP 
En~ne.A/C •~r  L0(:I~ and Till. Steering. CD Stereo • Standard Integral Child Seat 
• AutomaticTmnsrnlsslon ' Dual Sliding Doors. Flip and Fold Removable Seats 
s21,908' 
INCLUDES $1000 CREDIT" 
"A"'A"A'-A-/k' 
F1V'E STAR SAFEIY RATING 
011 vehicles equipped 
with optional air bags; 
. . .  • , 
2003 CHEVROLET MALIBU 
GET MORE. 
Canada  ~1z~2003 OLDSMOBILE ALERO GX COUPE 
.3.1LV6 17OHP Engine. Automatic Transmission •A/C- Power 
Windows/Mirrors/Locks with Remote Entry, Cruise • CD Stereo 
INCLUDES $1000 CREDIT" 
JD POWER 
Best Entry Middle 
Car in Initial Quati~ 
,6.Year/lOO,OOOkm POWERTRAIN WARRANTY with $O Deductible, 2.2L 140HP 
ECOTEC Engine. 5-Speed Getrag Manual. Air Conditioning. 15' Aluminum Wheels 
. Cruise Control. 6-Speaker CD Stereo 




• ,"- ALL OFFERS INCLUDE FREIGHT, PDI  AND $1000 CANADA WIDE CASH:  
Your . "C~hevro l -e t  O ldsmob i le  Dea lers  of  BC gmcanada,eom 1-800-GM-DRIVE  
YBI Should Know This: Off~ applies to vehkdes delivered ~ or l~fore Aught 31 st, 2003, AS1,000 credit Is Inclusive of el~l~bTe tax. and is reflected in offers In this sdv~llsemant. Example: $10,000 ontlnaff purchase price, after tax price is $11,450 ($10.000 
plus $1350 eppkabis taxes). After appty[nO $1,000 uentt, after lax pdce is $10350 ($9,127 reduced purchase prine plus $1,323 eppl~ble tax.), with the $1.0~0 cRdit bein9 the $873 ~uctlon from the ordlmay purchase price and the $127 reduntl~ to taxes 
which wo~fd Im~ ofherwbe been payable on the full o(dlnery purchase price, "8maftt.ease' offer avalisbis on 48. month lease Inr Csvalfer ~ S~an RTA, Venture Vtdu¢ RTA. Mall~J n 7A. Alero GX Coupe Rill TO,St o~:9agon is $9.523, $14,284, $13.669, $13,029, 
Annual kJlomofrs Hmlt 20,000 kin, $0,12 per excess UomeS'e. 0~th~l to purchase l lease end is $5.235, $10,338. $8,881, $8,412. plus applinsbis taxes, Freight Indeded. License, taxes, Irun~uco, reglstmU(Xl, PPSA, admlninbaUon foes end s~curlty delX~it net 
thcinded, tPu¢tweflnanck19 on approvedGMAC uedltonly.Ex, smpin:$10,OOO etO%APR, the monthlypaymontb$166.67 for 60 nx~nths.Cod ofberrovdnOis$5. Totelo~igatinn is $10,000, Dow~ paymnt, trede and/or securltydet~dt may pa ~uired. Monthly 
payment end o~t el bedewing wig yap/depandlno On amount borrowed and down paymentS, D~¢oQnis or other in~ntivea may be aval~bin where consumers opt for a cash Ix~hase price offer. By seta~nO the purchase flnonc~9 offer, cenoumera nay be 
k)rsgofno such die,onto end Incenthss which may resufl in a hloher effective Interest rate, t t£rslgM Included, Linonse, ~ursnce and tern 11ol I~uded. *~The ,~r t~ monthly payment ~ the GMAC purchase f~ ndno are ont Ip~a~labis with and are 
not cslcubted on the "Cash ~rchase' pdce strewn, The ditferer~e between the pri~ fur the Si1~lle, sse/GMAC purchase t im offer and the 'Cash Purchsse" Pdce offer is deemed ueder pmvi~isl d~in~ure isws to be a ce~t of benawing, whethef er n(A t~e 
mime represents actual kdemst, a~ ~ required to be ~prsssed ss an actual percentage rate whkh Ill 7.91%, 5.15%, 6.62%, 5.2"/%• ~t'Offere apply te vidu~fy all 2903 new Or dem~ns~tor models of vehk~ eq~ped ell desk .  Oeainr order or ba~ nay 
be I I ,  Offers apply ~o pu~dit'~l retail c~rs  In 6C ~ly Limit~ time offeis which may not be coml~ned with othe~ offers. Dealers In fma In sit InSstdual price. See your deal,s) ~ oondl~ and details, ~ Oeislls: VImture F~ui~e 'best in 
class' award pased on 2003 data, Haturel P, ea~a'ces C.~nade t al cora~mpnofl rating& Chewdet Venture holdl a 5-Sist ddver a~d Pzmn0or rsgng In Ilde-lmp~t leafs (when eq~lpaed wllh stde Ilk begs). Ol~obbe Abro h~Ms a ~ ~ reu~ in ~-  
impact lest& Testing conducted by the Na~ Highway Traffic Safety Adml~Istrstlon. Chemist Mallbu ~$ the highest rated ent~ ndddze ~ In J.D. Pow~ end Asst~t~ L~Q3 US initial qua~ study (64,9(}5 consmnor re~.  
® 
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ARON STRUMECKI 
Seeing the rainbow 
W HEN I WAS in art school, I was 
almost always struck by the lack 
of colour that was in my instruc- 
tors' art works. I don't know what 
it was, but they always seemed quite taken 
with brown and grey, and would go on and on 
about how much colour was in the simplest 
hue and tone. Part of me suspected that they 
were just trying to be clever, and were simply 
doing their best to bring some understanding to 
our collective youthful minds. 
It wasn't until my third year that I realized 
just how sincere they were about preaching the 
word on all colours dull and boring, I was 
going through an old art book from the '50s 
when I started to get the connection. 
That's when the revelation hit me. 
That was it. 
The connection was clear. 
The same generation that had built the 
ghastly brown and orange monstrosity of the 
Prince Rupert Mall were the same people who 
were trying to teach me about art and colour 
theory. 
In that instant I knew, without a doubt, that 
the crazy buggers were indeed sincere in their 
efforts to get me to "see the rainbow", in the 
all the glorious colours that were brown and 
grey. 
It was a complete travesty. I would have. 
none of it, and told them so, right then and 
there. 
Funnily enough, that was also the year I '  
learned the importance of not insinuating that 
your teachers "didn't have a clue", or that 
"the senility police were around the corner", 
but I digress. 
Suffice it to  say, after awhile, I simply. 
chalked up the whole colour thing to a good 
example of generation gap. After all, it 
seemed that us students, and even some of the 
younger instructors, were at least using the pri- 
mary colours in their work. 
What can I say; they were heady times 
when our lives were filled with wild colours, ~ 
strange art and mind-popping architecture. The 
days were long, and so were the lectures, but 
it was all worth it in the end. 
I remember one lecture in particular when 
Murray, our art history professor for the semes- 
ter, was railing on about the value of art and 
design in the world around us, and how it was 
the hallmark of all truly great civilizations. 
Of course, being the proud Scotsman he 
was, Murray went on to illustrate in great de- 
tail, about the accomplishments of Scottish 
design, before going on for the rest of the lec- 
ture about the sad state of affairs of Canadian 
Urban Architecture. 
I always thought that such observations 
were quite ironic coming from a man as 
colourful as Murray was. The man was a le- 
gend on campus by the time I starting oing to 
that school. First, for the amount of first year 
students he helped run out of school due to his 
drawing lessons, but mostly for the bottle of 
Ouzo that he kept in the top drawer of his 
desk. 
He'd never grown up in Scotland to be sure, 
but it was amazing how thick his brogue could 
get at day's end. 
Anyways, it was another late afternoon 
class, and Murray was going on about the 
lowly status that art and design enjoyed in 
North America these days (mid-'90s then). He 
went on forever it seemed at times, but he was 
always entertaining. 
"Just remember this," he said, "how many 
famous Italian buildings or architects can you 
think of?" He went around, slowly picking 
numbers. "Everyone can think of at least two 
or three eh? So how many famous buildings do 
we have in Kelowna? How about 
B.C.? One? Two? I bet you can't think of any, 
except for maybe the legislature buildings in 
Victoria. I tell you one thing, none of these 
pink mid-western style boxes we have around 
here weren't made in Canadal" 
It was a memorable l cture to be sure, but 
I've truly never looked at buildings the same 
way since. I came to see, slowly but surely,! 
what exactly a decent bit of architecture and a 
bit of colour (besides pastels and pink) can dol 
for a city. 
Consequently, I was happy to see the eye- 
catching paint job that's going up on Kondolas 
Furniture. All I have to say is that it's about 
timer It's refreshing to see some new colour 
and styling in this town, Same goes to the new! 
Skeena School; you've a pair of thumbs up' 
from me. :~ 
I just hope that our other local merchants 
get the idea. I thmkwelve got more than en- 
iough grey in sky aireadyi thanks. 
Ron's big 
comeback 
How one man got off welfare and 
back on his feet- one page at a time 
By JENNIFER LANG 
RUN FORTIN is learning to be a 
patient man. 
That's a quality that's going to 
come in handy on the road. The 
42-year-old welfare recipient has 
his sights set on returning to the 
workforce as a long-haul truck dri- 
ver. 
The thing is, he's had a heck of 
a journey already. This time last 
year, he couldn't read or write, at 
least not very well, making it dif- 
ficult - if not impossible = to un- 
derstand the textbooks he'd need 
to study, much less pass the 
exams. 
Fortin has never been formally 
diagnosed with a learning disor- 
der, but he struggled in school. By 
the time Grade 10 rolled around, 
he hated it so much he quit, 
He found work, holding down a 
number of high-paying jobs in the 
resource sector over the years, in- 
cluding BC Rail, 
In between he's found himself 
on unemployment benefits more 
than once. Job counsellors and 
case workers always had the same 
message: "You need to upgrade," 
To a man who had struggled to 
read and write his whole life, it 
was overwhelming. Where would 
he begin? 
Still, on their advice, two years 
ago he took a welding course. 
"If you can't read, how can you 
setback when his young wife died 
almost 20 years ago in a tragic 
accident. Then he lost a job that 
earned him $70,000 a year. "My 
life has been up and down, up and 
down since," he says. 
The hardest part was not letting 
despair take over, says Fortin, 
who comes across kind of like one 
of those punching bags that keeps 
springing back up. 
One day last year he went to 
the Community Readers and Wri- 
ters adult literacy program. Coor- 
dinator Sue Carson took one look 
at Fortin and realized she had the 
perfect utor. 
She sent him in to see Karleen 
Schmidt, a volunteer who chairs 
the Terrace Volunteer Bureau's 
board and sits on the literacy 
planning and support committee. 
Minutes later she heard laugh- 
ter coming from the office. 
"We met. It was magic," 
Sehmidt, 33, recalls with a snap 
of her fingers. "That's one of the 
things- the laughter that happens 
when Run and I get together." 
That sense of humour eventual- 
ly saw them through months of 
hard work, frustration, and, for 
Fortin, more personal tragedy. 
Both of his parents died within 
months of each other last year. 
Losing his mother was particularly 
devastating. He almost gave up. 
They continued working toge- 
learn metal? I could handle addi- ther a couple of times a week, 
tion and .subtraction and I came sometimes daily. And although 
out doing algebra and trig, but I their sessions sometimes turned 
still can't read." into screaming matches, they 
Meanwhile, personal battles never gave up. They'd take some 
took their toll. He suffered a huge time out, and then it was back to 
FAMILIAR FACE: Bill Jmaeff has been there from the start. He says he's never 
missed a Saturday, selling 2,400 knives over the years. JESSIEGIES PHOTO 
A tradition turns 20 
Two decades of fresh produce - and a whole 
lot more at the Skeena Valley Farmers Market 
By JENNIFER LANG a gathering place for up to 70 local yen- 
THERE'S nothing quite like the swirl of dors, making it the largest market of its 
Lynne 
Christiansen 
kind in the province north of Kamloops, a 
remarkable achievement. 
Christiansen, who helped rise 
to the office of city councillor 
on the strength of her support 
for the market, knows you 
don't mess with a winning for- 
mula. 
These days, the market is 
feeling the pinch of the recent 
downturn in the economy, but 
people are still showing their 
support, Christiansen said. 
"Much of the market's uccess 
can be attributed to the won- 
derful community spirit that 
thrives here in the northwest." 
The market draws people from 
all over the region and tourists 
from across the globe. Visitors are just as 
smitten with its wonderful food, produce 
and handcrafted goods as the regulars are. 
But the big attraction is the people. 
"I think it's really the community 
spirit," she said. "I just love that." 
Ironically, Christiansen missed the 
July 12 party. She was headed out of 
town, 
"I'm sorry not to be there Saturday." 
activity you'll find at a typical Saturday 
morning at the Farmers Mar- 
ket. 
Along with the ever-impres- 
sive bounty of fresh, local pro- 
duce, home baked cookies, 
ethnic foods, and arts and 
crafts for sale, there's often 
live music performed by local 
musicians, lending a festive 
sense of occasion to the pro- 
ceedings. 
But most of all, as any re- 
gular will tell you, the market, 
which springs to life at the cor- 
ner of Davis Ave. at Emerson 
once a week, is the best place 
in town to bump into old 
friends and have a chat. 
"It's a great pl'aee to catch up on the 
latest news," farmers market president 
Lynne Christiansen said last week, just as 
celebrations marking the 20th anniversary 
were set to get underway. 
When it started with just over a dozen 
vendors' in the early 1980s, Terracltes 
were experiencing the height of an eco- 
nomic recession, 
Since then, the market has grown into 
TEAMWORK: tutor Karleen Schmidt and Ron Fortin. 
the books. 
"Karleen helped me, but if 
you're not motivated, you're not 
going to do it," Fortin says, 
laughing. "I want to make good 
money - that's a good motivator, 
right theret" 
Schmidt says she never pres- 
sured him to study. "Run was al- 
ways saying, 'Do you have 20 
minutes? Do you have a half 
hour? Let's go over a few 
questions.'" 
She'll never forget the April 
day she heard Fortin's message on 
her  answering machine saying 
that he'd passed. He screamed the 
good news into the phone. She'd 
never heard him so excited. 
She sees how Fortin has 
changed. He used to keep his 
head low. Now his head is up 
high, the new-found sense of ac- 
complishment plainly evident in 
his gaze. 
"I believe he reads better than 
he thinks he does," she says. 
"He's motivated, he's happy. He's 
taken obstacles most people 
couldn't get over." 
Raised in a family that valued 
community involvement, she de- 
cided to volunteer six years ago. 
Fortin, who has become a 
friend as well, is her last learner. 
'q'his is not a job. I have a job. 
This is for me," she says o f  her 
tutoring days. 
"It's selfish. It gives me satis- 
faction. I know:I've done some- 
thing to give back to the com- 
munity." 
 Terrace teen 
• goes global 
The multi-talented student is a 
community leader, MLA says 
By JENNIFER LANG 
a, 17-YEAR-OLD Terrace 
;tudent will spend two 
years an international col- 
lege in Turin, Italy, where 
she'll study alongside 
some of the brightest 
young minds in the world. 
Uric Shiga, a Grade 11 
Caledonia Senior Second- 
ary student, has earned a 
two-year United World 
College scholarship worth 
nearly $50,000. 
Shiga has been accep- 
ted to a tk, o-year interna- 
tional baccalaureate pro- 
gram that's equivalent to 
the final year of high 
school and the first year of 
university. 
"Even though she's only 
17, Orie has already shown 
she is a multi-talented 
community leader," Skee- 
na MLA Roger 
Harris said as he 




and hard work 
will take her a 
long way, and 
she certainly has 
a bright future 
ahead o f  her," 
Harris added, 
wishing her the 
best of luck pur- 
suing her goals. 
piano, plays flute, sings in 
the school choir and is a 
member of the students' 
council. 
Shiga begins her studies 
in September. She plans to 
pursue a career in medi- 
cine. 
Scholarship recipients 
are selected by an inde- 
pendent committee made 
up of representatives from 
the provincial ministries of 
advanced education and 
education, United World 
College graduates and for- 
mer staff. 
The UWC is global 
educational movement 
pre-university for students 
from across the world. 
Students are selected 
on merit and live together 
in an atmosphere that 
fosters international under- 
standing, toler- 
ance and peace. 
Scholarships are 
awarded to Grade 
11 students with 
high academic 
standing a record 
of community 




There are 10 
Orie Shiga United Wor ld ,  
Colleges; in the 
UK, Singapore, Swazi- 
Shiga, who maintained land, the USA, Italy, Ve- 
a 4.0 grade point average nezuela, Hung Kong, Nor- 
and made the principal's way, India and the Lester 
list, keeps up a dizzying B. Pearson UWC in Ca-. 
pace with her extra-curric- nada. 
ular activities. " The current UWC presb 
She's been involved dent is Queen Noor of Jor- 
with dance most of her dan. 
life, training in ballet, The college's honorary 
jazz, tap and modern president is former Soutfa 
dance' ~,frican leader' Ne lson  
She has also sttldted I Mandelai :  : ,  ; 




GATOR'S PUB: Live entertainment Wed-Sat. Wed- 
nesday is Jam Night. Thursday July 24 is Extreme 
Games night, Friday is 'Feel the Thunder'. Satur- 
day's Hot Legs competition fundraising event conti- 
nues. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha sings every Friday night. 
Watch your favourite sports programs on a large 
screen TV. 
GEORGES PUB: Live entertainment. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club. 
No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday, 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturdays Meat 
draw starts at 4:30 p,m, All members welcome; bring 
a guest. Lounge opens at 3 p,m, 
TERRACE 75 
,•  Memory Lane Social at the Terrace Arena Fri- 
day, Aug. 1 from 7-10 p,m, The 75th Anniversary 
Homecoming, Join us for a walk down memory lane: 
U.S. PRESIDENT George Bush and Britain's Tony Blair are 
pictured in a corner of Roberta Robson's untitled painting, 
featured in the member's show at the art gallery. 
photos, refreshments, entertainment, Renew past 
acquaintances or make new ones, $10 per person. 
Tickets at City Hall, Ev's iens Wear, Misty River 
Books. Ages 19 and over. 
[] Homecoming Dance Sat. Aug. 2 at the Terrace 
Arena, starting at 8 p,m. Presented by the Kinsmen 
and Kinettes, Music by Kingfish. Tickets $10 at Ev's 
Mens Wear, Misty River Books. Ages 19 and older. 
E1C, 
[] The Heart and Stroke Foundation of B.C. and 
Yukon presents its 6th an- 
nual Golf Scramble July 20 at 
the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. Tee off at 2 
p,m. Teams of 4-6 golfers, To 
register, contact the golf 
club at 635-2542. For more 
info, call Terry at 639-9090 
or Gina at 635-7645. 
VISUAL 
ARTS 
[] The Terrace Art Gallery 
presents its annual summer 
members' show, on exhibit o 
Aug. 30. Opening night recep- 
tion Friday, July 18 at 7 p.m. 
Works in a variety of media by 
members of the Terrace Art 
Association. Call 638-8884. 
• SUMMER HOURS: The Terrace Art Gallery, lo- 
cated in the library, is now open Tuesday and Wed- 
nesday from noon-4 p.m., Thursday and Friday from 
noon-6 p.m. and Saturdays from noon to 4 p.m. It's 
closed Sundays and Mondays. 
Fax638'8432 itomake theSCENE, i: ::.: i.:: 
Deadline fs 5 p:m. :~ThUrsda~/; Eyents: will:: 
:run-spacepeimitting.:~:ii ' ::i . '  !~ L:: ::: 7.:, 
The Terrace Standa( 'is now [] [] 
:.:<" / 
www.terraceslandard.com 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertising information 
! JULY SPECIALS 
For The Month Of July,  Enjoy! 
Lunch 11.4 p.m. 
Turkey Caesar Wrap 
• " ' ' " " ~ ~ . ~  served with soup or 
. .  co ee o, .p 
Mediterranean 
d JIr  -Shrimp Salad Wrap 
P served with soup,or eaju n fries, coffee or pop: 
Greek Pasta Salad 
served with garlic pita ~ ~ ] R , : ~ ~  
bread, coffee or pop 
Dinner After 4p.m, 
Cajun Calamari Dinner 
served with rice greek pasta sa lad , - '~ JU .~ l~E 
freshments will be served. For information con- Kermode Friendship Society at 635-4906. tsitziki and garlic pita bread 
tact TTS at 635-0832 or Misty River Books 
635-4428. 
Raise the Roof Community Garage Sale, Si- 
lent Auction and barbecue at Standard Broad- 
casting (the Mix, CJFW and NTV) July 18 from 
3-7 p.m. There's also a craft sale, face painting, 
balloons and a prize raffle draw (win a trip for 
two on Air Canada Jazz, or a La-Z-Boy recliner). 
Donate items during office hours (9-5 Monday 
to Friday). Proceeds to K'San House Society's 
building fund for a new transition house. 
SATURDAY, JULY 19 
First Nations For all Nations Gospel Celebra- 
tion Service Wasps Nagwaadm (our Father's 
House) Sat. July 19 at the Terrace Pentecostal 
Church, 3511 Eby St. at 7 p.m. Everyone is wel- 
come. Join us for an evening of blessing, worship 
and the Word. Call pastor Dan Starlund at 615- 
3105 or Irene at 635-5413. We will have regular 
Saturday services every two weeks this summer. 
T E R R A C E 
MONDAY, JULY 21 
Community Response to Hungry Kids meets 
July 21 at the Terrace Public Library at 3:30 
p.m, We are committed to finding long-term so- 
lutions to hungry kids in our community by pulling 
together families and community service agen- 
cies through public education. We share infor- 
mation that could help you or the families you 
work with. We currently run the good food Box 
program and are working on new initiatives, in- 
cluding a fruit registry, Call 638-1863 for info. 
THURSDAY, JULY 24 
The Cancer Support Group for family and 
Friends holds its next meeting is at 7 p.m. July 
24 at the Canadian Cancer Society's Resource 
Centre, 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. Call Craig at 
635.0049 for further information. 
FRIDAY, JULY 25 
Garage sale/bag sale, At the Kermode 
Friendship Centre at 3313 Kalum July 25 from 
6-8 p.m. No early birds. 
WEDNESDAY, JULY 30 
Seniors Dinner and Bingo July 30 from 6-8 
p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Centre, 3313 
Kalum St,Hosted by the Kermode Youth Council. 
Call Cinnamon at 635-4906, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Grads of 1983: Our 20-year reunion is sche- 
duled for August 1 & 2, For more information or 
to RSVP, contact Carol at 615-5508, 
Grads of 1993. Our 10-year reunion celebra- 
tion is scheduled for Aug, 1,2, and 3. Please 
contact Kezla at 615-8932 or Vicki at 635- 
0706 if you still need to RSVP. We are also 
looking for garage sale items for our July 12 
garage sale. 
Terrace Women's Centre Open Mic Fun- 
draislng event, We need participantsl Poets, 
musicians, anything. Contact Vicki at 638-0228. 
Summer programs for children at Terrace 
Parks and Recreation. Fun in the sun day camp 
(at Parkside school) for children 6-8 ears. 
Young adventurers (9 to 12). Both run from 9 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. There are also activities for 
youths aged 16 and under. All programs run on a 
week to week basis and registration can be 
taken for the whole summer. Call 615-3000 or 
for more information. 
Kermode Family Day Camp is a parent-child 
participant camp for people with children aged 
8 and under. Free activities for parents and 
their children at the Kermode Friendship Socie- 
ty this summer: swimming, bowling, going to the 
lake, arts and crafts, field trips, To register, 
call Marsha at 635-4906. 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift 
Shop is located at 4544 Lazelle Ave. Open 
Tuesday-Saturday from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. A drop 
box is located in the parking lot for donations 
made after hours. 
The Greater Terrace Beautification Society 
needs volunteers and members. Meetings are the 
first Thursday of the month at 7 p.m, at City 
Hall in council chambers. Call Myma: 635-4224. 
The Terrace Resource Centre of the Cana. 
dlan Cancer Society is staffed by a group of 
volunteers, if you have two hours a week to., 
spare, and would like to be part of this Cdnada- ' 
wide service, please call 635-8583. Speak to a 
volunteer Monday-Friday from noon to 2 p.m. 
The Terrace Public Library is offering com- 
puter classes for people of all ages. These hour 
long one-on-one sessions will cover any topics or 
questions you may have regarding computers. 
Call the library at 638-8177 to sign up. 
Terrace Night's Alive has temporarily 
ceased programming until further notice. In 
the interim, the Kermode Friendship Society 
will be offering youth activities Friday evenings 
from 8,11 p.m . . . .  
C O ~ ~ I ~ N ~  Wheregoodfoodbrings 
_ the family together} 
4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-6302 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Kelsl Taylor 
• Annabelle Leonom Date & Time of Birth: 
Date & Time of Birth: June 18, 2003 at 8:48 
July 8, 2003 ~Veight: 81bs. 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Weight: 5 lbs.l 4 oz. Sex: Female Parents: Brent & Leone 
Parents: Adam & Charlene Brown • 
Little sister for Joshua 
Baby's Name: 
• Shaye Emma Elizabeth 
Baby's Name: Date & IL'ne of Birth: 
Kiera Josephine June 27, 2003 at 6:09 p.m. 
Date & Time of Birth: Weight-" lOlbs, 11 oz, Sex: Female 
July 5, 2003 at 12:21 p .m.  parents: Bryan & Rachel Netzel 
Weight: 7 Ibs, 7 oz. Sex: Female Little sisterforJoshua, 
Parents: Rachel & Scott Mtchada &Jackson 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Terence Robert Ryan James 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
July" 7, 2003 at 9:33 p,m. July 5, 2003 at 5:20 a.m, 
~Veigbt: 10 lbs. 3 oz. Sex: Male Weight: 8 Ibs. 12 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Fabian & Carol Quock Parents: Sherry & Ken Mitchell 
 Northern Drugs' Baby Club and 
receive their first w,, 
Bear  
 KEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B.C. , 
TER  E 




Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  at  638-7283 
i 
Sharing breakfast with a pair 
of 'real' Terrace old-timers 
A song pays tribute to the lives of hardworking local pioneers 
YVONNE MOEN 
IT IS ALWAYS nice to 
meet members of the pio- 
neer families. 
A while ago, I had the 
opportunity to meet with 
Otto Lindstrom and his sis- 
ter, Marie. The Lindstroms 
are the real old timers. 
And while here, Marie 
and her  husband spent 
time at Remo, at the fami- 
ly's original homestead. 
Marie was born in 
Prince Rupert in 1934, of 
course, because of no hos- 
pital in Terrace yet, and 
when she was five years 
old, she started school at 
the Remo School with 
Mamie Kerby as her first 
teacher. 
And while having 
breakfast with Marie and 
Otto, I had the opportunity ' 
to listen in on some won- 
derful memories. I think 
how very privileged I have 
been to join in with some 
of the pioneer families. 
Marie has written a 
special song called The 
Valley of the Skeena. She 
says her mother and father 
settled in this valley as a 
bride and .groom in 1909. 
For 63 years they farmed a 
OTTO LINDSTROM and his sister, Marie, recently shared some of their mem- 
ories of growing up in Remo. Marie has written a song about early pioneers 
here. It's called The Valley of the Skeena. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
River. 
To them, and to all of 
the early settlers that 
faced the happiness and 
hardship of pioneer days in 
northern British Columbia, 
she dedicated this song, 
which goes something like 
this: 
3. Our fathers came, 
they made their home and 
settled there 
And they hued their 
homes from out tlte trees 
around. 
They would come up 
river by steam boat, or 
walk overland. 
From o'er the world, 
they came and settled 
down. 
They took hardships and 
loneliness all in their 
stride. 
With a smile or joke they 
made it just child's play 
And to them we owe our 
utnzost thanks, our grati- 
4. When the work is 
done, and night falls o'er 
that valley dear. 
Then the ripple of the 
water lulls the souL 
And the gentle breeze, 
lilts through the trees, and 
all is still 
And our fathers know 
that they have reached 
their goaL 
For they made that val- 
ley what it is; will always 
be. 
It's a place where every 
dream can still come true 
Though you wander far 
to other lands, you will re- 
turn. 
For the valley of the 
Skeena, calls to you. 
i I I 
And before I go today, 
we are still needing a lot 
of help in our work-bee at 
the old cemetery. If you 
have family there, we 
would like to encourage 
you to maybe come out 
and help us in trying to re- 
store the cemetery back to 
shape, so it will look more 
respectable for people who 
will be returning for Tar- 
race's 75th celebration. 
For more into, phone 
Yvonne at 638-0423. 
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO GO TO COURT, 
Property & Asset Division -Separation Agreements 
Custody/Access Plans • Divorce Agreements ° Child Support 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 16, 2003- B3 
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FIRST ANNUAL SUMMER 
SMALL BUSINESS SHOW 
Featuring a wide variety of small businesses located in the Northwest. 
Home, beauty, arts and crafts, jewellery, culinary, clothing, 
gifts, hobbies, and morell 
In addition, paper craft workshops will be occurring throughout 
the event. Workshops will showcase the versatility of paper as 
a crafting medium. Pre-registration required. 
* Lots of prizes, prizes, prized! * 
Date: Friday, July 18, 2003 
6:00 p.m., 9:30 p.m, 
Saturday, July 19, 2003 
9:00 a,m. "- 6:00 p.m, L : 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ Location: Terrace CUrling Rink .......... ~ 
3210 School Street 
To reserve a table or for more information' contact Donna Diana, 
(250) 635-5583. To register for a paper craft workshop, contact 
Zandra Wycotte, (250) 635-1181 or (250) 631-1103. 
Proceeds to support Terrace Curling Club Junior Program. 
See you there! 
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WEEKLY MEETINGS ~ |  
F R [ D A Y S Thanks t o Alcan for continuing thls Important work? ~ • 
; ORIGAMICLUB meets II tlfe is full of choices. Choosing one thing can often mean giving up -. ~ , pl ...... ; ........ EVENT COORDINATOR 
every second and fourth Friday li something else. By protecting a natural rea, we may not have ahouslng I I 
II development where people could live, orafactotyormoilweUwhere II needed to organize a 2 day fundraising event for tha i  
at the Library Meeting Room II people could work. lt may also mean giving up activitles such as huntin& II Kidney Foundation. If you are energetic, organized and J  
at 7 p,m. For more information I I  trapping, fishing or plant harvesting. Yet, if we do not protect natural i l  
call Noriko at 638-8529. II areas, plants and w~ldlife dL~plx, ara~d may even 8o ~t~ct. II work well independently, we wont to hear from you! Thlsl 
SUNDAYS II A few years ago a Protected Areas Strategy was developed asa method II is a 3 month, part time, work from home position with a 
II I of d,oosing which areas of our province tuprotect, but he choices are l i  salary of *2000 00 Days 2003 
TERRACE HIKING CLUB I I diflicult. Many different questioos had to be asked in the development, l i  Please fox your resume altenfion 
meets Sunday mornings for i I What does it mean to protect an area? How do we decide which areas to I I  
dayhikes all summer long. Call I I  continue toprotece What are the costs? What are the benefits? How can l i  Cheryl Aubln at (250) 862-2412. 
Chris at 635-5996. Iil themultitudeofopinionsaboutcontinuingtoprotectareasbetakeninto II! Last day f r applications is July 20th. Only selected August 5th to  22nd 
I~l account? What role should First Natloos have In managing protected ii candidates will be contacted, but we thank you for your 
TERRACE HORSESHOE Ill areas? These are all dimeult questions to answer. II 
CLUB meets Sundays at 1 p,m, | i  'n~ese and other topics were shared througli the generosity of AIcan I I  interest. 
and Wednesdays at 7 p.m. to II md the cooperation f the schools Inthe Tenace, Prince Rupert and II ~ " 
pitch horseshoes at North I I  Kitimatareas. These programs brought much needed information to stu- I I  ~ Ages 6 to 12 
li dents about he importance of the special places In our provInce and the il [ 
Sparks and Halliwell. Begin. il important]egacy, which we must uphold In order flmt our cMdren and II i Tuesday through Friday 
I, . grandchildren have special places to visit ,~__ ,,_,,___,.~ . l !  Terrace ners and all ages welcome. I~  ' ' ,..=~,..,.,,,,=. Morning sess ions  
( / "  Centenn ia l  L ions  9 a.m. to noon 
Afternoon sessions 
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Sess ions  cos t  $80.OO 
Not sure what we're talking about Ages 13 to 16 
here? Th~q tune in weekday morn- ~ =.--.---...- • .-,.--.-- = . ] - )R~VI ,~( - 'AP~"  Tuesday through Friday 
ings to ~ or ~ and ~ 9 a. IT l ,  to  4 p .m.  
. . . . . . . ss  co~c, ,o ,  Sess ions  cost $110.OO listen to this summers radio theatre * Escape  F rom The  Ordinary. 
program "At Home & Restless"- ..... .::. • 
• : : :. . : , . : : .~).  >, . where if you LISTEN AND i~ ~i :::: :~ii:~i!<i~:~ For further information, contact 
SOLVE THE MYSTERY the Terrace little Theatre at 638-1215 
QUESTION EACH WEEK - or check your 
YOU COULD WIN ONE Summer Recreation Guide. 
HUNDRED DOLLARS OF THE 
BEST CUT QUALITY MEATS 
FROM THE COPPERSIDE 
IV MEAT MARKET in 
Thomhill. NO PURCHASE 
NECESSARY! So what about 
L ~0 Oooa night~ sleep I t  
I=il"lo, Sleep plays an ¢SlenUal par1 In IPI Jl' preparing YOur I~dy and mind '70 "Sherwood" anyways? Listen to the ............... ,o-.. ~ every morning between 
7:30 am to 8:30 am to determine 
your answer and fill out the entry 
form below for your chance to win 
$100 of quality fresh cut meats 
from the ~ Copperside IV Meat 
Market. If you need further clues, 
look for the Simmons Bedding 
Flyer in this weeks Terrace 
Standard or drop by instore, 
i m im i i m i I i  ( i  i IB i I I I i )  m I m u~ i l  m m m m m m m 
', It Home & Restless HysteryTheatre Contest 
s July 14111-191110nlyl 
l 
I A.) Is Sherwood'= just Cecilia's Answer:  
, imaginary friend? Name:  
I B.) Sanchez's brindle brand 
i of hockey sticks? 
u ¢.) Really a Simmons B~ckcare ph:. 
i /Vlott~ess Set? 
I 
for opumum performance. 
RlSflr(h shows 1hal even | 
a $1gnlfltant impact on 
our mo~d, produ¢livlt y, t~  f~lt l  IN~k 
¢ommunlCllmn skiff|, ~/,n,k~ Md 
ind 9tnerAI he&Rh. 
m~,mst 
~ ,~ 
~ ~  KING 
, ,~ ~,~ 
,1998 
i i i i  i i i  i i n l  iin i i  i l l  i~ lu i i  i i i i l  
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED! 
WIN $100 OF FRESH 
MEATS FROM COPPERSIDE IV 
TOTEM FURNITURE 
&APPLIANCES 
4501 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, B,C, 
638-1158,1-800-813-1158 





I t was Lewis. Joan recognized him 
from the pictures he'd sent to Billy, 
but the pictures were grainy carica- 
tures of the man that was standing in 
the river a few feet in front of her. The man be- 
fore her was so tall. At five-foot-10-inches, Joan 
was not short. When she looked at Billy she was 
almost at eye level. Looking at Lewis put a 
strain on her neck. This man was well over six 
feet, possibly nearer to seven: 
He had a full black beard that accentuated his 
mouth and his warm, welcoming smile; his eyes 
were darkly brown, almost black. They shone. 
His hair was the colour of ebony; his features 
were sharp and distinct. He was in front of her, 
his arms extended. He enveloped her. He 
squeezed firmly, powerfully. Joan smelled pines 
and old campfires. He pulled back, set his face 
directly in front of hers, centimetres away, and 
locked on her eyes. 
"You're Joan. You must be. It's so nice to see' 
you." His voice was deep, resonant, and reas- 
sur!ng. There was no question in her mind that 
he meant what he said. 
She was so taken aback by his presence that 
she hadn't realized he'd swept her off her feet 
until he put her down. 
"How long have you been here?" he asked. 
"A day...only a day." 
"How do you like the place? Isn't it wonder- 
ful? Have you been out on the river? Have you 
been fishing?" 
"Uh...yes," said Joan, not really sure which of 
his questions She'd answered~..or: car!ng .f0r!that : 
matter. 
The two anglers aboard the boat, older gentle- 
men, diminutive next to Lewis, rolled over the 
gunwale of the jet sled. They both smiled at i 
Joan as they splashed past on their way to shore i
and to camp. 
"Tell me your adventures so far," demanded 
Lewis, but while Joan was untangling her 
tongue and casting about for a place to begin, 
Billy came running down the path to the river 
waving his hands and shouting. 
Lewis looked up. 
"Pardon me, please," he said. He smiled 
warmly while gently touching her shoulder with 
one hand and her cheek with the other before 
striding up path to Billy. Joan stood, staring and 
feeling stunned, as the two friends whooped and 
hollered and pushed against each other like a 
pair of frolicking dogs. 
Dinner was loud and boisterous as Billy and 
Lewis relived escapades - some shared, some 
lived alone - while York tried unsuccessfully to
match them with his own exploits. Joan strug- 
gled to fight off the urge to stare at Lewis. She 
could have added some adventures of her own 
to the conversation, but was content o listen. 
The epic battle between Tugsiin Sugar and the 
great taimen with an appetite for prairie dogs 
brought he conversation to a close. 
"Tomorrow we'll see if we can get one of 
those giant fish on a fly rod. And see if we can 
bring him to shore," said Lewis. 
The night air was full of winter. Joan was re- 
lieved to be in the warmth of the ger. For the 
first time since they left Atlin, Billy was happy 
and communicative - and amorous. Joan should 
have been happy to have him back, but the clo- 
ser he got the more she thought of Lewis. 
"We should think about taking our relationship 
to the next level - making a commitment," he 
said, rolling onto his back and staring up at the 
toono. 
The ground was dusted with snow when they 
arose the next day. By the time breakfast was 
done and the jet boat loaded, the sun had risen 
and most of tile snow was gone. Lewis helped 
Joan into the boat. 
"Is it OK to hold hands on the first date?" he 
said firmly taking her hand in his, then hoisting 
her aboard as if she weighed nothing. 
In moments they were gliding downstream. 
The brush clinging precariously to the rock 
walls was brilliant - red, yellow and orange. 
The cold air stung Joan's lips and cheeks. They 
ran for almost wo hours before Lewis expertly 
guided the sled through rapids studded with 
large boulders and glided into a bay at the head 
of large run that could have been a twin of the 
one where Tugsiin had hooked the giant taimen 
the day before. 
As Billy and York fished rapidly Joan strug- 
gled with the two-handed rod. Lewis put down 
his rod and put his arms around Joan once more. 
His large brown hands covered hers, 
"Here, we'll fish as one,', he said, 
To be continued.,., 
. . . .  
Sweet 
silver 
Terrace's U-14 boys 
clinch second in B.C. 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
UP AGAINST the stiffest competition in the 
province Terrace's under-14 boys select soccer 
team proved once again it's got the talent to 
give lower mainland teams a run for their 
money. 
The local squad came back from the July 4- 
6 Nike Provincial Challenge Cup in Campbell 
River with a silver medal - it's the second 
year running the team has placed second at 
the provincial championships. 
That makes it the only select team from 
Terrace to earn the silver medal twice, not to 
mention two years in a row. 
The team managed to decisively beat the 
Kootenays 4-1, Vietoria's Gordon Head 3-0 
and Kelowna 2-1 at the tournament. They 
played to 0-0 draw with Coquitlam and lost 
just one game - a nail-biting match against 
Richmond. 
It was the 3-2 loss against Richmond which 
prevented the team from taking home the gold 
medal - something some of the boys were 
hoping to accomplish. 
"It was hard because last year we got silver 
and the year before we got bronze," says left 
forward Sheldon Paulson. "It was our year to 
win gold." 
Despite the disappointment of missing out 
on top spot Paulson says a silver medal finish 
is a great accomplishment. 
Co-coach Bill Redpath says the pressure 
SWEET SUCCESS: Terrace's under 14 boys select soccer team put up a good fight at 
the B.C. provincials earning second spot in the province. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
was intense, particularly in the final game of 
the tournament. Terrace had to beat Kelowna 
if the boys wanted to come home with silver 
medals around their necks. 
"A draw would not be enough to to win sil- 
ver and there was a great deal of anxiety on 
the Terrace bench as time ran down," recalls 
Redpath. 
Kelowna took an early 1-0 lead and Terrace 
didn't get on the board until midway through 
the second half on a goal from centre forward 
Jesiah Bartley. 
"With only four minutes left Alex Redpath 
split the Kelowna defenee with a surgical pass 
sending the powerful Sheldon Paulson in be- 
hind the Kelowna defence, which had no 
chance of catching him," Redpath says. 
Paulson shot the ball past the keeper 
clinching the silver medal for the team. 
But he's quick to point out the team's uc- 
cess is a result of a long history of the squad 
playing together. 
For three years the same group of boys have: 
been playing together with few changes to the 
lineup. That history is one reason Paulson 
thinks the squad continues to place in the top 
three teams in the province. 
"Everybody gets along, everybody goes to 
practises and wants to be there and that helps 
out a lot," Paulson says. 
"Everybody knows how everybody else 
plays and everybody's dedicated." 
He also credits coaches Bill Redpath and~ 
Dave Bartley for sticking by the team so long. 
Paulson's hoping next year the team will 
win zone playdowns and once again advance 
to provincial championships for another shot at 
the gold medal. 
I Jumping for joy 
KAYLA McColl, 11, celebrates a goal by her team at the oppo- 
site end of the field July 10. She was playing for team Germany 
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or e- 
mafl us a# nqwsroom 
@ terracestandard, corn 
July 17 
[] Women's Soccer: 
Almwood vs Cedar River 
Physio at Caledonia. 
Koala Sun Shooters vs 
Blesings at Thornhlll 
Secondary. 
July 19 
[] Regular racing and 
street challenge at the 
Terrace speedway. Time 
trials at 12:30 p.m. and 
races at 2 p.m.. 
July 21 
[] Women's Soccer: Ar- 
tistic vs Back Eddy Pub 
at Regional District field. 
July 22 
[] Women's Soccer: 
Blessings vs Cedar 
River Physio at the Cale- 
donia fields. Back Eddy 
Pub vs Koala Sun Shoo- 
ters at Thomhill Second- 
ary, 
July 27 
I Terrace Drag Race 
Association hosts a 
show and shine at Foun, 
ta n T re, 
at the annual Terrace and District Credit Union's Goalgetters 
camp. More than 100 youngsters signed up for the week-long 
soccer clinic. The sessions wrap up with a round robin tourna- 
ment based on the World Cup. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
. .  . 
Ladies open 
a success 
THE SKEENA Valley .Golf and Country Club was the 
place to be July 5-6 as its annual women's open got 
under way. 
Kim Evans came out on top with the low gross score 
shooting 161 and Tobi Tabata picked up the loss net 
score in 141 stokes. 
The championship flight saw Angle Horianopolous 
take the low gross with a score of 179 followed up by 
Debbie Carruthers hooting 183. Aina Petterson was the 
championship flights low net winner with 142 followed 
by Lynne Price with 152. 
The first flight saw Rose Hokstead nab top spot with a 
gross score of 186. Next up was Joy Stevenson with 194. 
The low net for the first flight went to Joanne Sylvester 
with a score of 151 and second low net went to Fran Co- 
lussi just one stroke behind with 152. 
Low gross for the second flight went to Surinder 
Dhami shooting and even 200. Second low gross went to 
Melissa Davies with 204. Second flight low net was nab- 
bed by Ellen Smith shooting 151 followed by Leona 
Willcox with 153. 
The club's senior's open is next on the agenda sche- 
duled to get into full swing Aug. 16-17. 
Munson wins first 
street legal drags 
TERRACE'S Ian Munson snow/bike class while Tel- 
was the person to nail top kwa driver Leland Hovland 
spot in the first street legal nailed top spot in the 
drag races of the season, snow/bike gamblers eries. 
Twenty competitors Kitimat's Dave Saun- 
turned out to the Terrace- ders won the car/truck 
Kitimat drag racing strip class after a year's break 
June 28 for the street legal from racing, 
racing. And in the car/truck 
Regular racing saw gambler's event Tom Hu- 
some some great action menick of New Hazelton 
SatUrday with Hud Fisher ousted Ian Muns0n for the 
of Terrace winning the $150prize, 
Race on 
MOUNTAIN BIKERS are gearing up for the 
first downhill mountain bike race of the season 
this Sunday at Shames Mountain. The All 
Seasons Source for Sports downhill starts at 
12 noon and is the second event of the Ter- 
race Standard Adventure Challenge outdoor 
sports series. Last year more than 60 people 
braved the greulling course and just as many 
are expected this weekend. FILE PHOTO 
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Providing a First Rate 
Education System 
Some ,facts on how B.C.'s education system is 




• Parents are now part 
of newly-created school 
planning councils that 
identified and clear goals 
are set for improvement. 
• Parents' rights to volunteer 
at their children's school are 
now guaranteed in legislation. 
• New satisfaction surveys allow parents 
to provide input and feedback regarding 
the school system. 
Improving Student 
Achievement 
",':~. :..,.':. ;...~ :..~ ,';'.~:'., ;,;,'~...:.;,:;,~::,';:Y72~,-~.;.;.~ ~.  
• For the first time ever, class 
size limits for Kindergarten to 
Grade 3, and district-wide class 
;~-~i~e~]~erages'f0r Grades"4 ' ..... 
through ~12, have been 
enshrined in legislation. 
:"~' ~ • New graduation requirements 
~!~ will help to increase student 
achievement and prepare students 
for life after high school. 
• The new teacher supervision program is training 
principals to support teachers better. 
Providing More Choices Increasing Accountability 
- .7  
• Starting in September, new open school • Edfication is now an essential service while 
boundaries will provide students and teachers continue to have the right to engage 
parents the freedom to choose any school 
in the province, provided space is available. 
• The new graduation program will allow 
more courses to count toward graduation-- 
including more innovative, locally- 
developed courses. 
in free collective bargaining. 
• New legislation will allow parents to file written 
complaints about a teacher's conduct directly 
with the college of teachers, and the college will 
report annually on teacher competence. 
• New accountability agreements and district 
reviews are helping districts to develop plans 
to improve student achievement. 
Ministry of Education BRITISH COLUMBIA 
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Over  10 ,000  ads  - updat dt daH  (~)  BC Newspaper  Group 
BI 
ACTION AD RATES 
638.7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Diaplmh Word Classified and Classified Dispm=y 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday ¢t 4 p.m. for all disPlay and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VeG 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard, When phoning in ad9 please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Slandatd & Advertiser) $14,45"(~..93 OS'q 
(Standard'& Advertiser) ~26,75*(~,1,76 os'r} 
"Additional words (over 20) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mairout $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obltuarlos ................. $8.68 eel.in 
OBITUARIES =N'renNcr Pea'riNG (a~ 0.on)+ ................................... $8.68 eel.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $15.54 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
3: Announcements  • :~ ~12 B i r thdays  • ~. 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNC~dENTS 0-49 304 Appliances REAL ESTATE 500.599 
3 Annooncemenh 306 Au l~01~ ~ Acreages/Lot, 
6 Anniwlsari~s 308 euik]ing 5ervk:~ 512 Cabint/Cott~es 
9 eidhs 310 Catering 518 Commercial Bu~n~.s 
12 Birthd~,s 312 Catpen/ry 524 Commercial Prop~'ty 
15 Church 314 Chikl Care 530 Coados 
18 oming E~=n~ 316 Cleaning 536Du~/Fou~p~ 
21 0~groluk~liom 318 Con~n~clion 542 Farms/Ranches 
~o0en~nl..%Vadding~ 320 Dw, vall 548 F~' Sole or Rim! 
memo,ram 322 E ¢~,Jcolk~u Ioring 554 Hornet 
33 C~i~rlet  324 Electrk: 560 Lake~hocm 
36 T~nlu 326 Excavolion 566 M~ib,  
329 F l rmm: I /Mor~ 572/v~dular I ~  
P~RSONM. so .~ 330 ~ 57e Open Hou~ 
55 B~t, im~ Personals 332 ~ I~m~nl  584 Out of Town 
60 Hea l th / l :~  334 Home ~o po~ 590 RV sik~ 
65 Lotl& Found 336 Hou~ Silting 596 Townh~ 
70 p~'sonols 338 Irwr~l~nl 
75 Psychic, 340 Janlk:xiol pLrrS/FARM 600-699 
80 Singles 342 La~KIt¢oping/Gordening 606 Boo~ing 
85 Trm,~I/Tour~/Voeafion 344 Ma<hlne/v~l&ng 612 Form Equ i~ l  
346 MIK. Se~i~t~ 618 Feed &~ed 
WANTED re@ 149 349 Murk: Umons 624 FmitlPred~e/IV~x3t 
125 Wanted 350 Painting 630 Ho .~ 
352 Pml~g 636 L i~d(  
~ 150-249 354 Pt~lo~mphy 642 Pel~ 
l SS Antl~, ul~ 356 Plun~b]ng 648 Toalbrs 
160 Appl~rKe, 358 Pod$/S~ 
165 Am & Croft~ 360 Rod ing  g',/DO,,~/'R y 650-699 
170 Au<5om 362 Snaw~pk~iog 660 Equipment 
17 ~uilding Mamiols 364 Tra~4, 670 [ogging.t~mber 
18 :ompulws 366 Trucking 680 Moehinery 
19 :ontignmenh 3~8 Yard & Garden 690 Mining 
19 :ire=ms 
195 Firev~od R~1.00 . .499  ~IbZArk~NAI 700-749 
200 Free Give Away 404 A~rl~Imb 705 Alraaff 
205 FurniMre 408 Bod~lor ,emile 710 AW'~ 
210 Garage Soles 412 ~t4mnenl Sulh~ 715 ~x=~/t~rim 
215 Garden Equil~en! 416 Cabin$/Co~ges 720 Houseboab 
220 Mis<elloneou~, 420 Comrr,~ciol 725/~or  op:k~, 
225 Mudc 424 Condos 730 RV'I 
230 Sporllng Goods 428 D~l~Foumbx 735 Renlals 
235 Tools 432 For Renl O~b 740 5nowmebil~t 
240 Tm& Or Swap 436 Holls/Audiiot iums 745 Tra~/S~p 
440 Houlel 
F.MP(OYMEI~ 250.299 444 MlscMlaneou~ AUTOMOTIVE 730-799 
254 Outings Opportunities 448 Mobile ~ '  756 Conopios 
258 Core~r~ 452 Madu~r Homes .. 762 Ca. 
262 Daytare 456 Rooms 768 Clmsi~ 
266 Educotlo~ 460 R~m & Board 774 Po~ 
270 Help ~Vanled 464 ~nlo¢$/Relirem~mt 780 SIJV's & 4x4'$ 
274 I~o|mslonal ' Accommodations 786 Tmd~ 
278 Skill~cl Trades 468 Shore(] Accommodations 792 Vanl/Buses 
282 Tut<xing 472 Sl~'oge . 
286 Volunleert 476 S~ites NOTICES/TENDERS 800-1149 
290 Wor~ Wonted 4 ec Tourisl Ac~0m n~dalions 815 t~ l  Ndk:et 
484 Townhouses 830 Te~Jers 
.~RI~CE5 300-399 489 Wonk~d To Renl 
302 Aco=Jnting 492 Worel~x~, 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o classify ads under appropdat0 headings and to set miss therefore and to determine page Iocalion. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisem that it Is against he provincial Human Rights Act to disedmlnato n the basis of children, madlal status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
Tha Terrace Stondard reserves the dght Io revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and t0 relaln any answers dirscled to the News Box .Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the adverlisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold' Inslruc~ono not picked up Within 10 days of expiry ot an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing'lnstru~ons are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odginal documents to avoid 10as. 
All clalms of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser equesting space thai the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be flmited to the amount pald by the edver~ser for only one Incorrect hse~on for the portion of the adveaislng space occupied by the incorrect or 
eli,led item 0nly, and that there shall be no liabilily In any event greater than the amount pald for such adverUsthg. 
Name Address~ 
Phone Start D a t e ~ #  of Insertions ___Terrace Standard #__Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No .Expiry Data .~ 
Q VISA Q MASTERCARD 
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12 13  
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27 .26  27 .55  
le .32  16 .59  
2e .62  28 .89  
Terrace Standard STANDARD 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
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170 Auct ions  
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional 'words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or small to 
advertising @terracestan- 






ocale fi il~tbehiml the weight 
seal, ii Parkand PoolLot. 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Cathy 
615-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~f l s  and informationj 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERV- 
ICE Located in the downtown 
Hampton Inn & Suites Hotel, 
Conc9rts & sports, D.M.B, Mar. 
Ilyn Manson, Elvls Costello, 
Seattle Mariners, Thorogood, 
Manchester United. WWE 
RAW. 1-600-920..0887, 
ANDERSON WOODWORJ VG LTD. 
~r,~:~:~: . . . .  " : ...... ~':~:i;~i;;::::.:::~,:~:~:~i:-~i ~ ,H~i;: :~i ',g~i:: Locally
; ~i;~:]~;~ ~ ) !!~!~ ;~!~ : )~i~ made Cedar or 
;:: ::~::,~:~,~ ~ Birch wood 
0,,o,oo,.,,0. ~ " ava,abl8 
Call for information and pricing 
Terrace 638-8411 Toll Free 1 -888-20~-~324 I~ 
www.andereon-wood-oaek~s.com 
In Loving Memory Of 
Jerry Duhan 
Passed away July 20, 2002 
We watched you suffer 
We heard you sigh 
~ut, all we could do waejust s~,ana ~. 
When the time came, we suffered too 
For you never desewed what you went; t;hrough. 
We sat, by your bedside and pra~,ed 1;o God 
We held your hand wlt,h t,endernees 
And gave you all our love. 
No one knows 1;he heart, ache we tried so hard t,o hide, 
No one knows how many time we broke down and cried. 
But, looking back with tenderness 
along the pat,hs we came 
We ble~s 1;he many hapwyeare we had 
~. '~;~? .  ~. "~'~ We nllee you Jerry 
~: :~/ j ; : :~ ;~ '  YOU are) Ill our hear t ,  e all. 
~I~!~,,~P~'.: Morn, 5icier,  Aunl;ie 
anda l lyourn le~ee,~ 
I WOULD like to talk to any 
Safeway customer who has had 
dealings with Safeway's call in 
complaint centre. Please write 
to 4722 Loen Ave., Terrace, 
B.C.,,V8G 1T2 
SEEKERS WELCOME.  Per- 
sonal divinations by appoint- 
ment. Ask for Grace. 250-615- 
2298 
i :~ ; ' i  : ~ 331 r Ob i tuar ies  ii i : 
: . ' .  • ' " : • i " . 
AUCTION SALE 
VEHICLES, TOOLS, FURNITURE 
?031 Kofoed Drive, Terrace, B.C. 
JULY 19/03 @ 10 A.M. 
PREVIEW: July 18/03. I PM to 7 PM 
Draw For Re rn Trip For 2 To Vamouver!! 
Compliments Of HAWKAIR 
Vehicles: . . . . . . . . . .  TEas: 
.1-'T~8-OIds Cuttess Supreme ~ Cut-Off Saw 
* 1986 Olds Calais 
: 1985 Iwm0ulh 
1980 I'0n,ac 0ul ~bird 
e 1973 F250 Ford 4x4 Dually 




e Washer & N/G Dryer 
* Dresser 





s 2 Cement Saws 
s Welder 
s FI0or Jacks 
s Makita Grinder 
a Carpentry Tools 
Robe~a leobel Mul le r  (Dobb le )~, )  
Born: July 4, 1926 - Copper River - Terrace, B. .  
Passed Away: June 12, 2003 - Terrace B C. 
Roberta was the youngest of 10 children born to  
Jemima and Simon Dobble. David and Jane Stuar t  of 
Stuar t  Land ng, a IRverboat Landing on the  Skeena were 
her cjrandparents. Roberta went to the one room school 
a t  t~e Dobb e p ace in Copper, from grade one to  grade For complete listing, go to: 
eight. Her f na ~/eare of schoollngwere a t  the Kalum High 
School In Terrace. She would rldeher bike or walk to echoo 
from Copper. In the winter she would ski down the tracks. ~ ~ l l l  iX~kl~ " 
Dinty became part  of her and Diana's life In the spring 
N oa, of 46.  5he lived all of her life In Terrace except for the 
winter of 46147 they spent In Prince George. 
Predeceased by daughter  Diane Smith  in 1993. 
Survived by Husband Carl Muller. Children: Donnle Larson 
(Earl) Carol Shelford, Laura Jauch (Gary), Danny Muller 
(Laurie) Dyron Muller (Mar lene)and  James. Also 21 
grandchildren and 17 great grandch Idren, 
The family would Itke to express a sincere thanks to Dr. 
de Wit for the care o£ Morn over these past  years. Also to 
~=~ the Home Support workers and Hospice Soc le ty .~ 
~ 205 Furniture -I . . . .  
• . • , . .  . 
6X8' MAPLE/WALNUT book- 
case $1000. 7' reclining couch 
$400. 38" square teak coffee 
table $75. Armoire dresser $50. 
Walnut end table $40. 16" oak 
lamp table $40. Call 250-635- 
Pmce[~orGamma ~ 3412 
Omlcron chaFf, or of Beta 
51gma Phi would like to 
thank all Chose who 
at,~nded our 51;rawberry 
Tea on July 1. Special 
,,hanks to the following 
businesses for'~helr 
assistance & donations. 
5afewa~ ............................................................ 
Norr, hern Motor Inn 
City of Terrace 
Coast Inn of the West 
Ev's Mens Wear 
75 t" Annlversanj Committee i~ . .  
Heritage Museum 
9 Mona~h Cable I~ 
r l .~ CFT~ ~n J' .... , ....... ~,; ~ .. . . . . . .  : ,  ,,~ , ,  ... . . .  
I -  • ~: . t  ~ :;'" : : i : ' :  !~ . . . .  
65 Lost  & Found Long regarded ~a BC favourite, ~ ~  
FOUND RUNNING on the high- S,~mon Arm Go]f Club, designed by 
way between Lytton and Cache Les Furber, was selected as the 2001 
Creek, weekend of July 5-7. BCPGA GolfFacilJtyofdmYear 
Jack Russell terrier. Please call and continues to earn high rim,ks. 
and give discription of the ani- Book your round today! ~"~'#~ 
real. Call Lisa 604-514-1766 or 
small at Ilsacook@telus.net tS  HOLE cHAMPIONSHIP COURSE TEE  T IMES 
LOST FRIDAY July 4/03 In Gol.[PackagesAvailablel (250)832-4727 
Skeena field: girls black jacket 
' with blue fleece lining, Please 
• call 250-638:1067 
s Huge selection of canned goods 
e Tents 
. Hip Waders 
.18.Spd. Mountain Bike 
. T-shirts & hats 
Household Appliances 
Twin Seal Windows 
s Bay Windows 
MUCH MUCH MORE 
www, marionauctions.com 
Concession provided 
~ b Additions aed gdetions 
ERMS: C~, ~sa, ~rcord or In~oc 
C,,,q,, l~T and 1~ will be applied on all pur~ses 
Ph: (250)635-9452 
Flooring Distributors Direct 
Laminate - $.49 sq/ft, Cork - 
$1.99 sq/ft, lx6" Fir - $.80 sq/ft, 
Cork - $1.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" oak 
prefinlshed $3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" 
maple prefinished- $3.99 sq/ft, 
Shaw realwood glueless 
floating, oak, maple, cherry- 
$3.25 sq/ft, Oak, maple, Marbal, 
Heaves floating floor - $2,50 
sq/ft. 1-800-631-3342. 
ALL GRAIN wood products for 
all your home renovation/repair 
needs. Call 250.635-3832 or, 
Cell 250-631-9722 
SOLID MAHOGANY and Ma- 
hogany veneer Queen Anne 
style dining room set, Oval 
drop-leaf table, four chairs, 
sideboard. Fair condition. $600, 
Light coloured chesterfield and 
matching Ioveseat, approx 10 
years old. $150. Kirby heavy 
duty uptight vacuum cleaner 
and rug shampooer. Very good 
condition. $400 obo. Call 250- 
638-0798 
100 FLAGS Flea Market Aug 2- 
3. West of Bums Lake. SeUem 
book by July 11th. Lakeslde 
camping, concession, new and 
used trades, crafts, artisans and 
more (toll free) 1-866-698-7558 
300 WEATHERBY cal. Golden 
Eagle dfle with 3x9 scope. 
$850. obo. 376-7630 
I 
270 He lp  Wanted  FOIl SALE, 8wrappors and5 [ ~ ~ . / S t  John Amb.u  cinches, like brand new. Call 
250-615.3104, leave messafle, e 
:v., _ . _ o . ,  Horthem Heanng camper, good for huntln', flshin' 
~,or 'shroomln. Three-way fddge. I (01JRSE SCHEDULE 2003 .;,forced air furnac . New plumb- 
.ring. Comes with jacks, $1000 
~obo. After 5pm 250-635.3789 I 




YAMAHA RX-W95a receiver 
with Dolby Dgital 5.1, DTS 5.1, 
12 Cinema DSP modes. Awe- 
some soundl A great addition to 
any home theatre system. 
Brand newl Last year's model. 
Asking $600,00. Call 250-615- 
9977 
OFA LEVEL ONE $90.00 
TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $90.00 
OFA LEVEL THREE $749.00 
Sept 8-19 OFA LEVELTHREE $749.00 
If ~se doles do not suit your needs, iustj , ~ we can heb. 1here are 
a wide variely d courses now ava,am,~ flin~ babvs~r, wilderness and 





Is seeking qualified secu- 
rity guards to fill future 
positions: All persons 
who wish to apply must 
possess a valid BST 1 & 
2 certificate. To apply 
contact us at: 615-2244 
and mail a resume to: 
Box 755, Terrace, BC, 
V8G 4RI. 
' F " i ~ - ~ "  ' - ' - ' : - - - - ' ,  APPLY  NOW! 
I 
I'M A 10 year old Ceramic 
shop, needing a new owner. CONSIDER THE OPPORTUNIT IES  
Comes with 3 kilns, pouring ta- 
bles, 1000's of mo lds&sup-~l JLODeGxE iS  HEALTH CARE IN NORTHERN BRITISH C OLUMBIA 
plies. Clientele list. My room ~M~InD~FRP~r ;  had a car accident. Phone 250- The Northern Health Authority is inviting applications for the 
747-1466 DESK CLERK. Approximately following position: 
HOME WORKERS NEEDEDlll 30-40 hours per week. Must 
MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONIST Assembling Products - Mail- .have transportation and can ~1 
, Ing/Processlng Our Circulars- work with or without super- 
' Copy/Mailing PC Disk Program. vision. Mail resumeto Box 982, Terrace Casual Position Comp No. X03-NW2016 
i No Experience Neededl FREE Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R2 or faxto Under general supervision, performs transcription of medical reports, 
Into @ www.gifts-plus-onllne.com r '250-638-0021 surgical reports, consultation reports, outpatient reports, progress notes, 
! =o,,~ ~ a e ~ ,,~. P.aePT~ n CERTIFIED MACHINIST SLO- letters, x-ray reports, discharge summary reports, medical committee r ports 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " CAN GROUP-PLATEAU DIVI- 7777 Keele St., Dept 113, Ref # .~lnN RInP.nn Pint,nil In oak nn and ECG reports. 
' K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ¢= 7-702, Concord, Ontario L4 for an individual who has strong WAGE: $21,24- $21,56 per hour 
1Y7. Call 705-726-6795 safe work habits tha ability to 
] ~ ' work within a motivated main-' Qualifications, Skills and Abilities: LUUedN~i /u  marKet your . . . . .  0 ^  outdoor tenance team and a desire to Grade 12, graduation from an approved program in medical stenography 
I ' ou.s.iness .to ]u.~,u .u .. learn Pateau in an innovative • entnusiasts In a i-'rovInclal i~ag..'fore_==l, e.oductsnr CO.,.mnn-ny situat- plus one year's related experience or an equivalent combination of 
t/on? Call Annemade Rindt at ,,,==~,-a v~,a=,h,-.nf B ~. E~c~l- 
azlne w th guaranteed dlstflbu- . Nachako ~llev 20 km education, training and experience. • ed in the . . . . . . . . . . . .  
more [~nF out'0"~7";;~ I rec reat iona l  ' writing; deal with others effectively; physical ability to carry out the duties 
'1-800-661-6335 for infer- Ability to type 60 wpm; communicate effectively, both verbally and in 
mauon.ti, . activities abound in our corn- AN EXCELLENT BUSINESS munlty. Predominantly an SPF of the position; organize work; and operate related equipment. 
OPPORTUNITY! Work from • facility, Plateau is one of the lar-  CLOSING DATE: Posted until filled. 
I home, ve your dreams, set gest producing dimension mills 
I .your hours Earn $1000 to " in the province. We are present- Please include a reference to the Competition Number on your 
[ $5000 P/T F/T For free infor- ly looking for a machinist. Must resume and forward it to: 
I mat/on ca 1-866-528-8798 be certified with excellent com. 
I www.workoptionsnow.com 'munlcation and organizational Brenda Lemal, HR Recruitment Assistant 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . skills. Shlftwork. Please submit 300 - 299 Victoria Street, Prince George, BE V2L 5B8 
I ,,-uEp.~,u~ P.HUUI- UUSl.. your resume (by mail or fax) no. i ness..vvorKTrem ,n.ome on..your inter than July 25, 2003 to: HOn Toll Free: 1-877-905-1155 
I ' computer. ~zb.uu/rlour~EEamme. : Morley.Human Resources. Sic.. Fax: (250) 565-2251 Mf~DTUrDld  UCAITU ] $75.00/hour fulltime, in- can "Group-Plateau Div'islon, 
formation: R R #2, Vanderhoof, B.C., VOJ E-mail: hr@northernhealth.ca I~UI~I I IL l t lq  I I L t t l k l  I I  
1 www.freedom88.com/26 . ~.3AO~ Fax'. (250)567-3911 www.northernhealth.ca a ~ t ~ 0 t' i t y 
/ ~ ~ ~ Opportunl- . ADVERTISING SALES cou- We thank all applicants however only those short.listed will be contacted. 
ty for your familyl 13 unit motel pies. Established accounts 
w th iv ng quarters in beautiful ,available in Western Canada, 
Bums Lake. Excellent Incomel Full or part time travel, suitable 
Phone for details. Pdce RV required. Send resume Ct4; 
Sheridan East, R.R.#1, Lone 
$350,000.00. Mortgage avail- Butte, B.C., V0X 1X0 The Job Creation Partnership (JCP) Working 
able. Don't miss this busy busi- 
ness. Owner retidng after 10 MORADA HOLIDAY Resort Supervisor is a temporary, ~uli-time position 
years. Call Edc or Linda Toll (Miramlchl N.B.); Positions 
free 1.866-692-7471 or fax 250- available - Kitchen Chef. The - 40hrs/wk @$25.00/hour 
ideal candidate should possess - Monday to Friday 
692.4143 the following skills: Wel/traine~ 
and has expedence, depend- 26 weeks starting August 5th 
ability and reliability. Fax re- 
sums to (506)622-0570 or 
, emalh fhresort@nb.aibn.com 
:, Responsibilities: 
I CLASS 1 Driver Training Supervise 3 JCP pqnlctpants in: 
$1498•00. Mountain and City STUDENTS: CLiP & Save Ad. O) Preparation and moving of George LMe House 
training Air BraKe Course, Pos- Sell chocolate almonds or bars. 
sible Job Placement and Fund- Gain work expeflence• Earn b) Restoration of George Utile House 
Ing. Call Taylor Pro• Driving $1.00 on every $3.00 sale• Par- C) Landscaping surrounding house 
Services at 1-877-860-7627 ent/guardian approval. Toll-free 
www taylorproddv n.q cam • 1-868-599-8336 d) Some participant training 
Qualifications: 
.~ COMPUTER SALES CONSULTANT The successful candidate shall have: 
. . . . . . .  - Minimum of 5years experien~:e as'a Joorneyman " 
i REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY Carpenter 
i The successful appl icant  must have sales - Minimum 3 years supervision experience 
experience, should be a strong self starter, must Knowledge of WCB safe.ty requirements 
be able to communicate efficiently with the Strong motivational, lea :ler ~hip and interpersonal 
public and have a positive attitude, communication skills 
Apply with resume to: Deadline for submissions is Wednesday, July 23, 
2003 at 4:30 p.m. For more information or to 
..... ..~ , submit your resume contact: 
.~r ,m ~,, t,,a~t~, ~ Terrace Economic Development Authority 
°~"  Attention: Brian Baker 
Electronic 201-4621 Ave. Futures Lakelse 
Terrace, B.C. 
4710 Keith Ave. Mall ,  Terrace, BC, V8G 4K1 Ph: 250-635-4168 
At tn :  Ken  Chemko Fax: 250-635-4152 
Email: info@teda.ca 
 aORTHWEST TRAIHIHG LTD. Part-lime leading to full.lime in Terrace 
~P'#201-4622 Greig Ave,  Job Coach/Vocational Coach for 
Triumph Employment Services 
Our pregrom requires a dynamic, flexible, well-organized team 
Free Services Available: player. You must have excellent communication, computer, time- 
management and direct service skills. Problem solving abili~/and 
J Employment Counselling o demonstrated record of working with persons with disabilities is 
/ Career Decision Making essential. Demonstrated job placement experience is required. 
/ Job Search Skills Workshops Applicants must display an understanding of performance driven 
and outcome based service delivery. 
,/ Assistance with resume & Interview Skills 
Qualifications: 
/ Life Skills & EmploYment Maintenance Workshops • University degree and membership in the Canadian Association 
,/ Access to Intemet, Phone/Fax and Photocopy Services . of Reha[;ilitatlon Professionals (CARP) or equivalent combina- 
tion of education and experience in working in the field of voca- 
Watch for our next "Can You Start Monday" Job lionel rehabilitation and demonstrating the necessary skills, 
Search Skills Workshops, Register for July 21-25 or knowledge one abilities. 
August 25-29 from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. * Minimum of 2 years experience iri working with persons with 
disabilities in a Vocational Rehabilitation setting; 
Drop by to see us in Terrace or call 638-8108 or toll . Currenl CCRC or RRP designation (or designation in process); 
free 1-877-638-8108. Contoch. Myrt Turner 
Thank you to all who entered our Resume contest draw. Fox: 250-562-2433 
Emalh myd@mtumertl:xtca 
Congratulations tothe winners. A special thank you to Moil: Myra Turner 
Denny's Restaurant for their prize donation. 1360 Fifth Avenue 
Canadll P,nce o e, 
contributed funding to this InltlsUve . V2L 3L4 
Trans Canada Credlto aleading provider of consumer flnancing, is accepting resumes 
• for future opportunities a a Customer Account Representative In our Terrace, B.C, 
location, 
Customer Account Representative 
Personalinitiative and strong sales and customer service skills, combined with our in-h0use 
training arc key to your success. You will meet business dev©lopmcnt goals imluding phone and 
mail strategies,, well as dclhqu=t~7 control objectives while ensuring courteous and efficient 
servioc, la addition to brmoh admi~t~tion, duties, you will apply sound judgement, analysis nud 
investigetive abilities to hm~lling creditor applications. An ambitious and reaults-oriented 
profcsd0nM, you thrive in a chall~$in$, fast-paced e~vjrom~ent,.Related exped~ce, a valid 
driver's liecnce and basic computer skills make you a valuable addition to our team. A post- 
secondary education would bc ideal. 
We offer a compctitive salary for this position. If you arc looking for a company that recognizes 
and nm'm~ personal initiative, plum froward you, remmo today to: 
Tmas Cazmda Credit Corporation, 4548 Lakelse Ave,Terrace, BC VfG lPB 
Fax: (250) 63S-4058 
[ ~i~I"RAN$ CANADA CR£DIT I 
• tntmlnt wig be emlmttM, 
Wasaya Airways LP 
Maintenance Department 
is seeking two career minded individuals 
for the position of: 
Base En&ineer fAME) 
Based out of Sioux Lookout, Ontario, the 
successful applicants will be responsible 
for ensuring that all maintenance activities 
are accompUshed in mccordance with the 
policies, procedures, nd instructions 
contained within the MCM, MPM, MOP 
snd Transport Canada requirements. Shift 
is 7 days on, & d ays off I 2 pm- 12 a.m. 
Minimum qnallflcations: 
B Must be self motivated and able to work 
with minimal supervision 
B Hold a valid AME Uoense 
B Must have held AME iiceme [or 
minimum S yeats 
S Ability to build and malntaln effective 
working relationship with all staff. 
A full description of this Position csn be 
found at www.wasaya.com 
Please apply with cover letter & resume to: 
Eric Kudaka, Human Relources 
Wssaya Alrweys Limited Padnenhlp 
300 Aneroid Plato, Suite B, RR#4 
Thunder Bay, Onlsrlo FTJ IH9 
FAX: (807) S??-0432 
E-MAth ekudak~Owssaya.com 
Application deadline isJuly 20, 2003 
• <a~, Ar'vA' 
b. SA~ 
AIRWAYS LP 
mini wNtt, me t~mm nl•p 
BUNCHER OPERATOR re- 
quired in Bums Lake. Also look- 
ing for off highway logging truck 
driver. Call 250-692-1834 
ATTN: WORK at Home. Real 
People Real Success. We're ' 
ordinary people, we Just follow 
an extraordinary system. We 
earn $2500-$5000+. 
www.SimplvChoose.com 
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$37.95/MONTH FOR a phone 
line. Heconnection with no cred- 
It check. No deposit. No one re- 
fused. Call Need-A-Phone 1- 
866-444-3815 
Emaih talanger@telus.net 
OPENING FOR CHAMBER- 
MAID• Drop off resume at front 
desk, No calls, no taxes please• 
Cedars Motel 
LICENCED AUTOMOTIVE me- 
chanic requtred for busy shop• 
Must have experience In all as- 
pects of repair. Send resume to 
Box 859, Vanderhoof, BC, V0J 
3A0. 
OWN A pc? Put it to work• Off• 
Earn from $100 - $700. Com- 
plete free Into at: www.free. 
dom88.com/145 
We need a 
sa lesperson  w i th  
I 
We fiee-d a new ~alesperson.But wehave-some sp6cial requirements. 
One of them is that you have to have big ears. That's our way of 
saying that you need to know how to listen really well to our 
customers. Think of the many stores you've been in, and no one 
asks if they can help. And if they do ask, they don't seem to listen. 
So you begin to see why you've got to have big ears. Our customers 
are used to being heard. And we intend to keep it that way. 
If you'd like to hear more, we'd like to talk with you. 
Submit resumes in person. 
WILP WILX0'0SKWHL NISGA'A 
PC Box 237, N~wAiyansh, BC V0J 1AO - -  
_~ Phon~: (250) 633-2292 Fax: (250) 633-2463 
' BURSAR 
The Wilp Wilxo'oskwhl Nisga'a (WWN) is a community driven, student focused 
aboriginal post-secondary institute located in the picturesque Nasa Valley of Northern 
B.C. The WWN offers a variety of adult programs in the following areas: academic, 
technical, vocational and continuing education. 
Reporting to the Chief Executive Officer and Board of Directors, this position is 
responsible for pmdeht fiscal/financial management of all funds granted, donated or 
loaned to the WWN. The key duties and responsibilities of this position include ensuring 
financial resources are used effectively and efficiently, provide the CEO and the Board of 
Directors with timely, relevant information in order that informed financial decisions can 
be made, ensuring proper internal controls are in place to safe-guard assets, ensure 
resources are used properly, and ensure compliance with legislative or regulated 
requirements• 
The Bursar perfortns or oversees the following functions: 
• all aspects of financial management 
• budget management 
• cash and debt management 
• accounts payable and receivable 
• actively apply for funding opportunities for the WWN . 
• payroll and benefits . . • . . . . . . . . . .  
• compliance with regulatory bodies 
• financial systems administration 
• annual audit 
• ...~The:successful applicant will be, a team leadermho will ?supervise~staff, The.BursarmilL 
manage the physical plant of the WWN, ensurihg thatCut:reni fa6iiitiesmee/~e ne ~ 0f 
the institution and provide advice and insight for campus expansion. This position would 
manage capital expenditures a sociated with new buildings. 
Candidates should possess a recognized professional ccounting designation (CA, CMA 
or CGA), a minimum of 5 years of related experience, supervisory experience, and 
demonstrate strong oral and written communication skills. Knowledge of accounting 
practices and regulations is essential as is a demonstrated ability with databases, 
spreadsheets and word processors. 
Salary is commensurate with education and experience. A probationary period of one 
year will be in effect. Please send curriculum vitae and supporting documentation 
(evidence of education obtained, current referee's upport letters, and contact 
information) to WILP WIL~_O'OStO,VHL NISGA'A, PC Box 237, New Aiyansh, B.C. V0J 
1A0. Telephone: (250) 633-2292, Facsimile: (250) 633-2463. The application deadline is 
Tuesday, August 5, 2003 at 3:00 p.m. We thank all applicants for their interest, however, 
only those selected for an interview ill be contacted. 
WILP WILXO'OSKWHL NISGA'A 
~ l  PO Box 237, N~w Aiyansh, BC V0J 1A0 - -  
~ J  Phone: (250) 633-2292 Fax: (250) 633-2463 
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL CO-ORDINATOR 
The Wilp Wilxo'oskwhl Nisga'a (WWN) is a community driven, student focused 
aboriginal post-secondary institute located in the picturesque Nasa Valley of Northern 
B.C. The WWN offers a variety of adult programs in the following areas: academic, 
technical, vocational and continuing education. 
Reporting to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Board of Directors (BAD), the 
Vocational-Technical Co-ordinator is responsible for determining the educational needs 
of students in all Nasa Valley locations, and researching and recommending to the CEO 
and BaD appropriate vocational and technical programs that can be offered throughout 
the year in a cost-effective manner. 
Duties of the Vocational-Technical Co.ordlnator include= 
• Meeting with numerous constituents as the WWN, School District No, 92 (Nisga'a), 
Nisga'a Valley Health Board, Village Governments, and Nisga'a Lisims Government to 
determine needs and appropriate programming. 
• Researching curriculum, resources, accessibility and cost of various programs in order 
to determine recommendations to the CEO and Board. 
• Actively seek funding from various governments, ocieties and agencies to support 
the vocational and technical programs which are to be offered. 
• Establishing and maintaining communication li ks to the various Nisga'a communities 
in order to determine ducational needs, to establish appropriate timelines for 
courses, and to communicate program offerings clearly and consistently to all 
interested students. 
• Set up and maintain accurate student files. Provide student statistics to the CEO. 
• Preparing various reports such as program plans, budgets and year-end review as 
requested by the CEO and Board of Directors. 
Candidates must possess a Bachelor's degree (preferably in the area of Natural 
Resources) and a minimum of three years dtrectly related experience. Candidates 
must also demonstrate strong oral and written communication skills particularly in the 
area of proposal writing for the purpose of securing funding. Familiarity with the Nisga'a 
language and culture Is a dermite asset. 
Salary is commensurate with education and experience. A probationary period of one 
year will be in effect. Please send resume' and supporting documentation (evidence of 
education obtained, current referee's support letters, and contact information) to WILP 
WIL,XO'OSKWHL NISGA'A, PO Box 237, New Aiyansht B.C. V0J 1A0. Telephone: .(250) 
635-2292, Facsimile: (250) 633-2463. The application deadline is Tuesday, August 5, 2003 
at 3:00 p.m. We thank all applicants for their interest, how~,  only those selected for an 
interview ill be contacted, 
t 
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SALES PERSON 
RadioShack. 
You've lot ~I Io~,  ~e've irot mwe~,' 
is now accepting applications for a 
PART-TIME / FULL-TIME SALES PERSON 
This individual should be energetic, motivated, have 
general CPU skills and a valid class 5 drivers license. 
Please drop off resumes in person to: 
Indy or Darren 
4434~kelse Avenue, Terrace 
II No phone calls please. 
We are looking for a 
1/2 Time C.D.A. 
for our progressive cosmetic practice. 
App!/in person with resume to 
ADEHT DENTAL CLINIC 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
No phone call please 
FULL TIME RANCH 
HAND REQUIRED 
Medium sized working cow/calf 
and guest ranch located in the 
Cariboo is looking for an 
individual who possesses an 
above average mechanical 
background. Good working 
knowledge of fanning and all the 
equipment associated with it is a 
must. A team player attitude 
important,. Please fax resume to 
604-881-2301 with a minimum 
of 3 references. 
MECHANIC REQUIRED I 
Inledor Roads Ud. ! 
A progressive Road & Bridge |
Maintenance Contractor, is seeking I 
a Journeyman Heavy Duty I
Mechanic for our Blue River Shop. I 
Competitive wage and benefit 
package as per BCGEU agreement. 
For additional information, please 
contact us at our web site 
www.inleriorroads.com or call 
Mike Riswold, Mechanical 
Superintendent at 250-566-4474 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
FELTSTORIESI WANT to 
make storytime fun? Try a felt' 
story. Great for daycares, pre- 
schools, schools and at home. 




Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of~e Terrace 
W0ms#s Resource Society 
and is funded by the Minis~ of Community, 
Aboriginal and Women's Services ~ j  
PERMANENT PART time OF- 
FICE CLERK required for pro- 
fessional office, approximately 
13 hours per week. The suc- 
cessful candidate will be a 
friendly, confidential person 
seeking part time work only. Ex- 
perience dealing with the public 
and good telephone skills are 
required. Please drop off re- 
sume at Suite 101, 4619 Park 
Ave. Park Ave Dental Building 
on Tuesdays or Fddays only. 
Resumes can also be faxed to 
250-632-1702 
WANTED: EXPERIENCED 
COOK for East Indian foods. 
Please fax resume to: 250-845- 
3580or mail to BGx 1110, Hous- 
ton B.C. V0J 1Z0 
AGGRESSIVE HAULING Co. 
seeking Class 1 long, log driv- 
ers. Minimum 5 years experi- 
ence. Fax resume and abstract: 
250-962-1771. Three year job 
based out of Grande Pralde. 
QUALIFIED TRUCK Parts per- 
son required. Large depart- 
ment, good benefits, en- 
gine/drive train parts experience 
an asset. Shift work. Fax 
resumes - Inland Kenwodh, 
Attn: Parts Manager, 604.607- 
0505 
CLASS ONE ddver ~ulred for In- 
terior based company, z years Su- 
per B flat deck expedence r quired 
on general freight. We offer 
.40/mile, tarplng, pickups & drops 
extra, direct deposit. Company c - 
crates pdmadly BC/BC.AB. Fax ~ . 
sums & abstract. 250-828-1490. 
INLAND KENWORTH/PARKo 
ER Pacific - Quesnel is cuirent- 
ly takng resumes for a HEAVY. 
DUTY TRUCK MECHANIC & 
FIELD SERVICE MECHANIC 
Fully ticketed applicants will be 
given priority. Engine and elec- 
trical backgrounds is a bonus. 
MVI certified. Competitive wage 
and benefit package. Send 
resumes In confidence to 3150 
Hwy 97N, Quesnel, B.C. V2L 
3J4. Attn: Cord Vamplew 
EXPERIENCED RE&RE man 
or swing man for transmission 
shop In Salmon Arm. Mall re- 
sume before July 31,2003. Box 
1377 C/O Salmon Arm Observ- 
er, P.O. Box 550, Salmon Arm 
B.C., V1E 4N7 
RELOCATE TO the sunny Oka- 
nagan. Full time position avail- 
able for APPRENTICE-JOUR- 
NEYMAN GLAZIER In Vernon, 
B.C. Wages dependant upon 
expedence. Emall morgans- 
glass@shaw.ca or fax 250.542- 
7102 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construcfion. 25 
years expedence. Call Richard 
@250.638-8526 
SUNDECKS, FENCES, car- 
ports, garages. Renovations, 
roofing - all styles. All kinds of 
construction needs. Free esti- 
mates. Call Bdan after 4:30PM. 
250.635-3757 
i i l e l l iS l ,  l i i~  k~l i ih l~| l t l  
t IBIrr~ll CC:,Uid~IA LUNO .~l,~OC U'I'IOi 
J 7114.U~I~ or I-~O0-~S|-LUNO . 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCA- 
TION Program. 6 - 12 year olds. 
Fddays, 3 hours. July /Aug. 
$10/week. Space limited. To 
register call 250-638-8325. 
GET BACK ON TRACKI Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need money? We lendll If you 
own you own home - you 
qualify. 1-877-987-1420. 
www.pioneerwest.com 
Member of the Better Business 
Bureau. 
• FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
• Consolidate debts 
• One Low Monthly Payment 
• Eliminate or Reduce Interest 
• Rebuild Your Credit Rating 
Credit Counselling Society of BC 
NON PROFIT SERVICE 
1-888-527-8999 
OUT OF town professional is 
looking to house-sit in Kitlmat. 
Call 250-635-2197. 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint.Spring and Summer Inted. 
or, exterior, residential and 
commemial painting. 10% paint 
discount from supplier. Seniors 
15% labor discount. Profession- 
al quality work. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Refer- 
ences available. Call Karl. 250- 
615-0199 
JUST RENOVATED three bed- 
room apartment in duplex. Pri- 
vate entrance, yard has fruit 
trees. No pets, downtown. 
Fddge, stove included. $595 
per month phone 250-638-0790 
for appointment to view. 
LARGE CLEAN three bedroom 
apartments across from school 
In Thomhill. No large pets. 
Fddge, stove, washer, dryer 
and heat included. $650/mo 
plus DD. Call 250-635-2469 
NEW ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT, close to town, 
four appliances. Non-smokers, 
no pets. $6S0/mo Damage de- 
posit required. Available Imme- 
dlately. Call 250.635-1622 or 
250-635-2250 
ONE & TWO bedroom apart- 
ments available Immedlatsly. 
Call 250.635-5136 or 250-635- 
6428 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet,new paint,laundry 
facilities.Available Immediately. 
Call Tom at250-615-5441 
APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bed~ Apts| 
• $475 per month I 
Free hot waler/recreation I 
• Close to school and hospital I 
• Secudty entrance oStarc~ice I
Cell collect (2501877,6773 I 
;Jul"18 • Fd • 12:30pm-430Dm 
OFA Levoi III $659 
Jul 2J-Aug 1 • Mon-Frl* 8:30am-4:30pm .(: 
Chlldsafe !': ..... , . " :1 ': $79  
Jul 26.  Sat* 8:30arn:4130pni;:i~: ;, ,~!:,;%!:i;:ii,~,: , 
Foodsafe Level 1 :~!.{~i:!~i~?;~!~ii:,!:::,~!~):;~,~:::i!,(;:~{i;'!~':;::":;"$99 
Jul 28-3i .  Mon/Wed/Thu • 6i30p~:gi~p~:" ;  ;,./:,:.t:::. 
. , ?  " : ., ": ~: , . '7~:~- ' :~ ~;'.~:' = ',/~.:.-:':- .'. ' " ' "  " .: 
-  NORTHWEST 
Take a closer look. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
ONE BEDROOM unit in Thorn- 
hill for rent. Rent $325 per 
month plus utilities. Phone 250-: 
638-0438. Available immediate- 
ly. 
ONE, TWO & Three bedroom 
apartments available. Heat, hot 
water included. Live in manag- 
er, on site security. 250-635- 
3409 or 250-638-0015 





1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• ,&,mple Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close toSchools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 








• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking .' 
• Laundry facilities 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 ' 
2 BEDROOM apartment, quiet, 
new carpets and paint. Has 
storage room and laundry facili- 
ties available. $425/mo. Call 
250-615-9772. 
2 BEDROOM quiet apartment. 
Balcony, laundry In building, 
new carpet + title floors. No 
smokers or. pets. $425/month. 
Call 250-0662. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
quiet,clean two bedroom apart- 
ment. Close to town, secudty 
entrance, on-site management. 
No pets. $475/mo + damage 
deposit Call 250-638-0404 
ONE, TWO & three bedroom 
apartments. Available imme- 
diately. On-site management. 
References required. 250-635- 
6428 or 250-638-0015 or 250- 
615-0345 
QUIET LARGE two bedroom 
apartment. Four appliances, 
security system, storage. Non- 
smokers, no pets. Half block 
from town. Available August 
1/03 Call 250-638-0046 or 250- 
635-4852 evenings. 
SMALL APARTMENT in 
fourplex in Thornhitl. Ideal for 
single person or couple. To 
view 250-635-8288 
TWO BEDROOM, upgraded, 
nice and clean. 8ecudty en- 
trance, manager on-sits. Satel- 
lite "IV. No pets. Hot water in- 
cluded. Security deposit and 
references required. $475/mo 
Call 250-635-0662 
CLEAN ONE bedroom bachelor 
basement suite, downtown 
Suitable for single, quiet, non- 
smoking person. $375/month 
'includes heat. Call 250-635- 
6350. Available August 1/2003. 
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1st. 
Three bedroom basement suite 
close to downtown. Four ap- 
pliances, cable and utilities in- 
cluded. No pets. No padies. 
$750/mo. $375 damage depos- 
it. Serious inquiries only. Call 
250-835-4642 
BRIGHT THREE bedroom 
basement suite. Walking dis- 
tance to schools and down 
town. Washer, dryer, fddge and 
stove. $600/mo plus damage 
deposit. Utilities extra. Electric 
heat. Call 250-638-1584 
LARGE ONE bedroom suite at 
4633 Scott. Fridge, stove, utili- 
ties included. $475/mo. Call 
250-638-8639 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, hardwood floors, fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer, large 
yard. $550/month Includes n/g 
and cable. Call 250.635-2556. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
Ite, newly renovated. Lots of 
light, washer, dryer included. 
Close to downtown. Available 
immediately. Call 250-635-3616 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. References required. 
$600/mo includes utilities. 
Phone after 5pm 250.635-6241 
3 BEDROOM bungalow in 
Kleanza creek subdivision. Suit- 
able for family. References re- 
quired. Available August 1/03. 
$700/mo. Call 250-847-8707. 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
RETAIL SPACE for rent in 
Goblnd Mall. Call 250-635-5981 
or 250-635-3409 
LARGE TWO bedroom duplex 
in Thornhill across from 
schools. Fddge, stove. Washer 
and dryer hookups. Carpets 
throughout. $500 per month. 
Phone 250-638-1702 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite In 
a quiet, high quality four plex. 
APARTMENTS II "°" '  hospital and bus routes. 
Onsite caretakers, five ap- 
4204 N. Sparks II pllances, ng fireplace, mlnlstor. 
1 &2 Bedroom Apts. I| age. No pets please, $685/mo. 
Call Allison at 250.635-6580 
On Site Management II ONE BEDROOM duplex near 
Security'Entrance with I I  cur, ng rink available for msture 
Undercover Parking I !  sduit 8me, pet a,owod. Ca, 
& Elevator. Laundry I I  ONE25°'635"3°42 
BEDROOM In slde-by- 
fadlities on each floor I i  elde duplex, Pdvate entrance, 
OnBusR°ute II five minutes tO mall. Fddge, 
stove Included. No pets, Avail- No Pets II able Immediately, $395/m0. Call 
To View a Cleon 8,11", 250-638-0790 
,Quie.t Building JJ SMALL TWO bedroom duplex, 
on the  Bench- 11 In Thomh,ll. Fddge. stove 
Included. No pets, Secudty de- 
~ i  posit and references required. 
$375/month. Call 250-638-7727 
BRIGHT, SPACIOUS 3 bed- 
room duplex in quiet neighbour- 
hood near Uplands School. 
High vaulted ceiling with rock 
fireplace. Large 16X30 deck. 5 
appliances. 1 1/2 bath. 
$650/mo. Call Scott 250-635- 
1214. 
COZY TWO bedroom duplex In 
upper Thomhlll. Large shop and 
yard. $550/mo. Call 250-638- 
1553 
FOUR BEDROOM duplex in 
Terrace. N/g heat, washer/dryer 
Included. No parties, no smok- 
ing. Wdtten references and de- 
posit required. Phone 250-798- 
9554 
FOUR BEDROOM side -by- 
side duplex In the Homeshoe. 
Fddge, stove, close to schools, 
bus mutes, downtown. No 
smoking, no pets, references 
required. $700/mo plus utilities. 
Call 250-635-1971 
THORNHILL DUPLEX avail- 
able immediately. Good condi- 
tion, freshly painted. Fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer hookup, 
three bedrooms., 1 1/2 baths, 
n'g heat/hot water, large yard 
and carport. $650/mo. Call 250- 
638-1394 
THREE BEDROOM duplex for 
rent. Located in upper Thomhlll. 
on very large lot. 1 1/2 baths,: 
storage room, carport. Includes. 
fddge, stove and hook-ups for 
washer/dryer. $700/mo (negoti- 
able for long term lease) Call 
250-635-6905 
THREE BEDROOM duplex, 
large, clean, well cared for, In 
Upper Thomhlll. f/s, w/d, blinds, 
fenced yard. Pets negotiable. 
Non-smokers ONLY. $675/mo. 
plus dam. dep. Avail. Aug 1. 
Call 250-635-4368. ! 
THREE BEDROOM duplex. 1 
1/2 baths, washer, dryer hook- 
ups. Carport, fenced yard. Lo- 
cated in Upper Thomhill on bus" 
mute. $600/mo plus damage 
deposit. Please call 250-635-. 
5022 
THREE BEDROOM town- 
house. $550/mo, half damage 
deposit. Fddge/stove included. 
No pets. Call 250-638-1094 .. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex. Utili- 
ties included. Full cable, fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer, dish.wash- 
er. Carport and shed. Clean, 
well maintained in upper Thorn- 
hill. Call 250-635-3756 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite $400/month plus a two bed- 
mum upper suite in Thomhill. 
$550/month utilities Included 
plus D.D. Call 250-615.6832 
or 250-635-5992. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex in 
New Remo. 10 minutes from 
town. $425/mo. New carpet and 
tino, fddge, stove, garden plot. 
Call 250-635-9266 
TWO BEDROOM duplex with 
large yard on Pine St. $450/m0. 
Also one bedroom house In 
Thornhill. $350/mo. Call 250- 
635-9530 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, 
fddge, stove, w/d and drapedes, 
n/g, large yard with storage 
shed. $525/month. Available 
immediately. No pets. Call 250- 
635-2556. 
TWO BEDROOM unit in 4-plex. 
Available August 15/03. Walk- 
ing distance to downtown. 
Working couple preferred. Four 
appliances. No pets. $600/mo 
plus security deposit. Referenc- 
es recluired. Call 250.635-6824 
WELL KEPT Two bedroom, 
two bath, side by side duplex at 
3316 Sparks. Five appliances, 
hardwood on main floor. QUIET 
people with good rental refer- 
ences and no dogs. $600/mo. 
Call 250-638-8639 
TWO BEDROOM mobile. 
Washer, dryer, fridge, stove in- 
cluded. Located in Thornhill. 
Carport. Available August 1/03. 
Asking $10,000. Rent $500/mo 
plus $200 damage deposit. Call 
250-635.6662 or 250-615-9162 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-835-7777 
small klnsmen@osg.net Bar- 
tending Services available. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Spacious three bedroom home, 
on Bench. 1 1/2 bathrooms, 
fddge, stove, washer, dryer and 
large storage, sun deck, on 
acreage lot, References and 
deposit required, $700/mo. Call 
250-635-5931 
ECONOMY TWO bedroom on 
brauns island, $350/mo. Pets 
welcome. Call 250-635-9102. 
FOUR BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath 
house at 4633 Scott. Fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer. Gas and 
cable Included. $850/mo. Call 
250-638.8639 
LAKELSE LAKE cottage. 
Suitable for couple or single 
person. Small dog ok, Natural 
gas heat, some maintenance 
may be required. $450/mo. 
Available August 4th. Call 250- 
847-1242 
LARGE ATTRACTIVE unique 
one bedroom suite with log liv. 
InN room and fireplace. 
$425/month. Has yard and view 
of river. Five minutes from town 
on Queensway Dr. $425/mo. 
Call 250-635-7844 
LARGE EXECUTIVE home on 
acreage, two bedrooms, possi. 
ble third, fireplaces, 2 1/2 
baths, ten minutes from down- 
town. N/S. Available August 
1/03. References required, 
$1300 per month. Call 250-635. 
5555 
LARGE FOUR bedroom home, 
2 1/2 baths, fireplaces, fenced 
yard. N/S. Available August 
1/03. References required, 
4829 Walsh Ave. $900/mo. Call 
250-635-5555 
LARGE TWO bedroom top floor 
suite in tdplex, close to town 
and hospital. Washer.dryer, util- 
itles Included. Working per- 
son/couple preferred. $575/mo. 
Also two one bedroom suites. 
$390/mo Includes ufilities. Call 
Jennifer 250-638-7608 
LARGE WELL maintained 
throe bedroom house, also 
small two bedroom house avail- 
able. Close to schools and 
town. Non-smokers, no pets. 
Call 250-635-5893 
LIKE NEW three bedroom 
townhouse on Kenney St. 1 1/2 
beth, carpod, fddge, stove, 
blinds, natural gas heat. Avail- 
able Aug. 15. Call 250-635. 
7855. 
NICE FIVE bedroom, 2 1/2 
baths house in Thomheights. 
Landscaped yard, fenced back- 
yard. Five appliances. Available 
August 1. $800/mo. Call 250- 
638-8639 
QUEENSWAY DRIVE. Three 
bedroom home, fddge, stove, 
washer, dryer.. Large shop. 
Glass gmenhouse, fenced yard. 
Five rain to downtown. Refer- 
ences required. $550/mo. Call 
250-635-2839 
SMALL ONE bedroom house at 
4637 Soucie. References re- 
quired. $350/mo. Call 250-638- 
8639 
THREE BEDROOM house In 
Thornh[ll .Available immediate- 
Iv. $685/mo. 250-564-2695. 
THREE BEDROOM on Brauns 
Island. 14x64, fenced dog pen. 
S/f, gas heat. laundry room with 
w/d hook.ups. Call 250-635- 
9102. 
THREE BEDROOM on south- 
side across from Cassle Hall 
School. Four appliances, wood 
stove; fenced yard. No smok- 
ing or pets. $650/mo. Call 250- 
635-0818 
THREE BEDROOM upper with- 
in walking distance to school 
and town at 4644 Walsh. 
$750/mo includes utilities. No 
pets. Available August 1st. 
Please call after 5pro 250-638- 
1367 
THREE BEDROOM very clean 
house in Thomhill. No pets, no 
parties. On bus mute. $600/m0 
Available August 1/03. Refer- 
ences and deposit required. 
Call 250-635-6128 
TWO BEDROOM very clean 
home in Thomhlll. Small work- 
shop. No cats or large dogs. 
On bus mute, available imme- 
diately. $600/mo. References 
and deposit required. Call 250- 
635-6128 
VIEW HOME on Hillcrest ave 
on the bench. 4 bedrooms, 3 
bathrooms, gas heat, 
panoramic views, double ga- 
rage. Dead end street. 
$1200/mo. Contact Rusty 
Ljungh at Royal Lepage Ter- 
race, 250-635-2404 or 250-635- 
5754. 
14X70 MOBILE on 2.2 acres 
two bedroom, all appliances in- 
cluding washer/dryer, 12x16 
heated shed. Pets negotiable. 
$650 month. Call 250.635- 
8131. 
NEW 14X60' trailer in Thornhill 
Trailer Park. Available Aug 1st. 
Two bedrooms, one bathroom, 
large kitchen and living space. 
Includes five appliances. $600 
per month. Call 250-639-2977 
or 250-632-5514 
THREE BEDROOM trailer with 
addition. Large shop, Copper 
Mountain subdivision. No pets. 
$550/mo. References requlmd. 
Call 250-635-3064 
TWO BEDROOM troller (large 
trailer 12X68) for rent In Sunny- 
hill Trailer Coud. Available im- 
mediately, Rent $400 per month 
plus utilities. Fridge, stove, 
washer and dryer Included. Ref- 
erences required. Phone 250- 
638-0438 
TWO BEDROOM troller In New 
Remo. 10 minutes from town. 
Wood heat $475/mo. Fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer, garden 
plot. Pets allowed. Call 250- 
635-9266 
TWO BEDROOM trailer on 
fenced lot with green house and 
dog house in back yard. 
$400/mo. Secudty deposit re- 
quired. Phone 250-635-8851 
TWO BEDROOM with addition. 
Five minutes to downtown 
Bdght Intedor, wooded setting. 
Natural gas/wood heat, Fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer, Referenc- 
es required. $490/mo. Call 250- 
635-2839 
THREE BEDROOM iraller'~l~ 
full addition, 26X24' shop, 
Close to schools, Five applianc- 
es included. $700/mo Damage 
deposit and references re- 
quired, Please call 250-635- 
9093. No inside pets, 
THREE BEDROOM two bath 
14X70 mobile home on pdvate 
lot in Jack Pine Flats. Pets al- 
lowed. $550/mo. Call 250-635- 
5913 • , 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
washer, dryer, fddge, stove. 
$500/mo. Call 250.635.8772. 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 - .25/word plus GST. Phone 
250.638-7283 Fax 250-638- 
8432 or small to advertising 
@terrecestandard.com. We ac- 
cept Visa/talc or cash. 
FEMALE LOOKING for non- 
smoking roommate to share 
newly renovated three bedroom 
house on Southside. Includes 
all utilities, laundry furniture. 
Close to bus stop. Rent 
$425/month. Call Kelly at 250- 
635-1981. Available Au~ 1 st. 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent in 
a throe bedroom house. Share 
rest of home. Working person 
preferred. $260.00 per month . 
includes utilities. Call 25D-635- 
3126 
ONE BEDROOM shared ac- 
commodation. Available for sin- 
gle man. Call 250-635-5893 
FOUR BEDROOM upper suite 
on southside. $800/mo includes 
utilities. Near schools. Phone 
Rob at 250-638-7290 
TWO BEDROOM suite. New 
• floor and paint. Walking dis- 
lance to downtown. No pets. 
Heat included. Available now. 
Phone 250-638-1902 
STARRESORT.INT. 




Close to schools and hospital. 
Newly renovated, $600/mo. 
Quiet location, dead end of 
Pear St. Available now. 250- 
635-9467 or 250-635-4220 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
with full basement, walking dis- 
tance to downtown Terrace. No 
pets. References required. 
$650 per month. Call 250-632- 
5918 or 250-635-0355 : 
THREE BEDROOM"" 'town- 
house. Available immediately. 
$650/mo. Call 250-635-6401 or 
250-631-9855 
MATURE COUPLE wants to 
rent a two or three bedroom 
house in Terrace for September 
1103. Willing to sign 12 month 
lease. Call 250-992-9770 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. Pacif- 
Ic Paradise West Coast Van- 
couver Island Iris Lodge. 
Modem 12 unit motel, 85 seat 
licensed restaurant. 32 foot alu- 
minum tour boat. Two bedroom 
owner suite. Owner carry easy 
mortgage. Subject to negotia- 
tion. 1-888-353-7177 or visit: 
www.ldslod.qe.com 
50 SEAT Restaurant, Fort 
Fraser, B.C. Priced to sell 
$70,000. Call 250-690-7470. 
May finance. 
CONDO FOR sale. Downtown 
location 4800 block of Lazelle. 
Modern mulU-level two bed- 
room, two bathroom. Complete. 
ly renovated, 1200sqft. Includes 
fddge, stove, d/washer, tim- 
place and air conditioning. As- 
sessed @ $80,300 asking only 
$68,000. Phone 250-635-6033 
evenin.qs. 
DUPLEX LOCATED close to 
downtown. 1-4 bedroom suite. 
1-2 bedroom suite that can also 
be made into four bedroom. 
Great location to rent or live 
mortgage free. Located on dou- 
ble lot. Newly renovated, up- 
stairs. Lots of storage. Phone 
250-638.1902 
RARE LAKEFRONT hideaway. 
Rustic insulated log cabin on 8 
peaceful secluded acres. Wood 
stove, propane fddge & stove. 
Good road access from Likely 
B.C. $110 K. 250-653-4744 
i 
GREAT WORKSHOP in the 
Horseshoe only minutes from 
Christy Park and schools. Four 
bedrooms, two baths and a 
family/games room..Upstalrs Is 
newly renovated with ceramic 
tile flOors and a bright sunny 
kitchen with a deck off the din- 
ing area. Very pdvate fenced 
back yard with a gravelled pic- 
nic area, 20X24 wired and Insu- 
lated, shop for all your toys. 
Please call 250-638-0958. 
Reduced $130,000.00 Courtesy 
to Realtors. 
AFFORDABLE SHUSWAP wa- 
tsdront adult.living resort in Sal- 
mon Arm. Custom dream 
homes starting at $108,000 lot 
included. Visit us online at 
www.westharbourvlllage,oom or 
call 1-888-804-0043 
1350 SQ, foot, 3 bedroom, 1.5 
bathroom house on 2 acres in 
Gossen Creek Sub. Call Flem- 
ruing or Valerie @ 250-635- 
9532. 
4903 GAIR AVE 3000sqft. 
Three bedrooms up and two 
down. 2 1/2 baths, reD room, 
sauna, mini bar, fenced back- 
yard, large deck. Includes six 
appliances. $127,500.00 Call 
250.635-0527 
SPACIOUS 2300 sq. ft, home, 
4 bdrms, 2 baths w/lakevlew on 
~advate 0.56 flat acre. Mature 
ndscaplng, fruit trees, close to 
amenities. $195,000. Phone 
' 250.832-9981 
FIVE BEDROOM house on 
larger lot on bench. Walk-in 
basement, large family room, 
den, laundry room w/office 
area, large kitchen w/eating 
area. Deck has new dura.deck, 
paved R.V. parking, triple car 
ddveway, garden shed, shop, 
back patio, and large play fort . 
with bddges. A MUST SEE.' 
Call 250-638-1902 ,, 
.FOUR BEDROOM family home 
on a large view lot In Terrace. 
Kitchen island, wall oven. Gas 
fireplace, den, jet tub. Has a 
daylight basement, fenced yar~l, 
two car garage and lots of ex- 
tras. Would consider trading for 
home of lesser value. Asking 
$255,000.00. Cal l  250-635- 
3876 
MOVE HOUSE to your location. 
Reduced to $27,500.00. Two 
bedrooms, 16X40 house with 
cedar siding. 17 years old. In- 
terior and exterior is in good 
condition. Pdce includes: tddge, 
stove, washer, dryer, freezer, 
microwave nd hide-a-bed. For 
appointment to view call 250- 
635-4670 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
In The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or small to 
advedJsing @ terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
PRIME LOCATION on Moun- 
tain Vista Ddve (Bench area) 
Quality, well maintained 
2100sqft modem home suitable 
for family or couple. Quiet 
neighborhood, fenced backyard 
backing onto 'greenbelt'. Four 
bedrooms, three bathrooms, 
large kitchen, 12X18 sundeck. 
Finished basement, doublewide 
garage, triple wide driveway. 
Natural gas fireplace, heat and 
hot water. New roof In 2002, 
vegetable garden, greenhouse, 
shed, concrete patio etc. Asking 
$175,000.00. Cal l  250-635. 
0804 
QUIET NEIGHBOURHOOD on 
the south side of town. Close to 
schools and all amenities. 
Paved ddveway and beautiful 
landscaped yard. Three bed- 
rooms on main floor. Large liv- 
ing room with fireplace tastefully 
decorated. Large kitchen with 
• fddge, stove and dishwasher in. 
cluded. Two bathrooms. Partial- 
ly finished basement with bed- 
room, laundry area and games 
room. Large deck to fenced 
backyard with apple, cherry and 
plum trees, garden area and 
greenhouse. Big garage/shop 
and two storage sheds. Very 
clean and a great family home. 
Located on 2311 Evergreen 
Street. For additional informa- 
tion call 250-638-0580 or 250- 
635-1816 
REDUCED FOR SALE. Well 
kept and very private four 
bedroom 2,100 sqft country 
style home. Natural gas, wood 
and electric heat, two baths. 
Located at beautiful Lakelse 
Lake on private fenced-in park- 
like setting. Beautifully 
landscaped on 75'X200' lot. 
Upstairs: two bedrooms, bath, 
and family room. Downstairs: 
two bedrooms, kitchen living 
room, laundry and bathroom. 
Includes all appliances. 20'X40 
tradesman/handyman's delight 
workshop, fully wired 'and 
plumbed with wood heat. Large 
greenhouse and gazebo. For 
more information call 250.798- 
2456 Asking $144,900.00 
RENOVATED THREE bedroom 
home, fully landscaped lot, 
3879 Pine Ave .  Asking 
$90,000.00 Call 250.564-2895 
VERY COMFORTABLE 
1600sqft six bedroom, full base- 
ment house on 1 1/8 acres, 
Double carport, attached glass 
green house, 17 fruit trees. On 
the Bench, between college and 
new school. $210,000.00. 
Phone 250.635-3289 
QUALITY FAMILY HOME 2403 
South Kalum 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, living room with vaulted 
ceiling, European cabinets and 
ceramic tile floors, family room 
with gas fireplace, unique multi- 
level clesign, home office or 4th 
bedroom, separate'laundry 
roam, sundecl~, landscaped & 
fenced bockyard with garden 
shed, gas furnace and hotwater,. 
w red [or AC, ample closets and' 
storage space, close to schools, 
hospital, shopping s145,O00 call 
638-8837 or 849-5463 
ONE LOT 90'X700' on lake 
frontage West side Lakelee 
Lake. Terrace. Good road ac- 
cess. Phone 250.635-2396 
FOR SALE (or trade for house) 
"14 X 70 SRI MANUFACTURED HOME, 
2 bedroom, 2 bathream, n/g fireplace, f/s, w/d, buih-in 
dishwash microwave, and c~ina cabinets, skylight. Master 
bedroom ~s full ensuite with Jacuzzi tub. Two large ~cks, back 
deck has ~erson hot tub. Also includes 8 x 10 side~ shed. Fenced 
yard in a let park. 
orassumAS!!ne~ s59 '900 
( rtg g $380/monlh plus pad rent), 
For more info call 635-6477 
,~venue, High'way Side. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Asking $169,000 
Phone 250-624-5151 
• . ~. ~'~,E~ ~"~: ' " ? . ...... , 
BEAUTIFUL LOCATION & BEAUTIFUL HOME 
3806 ROWLAND ST. 
Best Cul-de-Sac in Horseshoe 
2100 sq. ft. ,4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bathroom's, living room, 
Euro-design kitchen, family room, den/office, 2 car 
garage, RV parking, garden shed, excellent family neigh- 
bourhood, patio. 
MOVING MUST SELL $159,900 
Call Lisa/Don at 250-635-8161 
I l l  ::/: ... " > 
MUST BE SEEN TO BE 
APPRECIATED. Immaculate well 
maintained 2000 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom Thornheights home. 
Remodeled bath and kitchen. 
Large deck. Partially finished 
basement with finished denl4th 
bedroom. Large lot with storage 
sheds, creenhouse. Shows 
beautifuliv. Asking $119,900. 
venaor leaving area, 
MOTIVATED. Call 638-6263 or 
615-83Z2, 
:: 560 Lakesho re i 
waterfront, countrx properties 
Ranches • outdoor J~usinesses 
Intemalional Markefin 




10 MOBILE homes for sale at 
Pine Riodge Sales in Burns 
Lake. Pdces starting at $8000. 
Call Leon at 250-692-3375 
FOUR BEDROOM mobile with 
two additions. 14X70'. Located 
in Pine Park. Gas heat. 
Covered sun deck. In very good 
condition. Asking $29,500.00. 
Call 250-635-1454 
MUST SELL Great starter or re- 
tirement home on pdvate lot. 
Unique two bedroom mobile 
home. Completely redone In- 
side, lots of windows. Cute'n 
cozy. Has workshop. Needs ex- 
terior finishing, Worth a closer 
look. Asking $56,000.00 obo. 
Call 250-635-4378 
REVENUE PROPERTY. Manu- 
factured log home on ten acres. 
4 bdrm, 2 bath, partial base- 
ment suite. Exc. artesian drink- 
ing water, Outbuildings, Close 
to all amenities. $1000 income 
per month plus taxes $100 per 
(~ear. Room for expansion. LO- 
ATED IN SUNNY CARIBOU. 
Call Steve 250-395-2427 
FARM EQUIPMENT. F.O.B, 
150 Mile House. Evenings 250- 
296-3398 or 250-296-3667. 
2001 N.H. TM165 - 135 HP 
tractor. 1987 M8950 Kubota 
tractor. 2 - 1998 Discblne 1411 
- N.H. 1998 N.H. round baler 
664, 2001 N.H. round baler 
68B. Open to offers. 
MODEL SW2500 Vermeer 
round bale silage wrapper. As 
new. $8500.00. Call 250-842- 
0024 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Delivsry 
available. Dave Crossan 250. 
567.2607. 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof.BC FCC financing. 
OAC 
i '=  S3 TIPS] _
TWO NORWEGIAN fjord home 
for sale. Colleymount Ssm 
foaled May 18. Colleymount 
Helge foaled June 6. Both geld- 
Ings are DNA certlfled and have 
been vaccinated against all 
equine diseases by vet. Trust- 
worthy, trailer easily, sweet and 
gentle. ,Would make an excel- 
lent matched team. Phone Hen- 
ry or Joanne 250-695-6559 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 16, 2003-  B9 
:CAR LOANS 
www, CarCreditBC'.com 
.~:: i TOLL:FREE,: . : ; .  
11 =866-987-55301 
19-n9 GMC Jimmy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000km. 
$19,900.00 obo. 250-638-1831 $2000 each or $3500/palr 
BICHON/SHITZU PUPPIES 2000 GMC Sierra Ext cab 1500 




Re: ~ a~icle of 
CATHERINE ANNE DEAN 
also known as 
CATHERINE ANN COLUNSON 
Deceased fumedy d Temxe, BC 
Creditors and others having claims 
against he estate o~ CATHERINE 
ANNE DEAN are hereby notified 
under section 38 of I~ Trustee Act 
that particulars oftheir claims hould 
be sent to the undersigned 
Administrator at#200-4630 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S6, on 
or besom the 23rd day of July, 2003, 
offer which da~ t~ Executor will dis- Call 250-635-7437 
PUPPIES FOR sale. Box- 
er/Husky cross. Ready to go 
July 12th. Call after 6pro. 250- 
635-1532' 
17' VIKING Cuddy Cabin 1997. 
Fully enclosed stand-up can- 
vas, plus moorage tarp. 115 
Mercury, 110 Ihours. EZ trailer. 
$13,500Cdn. Call 250-638-7280 
23' DOUBLE Eagle Volvo Die- 
sel dual prop with leg comes 
with hlghliner trailer. $20,000.00 
obo. Call 250-632-7556 
23' SANGSTER fibreglass 
Deep-V, zero hours. Rebuilt 
350 Head Massorator. Galley, 
fridge, stove. Clean. C/w 2001 
Yamaha 9.94 stroke kicker, gal- 
vanized tandem trailer. Illness 
forces sale. $19,500.00. Call 
250.635-1238 
22 FOOT Wooldridge Sport- 
stour Jetboat loaded with every 
option including winch/river an- 
chor, truck seats, dual bilge 
pumps, s tereo,  colour 
GPS/sounder/fishfinder, heater, 
full canvas top, etc. 2001 Cara- 
van tandem trailer included. 
Brand new 496 c.i. engine with 
20 hours total time. This boat is 
in pdsfine condition. $57,900. 
Canadian. Sedous Inquides 
only. call Dan: 604-991-1206 or 
Wolff]anti: 604-868-6224 
1980 GOLDWING interstate 
1100cc touting motocycle. Like 
Extended warranty. Excellent 
condition. $25,000.00. Call 250- 
635-5445 
Best Buy11997 GMC 2X4 pick- 
up. 64,000km V6 auto, with: 
am/fro cassette, new 16" 
tires/dms and additional 
45,000kin extended warranty. 
250-615-9977 I 
trlbute the estate among Ihe parties 
entitled to il, having regard only to 
the claims that have then been 
received.- 
BERNARD MICHAEL DEAN 
Administrator 









~ ~ r ~ '~ 8 ~ld 5 LEGAL NOTI CE S 
I • 
~ ~BR, Fr~H NOTiCE tNVrrlNGAPPLICATION FOR MmMy0f (~ 
LOUJMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A50593 r~ 
Pursuant o See'on 20 of the Forest Act, e'Rmber Sale I.Jcence is being offered for sale. 
Closing Date: July 24, 2003 at the Terrace Timber Sales Office 
Geographic Location: Dasque Creek Term: 18 months 
Volume: 16,965 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpege Rate: $5,77 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage late was determined by the Market Pricing System, and ie applica. 
ble only to coniferous green sawlag grades. 
Species:' .Hemlock" 45%, Balsam 51%, Spruce 2%, Cedar 2%, more or less 
Tenders will only bo accepted from Indlviduala or corporations reglslered as e Small 
Business Forest Entorpdse, Categoly One (1) unbar Two (2). 
Logging Syutam: Helicopter 
Applications will be accepted by the BC Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales 
Office, Skeene Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, Bdtish Columbia 
V0G 1L1 until e:30 a.m. on July 24, 2003. 
There is additional marshal, which the applicant must consider in their eppltceffon. Thla 
material, application farina, end other information about BC Timber Sales, can be 
obtained from the above Terrace Timber Sales Office on or alter June 20, 2003. 
Specie'timber Sale Ucence A50593. 
i 
JNvn'/~'ION TO '~ENDER MIftll~M ( ~  
SILVILCULTURE IMPLEMENTATION For== 
CONTRACT IM2004TSKHA-O11 
Sealed Tenders t0r Silviculture Impiementetlco C0ntrect No. IM2004TSKHA.011 
located tn the Suakwa rea within the Hazelton Field Team area, wlll be received by 
the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area, 
200-5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia no later than e:00 a,m. on July 
28, 2003, at which time all tenders will be opened In public. Viewing of this site prior 
to submitting a bid Io nat mandatary. 
The following work will be required: Compllaece Inupectlona, payment plots, report. 
new condition with new tires 
front and beck. $4700.00. Also 
Motorcycle trailer, great compa- 
nion for motorcycle camping. 
$350.00 Call Grog 250-638- 
8189 
1987 34Fr motorhome. New 
tires, batteries, 454 engine. In 
very good shape. Located on 
Welsh Ave. $18,000 obo or 
trade on house. Call 250.635- 
9123 
OVER 200 new, used RV's. 20 
new brands. Diesel pushem to 
tent trailers. Call for the best se- 
IBcfion and pdce In B.C. toll-free 
1-800-688-1447 or 
www.voyagerrv.ca 
B.C. Interior's Largest Rv Deal- 
er. Voyager RV Centre Hwy. 
97, Winfield, B.C. 
Harbercraft 
Jet Boat, 1875XS 
s18,595.00 
1998 VOLKSWAGEN Passel 
GLS, 1.8T, 5speed. 
129,000kms. Alloy wheels. 
$13,500. For more information 
call 250-635-1578 
" . . . .  14' Alum Bout 
w/25hp & trailer 
, . .  - ,n= ^^ 
1982 HONDA PRELUDE. 4 cyl. 
automatic, electric sun roof, CD 
player, good running condition, 
good tires, ready to go anywhere. 
Asking $1,000. Recent une-up. 
Call (250) 638-8515. 
BC Ferry Authority - Call for Nominations 
The Coastal Ferry Act mandates a role for coastal regional districts, in the nomination 
process for the Board of Directors of the B.C. Ferry Authority which directs the affairs 
af British Columbia Ferry 
Services Inc. The Skeena- \ 
Queen Charlotte and Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional Districts are 
seeking expressions of interest 
from qualified individuals who 
wish to be considered for positions 
as members of the Board of the B.C. 
Ferry Authority, commencing April 1. 
2004. 
The Kilimat-Stikine, Skeena-Queen 
Charlotte, Central Coast and Mount 
Waddington Regional Districts togetl 
be nominating lhree to five individuc 
B.C. Ferry Authority for consideratiol 
members of the Board. 
Detailed information is available on 
Ferry Authority's website at 
w~nN.bcferryauthor i ly .com Inl 
available includes a backgrounder c 
Ferry Authorily Board of Directors, a 
profile, and a Board candidate nora 
Individuals interested in being considered for nomination are requested to complete a 
nomination form available on the B.C. Ferry Authority webslte at 
www.bcferryauthority.com. 
Completed nomination forms will be accepted until the close of business on Friday, 
August 8, 2003. We thank you for your interest; however, only short-listed candidates 
will be contacted. 
Completed nomination forms should be forwarded to the Regional District office in 
which you reside: 
Regional District of Kifimat-Stlkine 
Attention: Robert Marcellin, Administrator 
300 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue 




Skeena-Queen Charlotte Regional District 
Attention: Janet Bell, Administralor 
100 - 1 sl Avenue 




ing, silviculture field assessments to determine ittreatment is required end G,RS. 
traverse and mapping of silviculture treatment units. 
A continuous ervice without further tendering Is desired. Therefore, the contract 
being tendered contains an 'Option-to-Renew" clause, whereby the Ministry 
reserves the dght to renew the contract for another term, up to s maximum lull term 
of three (3) years, subject o funding end eetlofactory Contractor performance. 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms end In the envelope supplied which, with 
the padiculars, may be obtained from the Terrace Timber Sales Office at the above 
address. Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever 
and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. The work will be 
administered by the British Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
All Inquiries should be directed to Greg Folks, Forest Technician-Contract 
Coordinator, Haze;ton Field Team. 
Phone (250) 842.7645. 
Contract award la sublect o funding being available at the time. 
~C~ |NVrrATJON TO TENDER ¢ 
FOREST SERVICE ROAD u~.~ 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS r~ 
EN2004TSKHA-418 AND EN2004TSKHA-420 
Sealed tenders far the foUowlng Forest Service Road Canstructlon contracts will be 
received by the BC Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeene 
Business Area, #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, Britlsh Columbia VSG 1L1, on 
the dates shown below, at which time all tenders wti[ be opened In public: 
Contract#: ' EN2004TSKHA-42()" 
Contact: AI Herdson, Engineering Technician 
Closing Date: August 5. 2003 at 10.'30 a.m. 
Phone: 250-842.7623 (Hezelton Field Team) 
ParUcu/ere: Surfacing af3.0 kllometres of the Suskwe Extension 
Forest Service Roads. 
Contract #: EN2004TSKHA-418 
Contact: AI Harrison, Englneedng Technician 
Closing Dote: August 5, 2003 at 10:15 a.m. 
Phone: 250-842-7623 (Hazeltcc Field Team) 
ParUaulars: Surfacing of the Kutdo 1900 end Kuldo 2100A Forest Service Roads 
and Installation of four (4) major ctmcturao. 
Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and c0ndtticna pecifled In 
the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
The successful Contractor must meet he eilg[bitity requirements as outlined In the 
Conditlans of Tender. A msndetory site viewing for Contract No, EN2004TSKHA-418 
is scheduled at 10:30 a.m, on July 28, 2003, at 20.4 km on the Kuldo Forest Service 
Road. Fudher iniormatlan may be obtained by contacting the above mentioned 
Engineering Technician. 
Packages are available at the above eddmas, or by calling the Terrace Timber Sales 
Office, Skcena Business Area at 250-638-5100. 
The awarding of this contract is subject o the availability offunds for the year field 
work Is required. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amem 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map)of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND; 
The application affects the land, within the Cil X of Terrace, as indi 
catad on the accompanying map and described as: 
Part of Lot 2, District Lot 360, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 1087~ 
2900 Ken" Street] 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431 
1995 by changing the zoning classification of the portions of Inn, 
shown in heavy outline on the accompanying map: 
FROM: Ught Indusldal (M1) 
TO: Service Commercial (C3) 
To allow the hvo comer cuts to be amalgamated with the Service 
Commercial property to the east. 
KEITH AVE 
N, 
F'-F--JENEY AVE L ~  / 
Ilk 1 / 
BYLAW INSPECTION; 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVAN1 
BACKGROUND DCCUMENTS MAY BE INSPEcTED in the recap. 
lion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
to 4~30 p.m. each day from Wednesday, July 16th, 2003, te 
Monday, July 281h, 2003, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. 
PUBUC HEARII~G. DETAILS; 
An}/persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this appti. 
cation may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE PUBUC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAl. COUNCIl 
CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, JULY 28TH, 2003. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAl 
GOVERNMEHI' ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTE 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be gavemed accordingly, 
RON POOLE, Chief Adminlslrative Officer 
, ) ) 
B10- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 16, 2003. i iii 
,-,BI~tSH NOTICE INvrrINGAPPLICATION FOR ~,n~,~ ¢
L.OLUMBIA TIMBER hALE LICENCE A85133 F=,m 
Pursuont o Section 20 of the Forest Act, a Timber Sole Ucence Is being offered for sale. 
Closing Date: July 22, 2003 at 8:30 e,m, el the Terrace Timber Sales Office 
Geographic Location: Branch 700 Tea Lake FSR Term: 18 months 
Volume: 23 528 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $34153 pet cubic metre 
The upset stumpago rate was determined by Ihs Market Pricing Syslent, and is appt[ca, 
bte only to coniferous green sawlog grades. 
Species: Hemlock 70%, Balsam 20%, Cedai 10%, more or less 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Categ0q one (1) and/or two (2). 
Logging System: Ground Based . . . .  
Restriction: Patch Cut 
This licence requires the building of approximately 5.73 kllometres of on.block roads, 
Applications will be accepted by the BC Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales 
Office, Skeena Business Area, 200 • 5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia 
VSG 1L1 until 8:30 a.m. on July 22, 2003, 
There is additional material which Iho applicant must consider in their application. This 
material, application forms, and other information about BC Timber Sales, can bo obtained 
from the above Tenace Timber Sales Office. Specify Timber Sale Licence A85133. 
CiTY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY  PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "C" (Development Permit Areas) of the City of Terrace 
Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 1771-2002. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land, within the Cit X of Terrace, as indi- 
cated on the accompanying map and describd as: 
Part of Lot 2, District Lot 360, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 10874 
[2900 Kerr Street] 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "C" (Develbpment Permit Areas) of the Official 
Community Plan as [ollows: 
That portion of Lot 2, Dislrict Lot 360, Range 5, Coast Dislrict, Plan 
10874, shown in hea.vy oultine on Appendix "A", attached hereto, 
and forming part of the Bylaw shall be re-deslgnated from 
Development Permit Area No. 6 - Commercial to Development 
Permit Area No. 13 - East Gateway. 
In order to expand Development Permit Area No. 13 - East 




- _ _Z  
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m..each.day from Wednesday, July 16111, 2003, to 
Monday, Ju y 28th, 2003, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this appli- 
cation may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT ~HE PUBUC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPALCOUNCII. CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, JULY 28TH, 2003. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT~ R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RUN POOl.E, Chief Administrative Officer 
BAILIFF SALE - 70% OFF SALE 
FINAL BLOWOUT 
JADA'S FASHION AND BRIDAL BOUTIQUE 
CaledonTa Bailiffs will sell all remaining inventory located at 106.4716 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
T trsaay, July 17, 2003 from 1:00 pro.4:00 pm 
F :lay, July 18, 2003 from 1:00 pm-4:00 pm while quantities last. 
All Items Must Be Sold 
Cash Sale Only, No Inleract, Cheques Or Credit Cards, All Sales Final 
Limited Entry May Be Necessary 
For furlher information, please contact us at: (250) 635-7649 
ALSO 
1995 GMC 4x4, 292,198 kms 
1997 Dodge Light Duly, 148,562 kms 
1996 Pontiac Sunfire 2D Coupe, 230,863 kms 
To view the above vehicles, conlacl our office, 250-635-7649 
iiii 
Because you love y 
MedicAlerl®.The bracelet with 
an emergency hotline linked 
to your medical record• 
CaU 1-866-734-9423 
or visit www.medicalert.ca 
®MedicAlert 
Lets You Live Life. 
:::~:~ .:.~::.x~.¢:t~:::::~::A~k:~;~:~..~.'.,'.'.",'"':' ~.~! : :~ : !~: :  :+ ::~::. =========================================================================== : : : : : : : : :  ~':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ....... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ =========================================================== " 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD, 
I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
, -  . 
ilm_l'~t B l~ l= "~f /  Dry  
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES -SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS ,SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS ,CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES *'REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• ATtiC INSULATION REMOVAL -ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS -FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS -VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industr ia l  Vacuum Trucks 635-  1132 
It|  d ill :I+I ,]Ifl tl :hrd lfl q :I:I ~[oltl:l:IWll [41;I fltl u t{~]:lll : hI.+ 
CLEANING YOUR AIR DUCTS WILL RELIEVE 
ALLERGY SUFFERERS AND IMPROVE AIR QUALITY. 
~1~I~ Truck&, New ~ & 2~.~_Tfailers at Your Seance! 
Across town or the country 
~.]K__~ . • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
~-866-615~002 
~1 __ i ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT 
IF I)IRTY WE'LL 
L Gutters Ck;Inln~ 
2- aiding and ~;(uccos 
power Wash 
~1. exterior Wb~lows 
4. Clwpct S;harnpoo 
I~. t ip  ~tash,Car Shal~poo 
K. Dr lv(wt a powKr VJash 
WlNDOW alkqNG • aENa~ QUJ4NG • UINH MAe~NAtI~ 
C4J ANO FLI~RE 
l l l IM I I I t l L I  WAIH INg 




Call Suki @ (250) 635-1636 
Cell (250) 615-6439 
R L Asphalt Sealing 
Specializing In residential dflveways & paddng lots. 
Protect your pavement and keep It looking like newl 
WE SEAL WITH HEAVY DUTY SEALER 
Sweeping Parking Lotsl . ~ l l l  
FREE EST I  MATES!  
Roland Lagace 
12501 635-3516 
3661 Hawthorn Ave, Terrace, B.C. VSG 5E1 
# COPPER RIVER TAXIDERMY 25 YRS. EXPERIENCE 
DOUG CLINKENBEARD 
4601 Beaver Crescent 
Tel: (250) 615-5406 Fax: (250) 615-0136 
Terrace, B.C. Emaih dougc@monarch.net 
& LANDSCAPING 
• Lands~ng Floor & Kitchen "Ilia s
• MOSS Rer~al , Build & Repair Fe~es 
* Yard MaJnteri~nce * Build & Repair Decks 
• Gutter Cleaning * Siding Ingallallon &Washlng 
• Odd Jobs , And Much More 
FREE EST IMATES 
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK j 
LOW LOW LOW RATESI J  
Mobi le  Serv ices  
IPowerwashlng- High & Low Pressure IFully Insured 
~ResldeBlial &Commercial ~Centained Water Supply 
~Removal &Control of Moulds, Mildew & Mystery Oirt 
Ph: 635"8863 
Fax: (250) 638-0054 ~,.+mmm'm",o=.~ 
~rp Jo (  W~ON AJLION WATSON 
o,~ TERRACE~ B.C. ~..~ c0~ 
Topsoi l "  
Sand 
"Grave l  





Ang lersAt las ;oom ation lake for 
many residents of 
Terrace and Kitimat, and provides excellent freshwater 
fishing opportunities for cutthroat rout and dolly var- 
den, as well as rainbow trout. 
Downstream of Lakelese Lake is another exceptional 
f i shery~Lakelse  River. This world class fiver provides 
excellent Steelhead fishing opportunities. However, 
extensive regulations apply, including a bait ban, 
required classified waters istamp, no motors, and time 
restrictions. Make sure to 
for Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden in Lakelse+Lake 
25,000 eyed egg ra inbow trout: f rom P inantan Lake  l~rom Terrace,  head south 
were released. These are the only stocking records for ~ 1 "along Highway 37. Gmchy 's  
Lakelse Lake, and current species come from naturally 
reproducing stocks. 
There is a well developed provincial park on the 
north and eastern shore of Lakelse Lake. The 
park consists of  three separate sect ions- -  
Gruchy's Beach, Lakelse Lake Picnic 
Area, and Furlong Bay Campground. _~,~ 
The park is surrounded by the .~ ,~-~:  
mountains of the Kit imat ~- - /+: /~ 
Range, and stands of old ~.~......':~..~'~i~.~ 
growth forests. . . . . . . . . . . .  
consult the. re~tdntion~ I 
befor~ 
Histo~ © Th~ Ant~lar'e 
effort., 
to stot ~.~- 
In the ~ 
of ....... 
salmo i~  
M i r a ~t  
River 
re lea  ~ 
into tl: ~ 
lake  
Depth contours shown in _feet 
Map survey conducted in 1976. 
¢mc, Fscts %. 
I I  P!l~i't~%> .:t r:" / -¢  
Surface Area 
| • 1,460 Hectares ~ ¢ "  
i (3,608 acres) /~" ~ 1Kilometre 
Maximum Depth ~ , , , I I 
i - 31.7 metres ~ 0 1 Mile 
I (104feet) ~ Caut ion :  Do not use  this map for navigat ional  
i Elevation ~7 purposes. This map may not reflect current condi- 
| • 77 metres ~(,- , tions. Uncharted hazards may exist. Base Map 
@Province of British Columbia. Fisheries data 
[ (253 feet) " ~  obtained from Province of British Columbia. 
~ KI'fiUMKflLUM 
"IEMPO GAS BAR 
Fill your 20lb. propane bottle 
HOW& SAVEI 
Marine Gas • Fishing Tackle 
Full service at a self serve price 
PROCESSOR 
OF FISH ~I~ 




4545 Lakelss Ave, Terrace, B.C. I 
638-1312 I 
1-800-663-3903 ,,,I 
FAMILY RESTAURANII t~-  
Ucensed *~r~...I 
Featuring Fresh ~1~:~,/'~..~"_,~1~ 
Halibut E, Cod ~ f ' ~  
¢ ;'1 0AirY FEAmREm "~t~m~..~ 
A greal dining ~..~ :, ~:..~1 
experience for . ~ J l J~ J  eve  
"Catch Of The Day ~ t~,~c,~ 0ar~ 
4702 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635.6~02 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
24 HOURS A DAY 
Bay and the picnic area is 
located about 15 km along 
highway. To get to 
t h e 
k cam - 
~ ~  and boat 
~,, l aunch ,  • 
~ ~+!:'i .... , cont inue  
7a long  the 
hig ~ ' "- hway for 
~ ~ +  another five km to 
~ ~  Furlong Bay Campground. 
~"~p~/  The campground, has excellent 
~ #  facilities, with a double-paved boat 
~ '  launch, loading dock and plenty o f  
parking space. Also, the launch is 
located close to the day-use area of  the 
campground. NOTE:  There is no access to the 
boat launch from 11:00 pm to 7:00 am. 
F ISH SPECIES  OBSERVED IN LAKELSE LAKE 
Aleutian Sculpin, Brook Trout, Chinook Salmon, Chum Salmon, Coho Salmon, 
Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Largescale Sucker, Longnose Sucker, Mountain 
Whitefish, Northern Pikeminnow (formerly N. Squawfish), Peamouth Chub,  Pink 
Salmon, Prickly Sculpin, Rainbow Trout, Redside Shiner, River Lamprey, Sockeye 
Salmon, Steelhead, Threespine Stickleback, Western Brook Lamprey 
Information obtained from BCGovernment Fisheries Information Summary System. 
List may not show all species present in lake. 
. Fishing for New Tires? 
I "Bike Oflhe Weekr I 
. . . .  I IlOCM Mountain Trailboad i 
Trophy XL l r  
Fraser King & 
Ambassadeur 7000 
Left or rioht hand 
$309.98  
[ i , 
